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ABSTRACT
The life cycle of Antsakis sirnplec in New Zealand waters is
described from observations on the morphology, distribution and behaviour
of free-living and parasitic stages. Comparison with the life cyles of
two other anj-sakids, Phoeanema dectpieps Myers 1959 and Thynnasearts
adu-nea Rudolphi I8o2 shows differences in distribution, degrees r>f host
specificity, the status of invertebrate hostsr the factors influencing
infestation levels of teleost hosts, and the l-ocation and pathological
effect.s of infestation.
Larval stages occurring in intermediate and paratenic hosts were
identified by cornparison of larval and adult morphometrics. A. sirnplet
larvae were also positively identified by i.n ui,tto cultivation through to
adult-s. Some morphometric variations compared to overseas descriptions
are apparent. The ventriculus of A. sirnpT,e-s larvae is shorter relative to
body length and the intestinal caecum of P. decipiens is longer relative
to ventriculus length.
Egg and free-living larval stages were obtained from i.n ui.tro
cultivation of (A. sinrplen) and collection of eggs from mature adults from
definitive hosts g. adunca) 
- Eggs of p. decip,tew were not obtained. Eggs
of A. sirnp.Le* and ?. a.dunca hatch in 8-rr days at 15oc. A. simple-s eggs
hatch in 6 days at a temperature of 22oC and did not hatch in 16 days at
looc- Eggs and free-living stage rrr rarvae of A,. si.npLer and ?. adunea
are similar in mcirphologry with little differentiation of internal
structures.
Examination of the stomach contents of pelagic fish infested with
anisakids indicated that possible intemediate hosts of A. sinrpler are the
euphausiid' NyetipVnnes australi.s and the decapod Mmida gregarLa. possible
hosts of I. adunea and ,V. gve!?a"'La are a wide variety of smaller zooplanktonic
groups, e.g. decapod larvae and copepods.
Larvae of A. sinrplet were found i.n one of 8850 /t7. australisi larvae of
I- adunea were found in 69 of 3999 chaetognaths (sagitta spp.) a medusa and
a decapod larva. These larvae are morphotogically similar to Stage III
larvae from teleosts. No anisakids were found in 3956 EupVtausi,a spp. i
II47 14. gnegari.a and 740 prawns. twenty five ?. adunca Jarvae and adults
were found in 818 freshly eaten M. gregaria in teleost stomachs, indicating
that this invertebrate may act as a paratenic and a definitive host.
Experimental infection of /V. austvalis and M. gregari.a with stage Ir larvae
of A. sinplet and ?. adunea was unsuccessful.
v1 .
The location of anisa-kid infestation in three pelagic teleost
species, Thgnsi'tes atun, Tnaehuras rppaezelandiae and Tyachurus d.ee\ivis
is described. A. si,ntpLen rarvae are found mainly in the body cavity of
arl species, at the posterior end of the stomach, with less than one
percent occurring in the musculature. Distribution of /. siWler larvae
does not change with increasing size of the host
burden. Thyrsites atun have a higher proportion
wall (8-l3t) compared to Tr.achu.nus spp. (< at;.
increasing tot.al worm
larvae in the stomach
adunea larvae are
found infrequently in the body cavity of all l-hree species, on the pyloric
caeca and in the stomach wall. Adults and larvae of ?. adtmca are found
more conmonly in the alimentary canal, indicating that these teleosts are
more important as 
'definitive hosts in the life cycle of this anisakid.
P. decipi,ens larvae are found only in Thyrsites ai.un and oc.cur mainly in
the muscles (98-5t). No quantitative pathogenic effects of anisakid
infestation on these teleosi_s hosts were detected.
The main factors jnfluencing the infestation of the three teleost
species are age of the host, locality and season. Sex of the host and
depth (over the continental- she1f, 0-250 m) are not important. A. sirnplet
infestation increased with age in alL host species examined, and was
higher in Trachutae deeliu'Ls from the southern-most locality, suggesting
the existence of at least two distinct populations of this species.
significant differences in infestation of Tlryrsites attm wirh P. deei-piens
suggests that this anisakid rnay be more cortrnon in southern l-ocalities also.
lhe infestation of Thyrsites atun by 1arval and adult T. adunca in the
alimentary canal is most influenced by season and closely related to diet.
Nenatode samples were obtained from the marine rnanrsnals Axctoeephalus
fotsteri-, Rogia breuiceps and. Phoeatctos hookez"L. Ailult l. si.rnplex were
recorded from 4. forst'er"t (a new host record) and Kogia breuieeps; preadults
from Phocaretos hookeri 
- Adult p. deci-piens lrere recorded from pVneat etos
hookeri; preadults from Aretoeephalus forsteri and K. breuicepe. other
anisakids found were Anisakis physeterLs (Baylis 1923) , contyaeaeewl
osculat'un Rudolphi 1802 and Pseudoter!,enoDa kogiae (Johnston and Mawson
1939) Mosgovoi 1951. These records are all new for the New Zeatand region
except P. decipiens from P. hookeri and 6. oseulatum from Ar.ctocephalus
forsteri. A. sitnpLer and C. oseulatum were found acsociated with qastric
ulcers in Arctocephalus for.sLert-
or
or
m
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CHAPTER I.
GENERAL INTRODUCTI OTiI
Adult nematodes of the family Anisakidae (of the order Ascaridida)
are parasitic in the alimentary tract of fishes, amphibians, reptiles,
birds and rnanmnars- There ate 24 genera, of which seven are of questionabre
generic status (Myers 1975) and over 2o0 species have been described (cheng
L976r. Hartwich (1954) divided the family further into two subfamlies:
stomachinae (= Anisakinae) anil Raphidascaridinae, based on the structure
of the excretory system. Ecologically, the subfanily Anisakinae includes
nainly parasites of birds and mammals, the Raphidascaridinae are all
parasites of teleosts and elasmobranchs. Genera of the fanily (after
Myers 1975) are listed in Table l.L along with hosts and the subfamily
divisions of Hartwich (1957, Lg74').
1.1 HrsToRrcAr
rnterest in anisakids has increased significantly in the last 30 years,
having been given impetus from three main areas of research, all focused on
larval stages occurring in marine fishes and squid.
Firstly, concern over the unsightly appear€rnce of anisakid larvae in
the flesh of cormnercial fish species (particularly cod) increased during
the l95o's in canada and Scotland. Attention was focused on ,,codr,rortrls.(larval Phoeaflena deei,piens) and, to a lesser extent, on nherringworms,,(larval Ani,sakis sp-l and investigations into their distribution, life
cycle and general biorogry \rere carried out (Ibhr 1939; scott 1953, Lg54,
1955, 1956; scott and Martin 1957; Templernan et al. l95z; scott and
Fisher 1958a, b; Grainger 1959; scott and Brack 1960; Myers 1960; Rae
1963' L9721 - ltre economic irnplications of infested fi1lets have been
Partly offset by the development of methods making detection and removal
of wo::urs easier (Ronald 1956; power 196I) and by the identification of
areas of heavy fish infestation.
secondl-y' in the last 20 yearrs, anisakid larvae have become recognised
as potential human pathogens. rn 1960 van Thier et aL. reported the
discovery of a worm in an eosinophilic phlegrrnon of the intestinal wall of
a patient in Rotterdam. Kuipers et aL. (1950a, b) l-ater reported similar
cases' also from the Netherlands. The worm was initially identified as
Eustoma rotundatwn but later corrected to Anisakis sp. by van Thiel (LgG2,).
2.
Table 1.1. Genera(after
IIsst
sf the Fanily Anisakidae Skrjabirr and Karokhirr 1946llyers 1975).
Ariisakid Gemrs
Aquatic/Seni \uat.ic
I'lamnals
ltafine l4auunals
Birds
leleosts
netrttiles
Elasnobranehs
*r(?l Cleoaseoris Baylis f923
Ptwad4jardi'nio. Travossos 193 3
**Anieakis Dujardin 1845
**Plwoaetm. ltyers 1959
**Pllpssssaxvis Host 1932
Pseudatenranopa lqcrsgovoi 195I
**Contraeaeewx R€'l]-tet et ltenry l9I2(?l Betuti.sakie Haplestone I93Z
Poyroeaeeaan Raillet et ltenry l9I2
*EetercphyLwn Spaul. lr927
*t'lzgtttnaseanLs DolLfus 1923
*Rqphidaseayi.s Gendre I92B
*Rqhid,aseatoiilee Raittet et Benry I9l5f etTryanisaki.s y anaguti I94I(Zl Pseudnwisaki,s (r,afnan and Borokova
1926) Mosgovoi t95O
* (?l Paretisal$ope:i.a yema$rti 1941(?l HeT,iginus Dujardin tB45
Daf ardi,rnsea?i,s Baylis lgal 7
lifulti-eaesun Baylis 1923(?l Polgaaeezf,? MaFlestone 1930
**fgyrrtq412Dc Leiper ancl AfJrinssn 1914
Itt etqtl eakze- uesgorroi lgs O
AemthacheiTtn ltolin t95B
*Pawdeakds Balrlis !.923
(?) of questl"onable geireric Etatusrtt Subfanily Anisakinae I
* gubfanity Raphidlascar,idinae I
Fanily Ani.sakidae (= Stmachidael
after Hartrsicjtr (1957, lgTe)
3.
Sirnilar cases of gastrointestinal eosinophilic Aranuloma caused by
larval nematodes has been reported in Japan since Ig40 (shiraki lg74l, but
it was not until 1965 that the causative nematode was identified and
considered to be identical to the'larvae reported by van Thiel (r9G2)
(Asrmi et aL. l9G5) .
Ihese reports led to an upsurge in research on ,'anisakiasis', in both
countries- rn the Netherlands, an t'Anisaktls comrittee,' was set up in 1960
to co-ordinate research (Ruitenburg l97O). Government regulations,
requiring all raw herring (the nain sorrrce of infection) to be frozen at
-2ooc for at lest 24 hours before being released for consumption, were
introduced in l-968- since then the number of cases reported has dropped
from a peak of 5L in 1967 to none between 1971 anil 1974 (van fhief 1976).
In JaPan, a research group established in l-965 found several hundred
cases of anisakiasis which had been misdiagmosed and surgically operated on
as gastric cancer or turnour, ulcer of tJle stomach and duodenrau, and acute
appendicitis (oshima L972). They correlated infection with the practice of
eating raw fish and squid, in which Anisakis larvae are connonly for:nd.
Since the first proven case in 1965, 487 cases have been identified (oshima,
pers. coltn. in van Ttriel, Lg76). Oshima (Lg72l considers that regulations
sinilar to those iryosed in the Netherlands are al-most in6rossible to
irylement in Japan because there are so nany species of fish potentiatly
causing anisakiasis.
other anisakids, including Pltoeanena deei.piens larvae and Contraeaecwr
sPP. Iarvae also have been irqplicated in hnnan infections (e.g. Jackson
1975; Willians and Jones I-976). Aspects of human anisakiasis have been
reviewed recently by AreSn (1971), Bisseru (f975), Soulsby (1926) r v€m
Ihiel (f976) , l{argolis (]_9ZZ) and Snith and rfootten (1978) .
The third main area of research has deveLoped from the mass of
biological information collected.on anisakids over the 1ast 30 years.
Studies on tbe lanral infestation of fish have revealed marked geographic
variation in abundance, particularly of Pltoeanena d.eeipi.etts (Kahl 1939;
Templeman et aL. L957t Scott and Martin 1957, 1959; Rae 1953 t L972i
wiles 1958; Young L972i pratt 1975) and, to a resser extent, AnLsakis
sp. (Bishop and Margolis 1955; Kilanbi and DeLacy L967i Beverly-Burton
anil Pippy 1978). This has led to recent investigations into the use of
these parasites as biological indicators of stock heterogeneity (sindermann
1961; Kilanbi and Delacy I967i Konovalov 1967; pippy 1969; Gibson L972i
Nlrnan and Pippy L972i platt 1976; Beverly-Burton and pippy r97g).
4.
T.2 LIFE CYLCE PATTERNS
Fundamental to most areas of research on anisakid nematodes is a'
understanding of the life cycres invoLved. considerabre infornation onlife cycle patterns is avairabre, particurarly on Anieakis sp., and has
been reriiewed recentry by oshima (Lg72), cheng (1976), van Ttrier (rg75)
and smith and lrlootten (1978) 
- Howeverr gaps in our knowredge stirr exist,
such as the factors affecting distribution and survival of early larvar
stages and the exact timing and number of moults.
studies on Antsakis, Contracaee?,rm, Phocanema arrd Thgnnascayis species
indicate that the basic life rycre involves free-riving and parasitic phases(Fig' 1) 
' Eggs are passed out of the definitive host into seavrater and
hateh as second stage larvae, the first moult having taken place inside the
e99' second stage larvae are rrnabre to exsheath and have to be eaten by an
invertebrate in order to develop further. rn this host the larvae exsheath
and presumably rnourt into the third stage larvae, arthough e:rperimental
proof is J'acking. Exsheathment of second stage larvae in invertebrates has
been observed (oshirna Lg72l but experimental proof of the tining of the
second moult is racking, and therefore a s'bject of controversy.
Most larvae from fish are designated as third stage irnplying that the
moult takes place very early in the fish or in the previous invertebrate
host' A nr-unber of fish and squid, and probably arso other invertebrates,
can act as paratenic or transport hosts, in which larval developnent is
rrininar' lrtre finar or definitive host is usually a piscivorous tereost,
bird or marine.manural- Ttrird stage larvae noult into preadults (rl) and
finalry adults, thus completing the four rcults described by chitwood (1974)
for a "tlpica1 nematoder.
The general life cycle is characterised by a lack of host.specifieity of
sone (and occasionarly alr) stages and with a crear correl-ation between ttre
occurrence of the para'sites with the ecologry and feeding habits of the hosts.
rnglis (1965) notes that "this pl.asticity is a werl- known feature of internal
helninth parasites with indirect rife cycles, especialry where one host is
poikil-othe:mic and the other homeothe:mic,r.
1.3 PRESENT STUDY
(a) Background
comparatively littl-e is known of the biology of marine anisakids in
the southern Hemisphere. rn the Austrarasian region the three major
contributions to our knowredge are: a series of papers by Jotrnston and
Mawson on marine anisakids from the southern temperate seas (Johnston and
5.
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Mawson 1941a, L942a, b, 1943a, b, c, L945a, b) and warmer eueesrand waters(Johnston and Maswson 1939, l94lb, t95ta, b); two unpublished theses on
nematode parasites of New zealand fishes (Brunsdon 1953, 1956); and a
recent survey of larval ascaridoids from south-eastern eueensland marine
fishes (Cannon L977a).
Ttre only other pubLished information from the Australasian region
includes brief reports on the occurrence of Anieakis sp. la'rae in
Tasmanian jack mackerel, Traetatrus deelivi.s (Webb 1976) and New Zealand
tarakihi Cheilodaetylus maeroptents (vooren and Tracey Lg76), and Russian
surveys on the parasites of deeper lrater fishes off New Zealand and its
sub-antarctic islands (Leont'eva et aL, r974t Korotaeva Lg75); observations
on diseases of marine matrnals in a New zealand zoological park (Cordes and
of Hara 1979), and a report of two Aniaakis species from a marine mamal
stranded in Queensland, Australia (Cannon 1977b).
unpublished studies include work on the life cycle of Contraeaeaum
spieuligemnn (Horn 1966) and anisakiasis in Australia (Taenets 1975) r irrd
brief observations on Anisakis sp. larvae in barracouta Ilryrsi,tes aknt
(Mehr 1968) and Thyrmascay"Ls dwtca in red cod, physieulus baechus
(Mackinnon, pers. conm.) .
some information is available on anisakid infestation of south lmerican
marine hosts (cattan et aL. L976i cattan and videla 1976; Torres et aL.
L978i Carvajal et aL. L979,).
(b) Aims and Lirnits of the Study
lfhe main aim of the present study was to
cycle patterna of anisakids comronly found in
reference lo Anisakzis species. This included
elucidate further the life
pelagic fish, with partigular
the foll-owing objectives:
i) To identify the species of rarvae in teLeosts, by in tsi.tro
curtivation through to adul-ts, and by a comparative study of
norphol-ogrical characters 
.
ii) To study the nature of anisakid parasitism by examining the
locarisation of infestation in inte:mediate, paratenic and
definitive hosts.
iii) ro study the distribution of anisakids in New zearand waters
and to identify factors infruencing this distribution by:
examining in detail the pattern of infestation of
teleosts known to be regularJ-y infested, including
consideration of regionar and seasonar differences.
examining the stomach contents of these fish to give
some indication of possible sources of infestation.
7.
- collecting samples of invertebrates likely to be
possibJ.e internediate hosts, at the sane ti_ne or
from the sFme area as the teleost samples.
e:<perimentally infecting invertebrates thought to
be possible intermediate hosts.
exanining the pattern of infestation of definitive hosts.
determining the survival of free-living stages (i.e. eggs
and second stage 1arvae) under varying environmental
conditions, in particular temperature.
iv) To comPare the life cycle patterns of anisakids in New zealand rdaters
to patterns established for the same or similar species occuffing in
the Northern Hemisphere.
A more general aim for this study was to form a basis for further New
zearand studies, particularry on fish quarity and marketability,
implications for human health and the use of anisakids as biological
indicators of stock heterogeneity in New zearand fishes.
The rapidly increasing irnportance of the fishing industry to New
zealand over the last five years has l-ed to more concern over the quality
of the product from rnany aspects, for exampre, methods of maintaining
freshness' levels of nercury pollution etc. The occurrence of unsightly
parasites in fillets is one of these areas of concern.
The infestation of fish (and sguid) muscle also has important
implications for hr:sran health with the increased promotion of new and
different ways to Prepare fish- Although the practice of eating raw fish
is not cormon, it is becoring more popular.
The increase i.n the inportance of the fishing industry and the
declaration of a 2OO mile exclusive economic fishing zone in April I97g
have resulted in the need for more research on basic fish biology, including
the necessity for stock separation. The use of parasites as biorogical
indicators of stock heterogeneity can be extremely valua},le but usually
requires detail-ed knowledge of the life rycles of the parasites being used.
The linits of the study were initially set by restricting the work to
a few easily obtainable pelagic species of fish, known to be regrurarly and
sonetjmes heavily infested with dnzlsakds sp. rarvae (from Brunsdon 1953,
1956) 
' The three species chosen were the barracouta, ITtyrsites attm
(Euphrasen 1791), and two species of jack mackerel, Traehttmg nouaezeheft&iay
Richardson, 1843 and, Tnaehw,us deeliuis (Jenyns }g4f). Some of these fish
were arso infested with the anisakids Thynrnsearis aduttca and plpeanema
deeipiens and the study r.ras extended to include these species for comparison.
8.
The collection of possible invertebrate intermediate hosts and otherparatenic hosts was deter:rrined from the feeding habits of the three species
of fish studied. The exarnination of marine mammal hosts was limited because
of the reliance on materiar collected fron strandings or by other sortcers.
Itlarine rqarrEnals are protected in New zealand waters by law; fur sears have
been protected since rg94 and cetaceans became protected in 19zg (under the
ltarine Manrnal. protection Act) .
This thesis is divided into discrete chapters based.on the dl-fferent
stages of the life cycle and the tlpe of host invorved. Each chapter hasits own introduction, d.etaiLs of materials and nethods used, results anddiscussion- A generar discussion and sruurary of the major findings of
this study are included in the final chapter.
oCHAPTER 2.
SPECIES IDENTIFICATION
2.L INTRODUCTION
Tttd classification of larval and aduLt nematodes of the farnily is
rather comprex and constantly under revision. lttre validity of nany
species requires examination as nany synonyms probably still exist. Even
the status of some genera remains questionabre (Myers 1975).
The specific identification of larval aaisakids is complicated by the
fact that few, if any, of the characteristics used for adult identification
are present in earlier stages. several cl-assification schemes describing
larvae as llpe I, II' III, A, B, C, etc. have been developed independentl-y
by various authors (e.g. yamaguti l94I; Berland I96t; Koyama et al. 1969;
Kikuchi et aL- 1970; shiraki L974i Norris and overstreet L976i cannon
L977ai and in New Zealand by Brunsdon 1953, 1956). These lanral tlpes are
often rather difficul-t to correlate with each other, Iet alone with the
descriptions of adults.
Ttre best urethod of obtaining positive identifications of larvae is to
culture them zln vi.tso or i.n d,tno through'to the adult stage; a procedure
which is not always possible or practicabre. other methods of identification
depend largely on circr:mstancial evidence and are therefore subject to error,
but they are often alt that is avaitable. For exanpre, the occurrence of
J'arvae, preadults and adults in the arilrentary tracts of definitive hosts
provides an indication of larvar identity, especiarly in single species
infestations. comparison of larval and adult norphornetrics can also be
extrenely val-uable, especially if all_ometric growth (as described by Inglis
L954) is taken into acco''t by apprying appropriate analyses (e.g.
McClelland and Ronald L974a, bi Shiraki Lg74l. AIso, sinilarities of
various biocheurical components have been identifiecl recently (suzgki and
Ishida L9791.
rt was not intended here to review in detail the taxonornic position of
the nany anisakid larve and adults fron New zealand waters, but onry topositively identify those species whose life cycres r,rere treing studied.
lrttus, only the genera Ani-sakis, Thyrttaseari.s and phoealtema are considered
in detail' The Presence of other anisakids encountered is noted briefly.
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(a) Anisakis Dujardin 1845
slmonlans (after Hartwich 1974) z Anisaki.s (Skrjabinieakie) Mosgovoi
1951; capeuLadn zeder Lgoo nee tlodeer L973i coraeeplnLus
Diesing I.86L nee Ttrunberg L9L2i Filoeryeultta Deslongchamps
1824 nan oblitt Pez"itraclrcilu-s Dieeing lS6t; Stanaehue Goeze
. in Zeder lB00 nont nud,.
Generic diagnosis (after Davey 1971): Anisakidae; three lips each
bearing a bilobed anterior projection which carries the eingle
dentigerous ridge; interlabia absent; excretory gland wittr duct
opening between ventro_lateral lips; oesophagus with anterior
muscular portion and posterior ventriculus the latter being oblong
and sometimes sigmoid or erse as broad as long; no oesophageal
appendix or intestinal caecum; vul_va in uriddle or first third of
bdy; spicules of male unequar; preanar papirlae numerousi
postanal papillae incruding a group of three or four pairs set
close to the tip of the tail on the ventral side.
Habitat: stomach and intestine of marine mamars.
Dpe species: A- simpler (Rudorphi r8o9, det. Krabbe rgTg).
Davey (f971) revised the genus Anisakis and critically exemined the
extent of individual variation in the taxonornic characters of the 2l species.
He recognised the varidity of onry three species; A. einplea (Rudolphi
1809, clet. Krabbe 1SZB), A. fupiea (Diesing t86O) and.4. pTryseteri,e (Baylis.
1923) and prowided a key to their identification. Four other species;
A. dusswrte?ri, (van Beneden lgzo), A. sehupakooi uosgovoi 19s1, d.
aleoutdri. Esii and Hoeppli 1933 and l{. insigni.s (Diesing rgsl), nere retained
as epeetes inquinendae for lack of sufficient data.
since this revision of the genus, r{. eehtpakoui has been confirmed as
a valid species (Kurochkin 1975); petter (Lg72) has redescribed .d.
insignis and regards it as a varid species, and a further two possibre
synontrms of /' simpleci A. paeifiezls skryabin 1959, from cetaceana in ttre
Northwest Pacific ocean and C. rt4oeepltaZas, described by oshmarin and
Denshin (L972) from doLphins in Vietnanese waters, require investigation
(Smith and t{ootten (1979).
Three validated species of Anisakzls have been recorded from the
Austrarasian regions (Johnston and llawson 1939, L94zb, 1945b, r95ra;
Brunsdon 1956; cannon r977bl: A. eintpler from cetace€rns and a few
pinniped species; A- fupiea from one cetacean host in eueensland, Australia;
and C. phgseteris from spern and pigirny spenn whales. AII previous records
of Anisakis fron the New Zealand region are of /. einpler (see Chapter 7).
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Anisaki-s l-arvae
shiraki (]-9741 gave a detaired account of the morphorogy and morpho-
metrics of rarvar anisakids in fishes and sguid from the northern coastal
waters of Japan- He recognised four rarvar- types of Anieakis, narnery
Aniaakie rarva (r), (rr), (rrr), (rv), and reviewed much of ttre rerevant
.7apanes6 literature.
Anisakis rarva (r), wtrich corresponds to the Tlpe r rarva of(r95r), is the most comrnon type and has been positively identified
sinpLea by in aitro rearing of third stage rarvae to adurts (eipp"
van Banning 1975; Grabda l976b). Ttris type of 1arrra has been well
described (e.g. Brunsdon 1953, 1956; BerLand 1961; Shiraki L974;
1976b; Beverly-Burton et aL. L977i cannon Lg77al.
Reports of Anisakrle sp. rarvae in the Austrarasian region arl
correspond to Anisakie Lar..ta (tl (e.s. ,Johnston and Mawson 1943a; B*rnsdon
1953' 1956; r,eont'eva et aL. L974; souunervirre and Buzzerr. L974i vooren
and Tracey L976i webb 1976i cannon r977a) but verification of the specific
identification nas attempted here, using the rearing techniques of van
Banning (1971) and Grabda (1976b).
Afttsakis larva (tr1, which corresponds to the Aftisakie sp. Larva rr of
Berland (1961), is rnuch more restricted in occurrence, as is the presumed
adult stage , l. pltaseterLs (Kagei et aL. 1962). The short forn of ttre
ventriculus in botlr fo:ms also adds support to the assrn;ltion that ttrey are
related.
Recently, Suzr:ki and fshida (1929) exarnined, physioctremical properties
of the haenoglobins from A. si:nples and A. phgsetez,is and tlpe (I) and (rI)
lanrrae, arrcl found some evidercto suggest that Larva (r) and /. sinplea are
related and larva (II) and .d. phgsetcnLs are related.
The other two larval tlpes reported by Japanese worker s, Ani,sakis lanra(rrr) ana (rv), are relativety uncommon and their relationship to adult foms
is unl<nown (Shiraki Lg74).
(b) Pltoeanema Myers 1959
slrnonlnns (after Myers 1959) : Asea?is leabbe rgTg (in part);
Tetvotozta reiper and Atkinson rg14 (in part) r por,oeaeetmt
Raillet and Henry 1912 (in part).
Generic diagnosis (after Myers 1959, 1975): Three prorninent,
fleshy, werl-deveroped birobed rips; dentigerous ridges presenti
interlabia absent; excretory pore opens at the base of the
subventral J-ips; oesophagus with anterior muscurar portion and
posterior ventriculus; anterior projecting intestinal caecrun
present; spicules subequaL; three postanal dentigerous ridgespresentr gubernaculum ahsenti rnrlva opens in the niddle third
Berland
as d.
and
Grabda
L2.
of the body.
(N.8.: Myers 1959, LgTst states that the rmrva opens in the
anterior thiril of the body, but, in her 19G0 paper
she describes it as opening in the rniddte third. vfork
on Canadian and ilapanese specimens (Townsley et aL.
1963 and Machida r.9G9, respectivery) agrees with the
latter description).
Habitat: stomach and intestine of marine marunars.
T14pe species: P. deeLpi.era (Krabbe 1B7B) lryers 1959.
Myers (1959) reviewed the taxonomic confusion surrounding Aseari,s =
Tevranoua = Ponroeaeeun deeipiern and, erected the new genus Fhoeotena,
arrd nade Phoeanema deeLpiern the tlpe and onry species, thus rernoving it
fro'the other three genera to which it had been assigned previousry (e.g.
by Baylis L915, 1920; Johnston and ltawson 1943c, 1945b). A full l-ist of
slmonlms is given by Myers (1959) and later, she provided a detailed
account of adult and larval morphology (Myers, 1960).
Authorities agree that the generic name Ponroeaeeum should no ronger
be used for this nematode, but there is still controversy over its allocation
to Terrano0a or Phoeartena (!{argoris Lg77). Hence, the nane Terrutooa stilr
remains in use, especially in Russian and Japanese literature. However,
shiraki (L974, considers that the creation of the nere genus is reasonable
from an ecologicar vier4roint as it effectively restricts adults of the genus
Povrceaeam to birds, and adurts of Terranooa to er.asmobranchs (ancr
reptiles).
Phoeqte.rm larvae
rn zsi'tro rearing of P. deeipiena eggs' ind rarvae has confir:med species
identification in Canadian waters (e.g. Townsley et aL. L963; McClelland
and Ronald 1974a) - Detailed rnorphoJ-ogical stud.ies (e.g. shiraki ald otsuru
L968) suggest t}:,at Te??arloua Larva rlpe A (of l(oyana et aL. 1969), reported
from .rapanese waters, is al.so phoeanena deetpierts (shiraki Lg74).
Baylis (1944) contended that larval Potz,oea€cuil (= Phocanena) rarvae
small-er than 28 rrn lacked an intestinaL caecrn and were, therefore, difficult
to distingruish from larwar Anisakis. This has been refuted since by
mozphologicar studies (e.g. shiraki and otsuru L968; shiraki r9z4) and in
oitro rearing of eggs and larvae (Mccrerrand and Ronard r9z4a).
Koyana et aL- (1969) reported another t)pe of Ierranoua larva from
Japanese waters: Tlpe B. rt is uncLear if this tlpe belongs to the genus
Phoeqnema (shiraki 1974, .
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Recentry, Torres et aL- (rg7g) reported tvro types of renpa,oua(Plneanena) larvae in marine fish frou ctrile. Ttris is the first time that
more than one rarval tlpe has been assigned to the genus phoeqtema.
In the Australasian region the only reports of phocanema (= pornoeaeetort
= Ternut'oua) d.eetpi-erts larvae, or of Larvae fitting the description of this
species' are from the barracouta lTtyrsi.tee attnt (Johnston and ltawson r945a;
Brunsdon 1956) and subantarctic fishes (Johnston and Mawson l_943c;
Leont'eva et a.L. L974i Korotaeva t97S). Brunsdon (L956) .also recorded
another tlpe of "Powoeaeewn" sp- rarvae from ?. atun, but it is unclear whatits true greneric status is.
(c) Thynnasearts Do[fus 1933
synonlnns: cont*aeaecum Railtet and Henry 1g12 (in part).
Generic diagmosis (after Myers L97S): Lips with oblique
cuticular ridges; interrabia short and compressed, interlabial
grooves arise from interlabia and extend around base of the rips;
oesophageal appendix and intestinaL caecun present, vulva
opening in the niddle third of the body; spicules longr equal,
or unequal; gubernaculun absent.
Ilabitat: Stomach and intestine of fish.
T14re species: ?. Legertdeei. Dol_Ifus 1933.
The genus Ihgrunasearis was erected by DoIIfus (1933) but later a-nendedby the same auttror to a subgenus of conttaecrea,otr (Dor.lfus rg35). Eartrrich(1957) raised Tltgtzrtascaria to generic status to accoruro date contmeaeatmr 
-like raphidascarines which parasitise fishes excrusively as definitirre hosts.
species of conttaeaealon, in the strict sense, utilise either birds or ma.unals
as definitive hosts (Norris and overstreet 1976).
Nenatodesof the ltenus Ihgnnasearig are distinguished from those of
Contraeaeewn by having the excretory pore opening at the level of the nerne
ring rather than between the subventral lips, and their oesophageal appendixis usualLy longer than the intestinal caecum, rather than shorter. some
species have smalr spinous processes projecting from the tip of the tair(Norris and Overstreet 1926).
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l\tynnasearis adunea (Rudolphi l8O2)
Extensive lists of the synonylls of I. adtnea have been published by
Punt (1941) and Dollfus (L953). AduLt and larval stages of this species
have been well described by punt (1941) and Berland (196D, Shiraki (f974)
and fron New zealand waters, by Brunsdon (1953, 1956). :rtre comnrcrn occurrence
of third stage larrrae, pre-adults and adults in teleost aliurentary canals
and the very distinctive shape of the tail (,'cactus-tailr') have raade the
various larval stages easy to identify. E:<perirnental infection of isopods
with larvae reared fronr eggs has confirmed s;recies identification (valrter
1968a) .
Ttre various descriptions of ?. adanca larvae are:
r. adtrtea stage rrr larva z contracaeeun (Thynnasear|e) sp. larva Type rr
(Brunsdon 1953, 1956, publ. in Boyle I96G)
Contraeaeewn Larva type D (Koyarna et a7,. 1969)
Contraeaeewt Larva ttpe D (Kikuchi et aL. lgZO).
T- a&tnea stage rv ranra : contnaeaearrn {rhynnascari,el sp. larva Tlrpe rrr
(Brunsdon 1953, 1956, publ. in Boyle 1966)
Contpaeaecwrt Larvae tlpe C (Koy.-a et aL. 1969).
2.2 I'{ATERIAI,S AND uETHoDs
(a) Preservation and identification
Nematodes collested fron teleosts were kil"led and fixed in hot (6ooc)
formarin- Ttrey were creared by proceeding through an arcohor series (5ot
to 7ot ethanol) to a lot solution of glycerine in Zot ethanol. Lactophenol
was used as a clearing agent when specimens were not sufficiently cleared
in gJ.ycerine.
lilost of the nematodes exanined from marine mammals were corrected and
preserved by other people. fhe condition of some of these specimens nrade
identification difficurt, particurarly where a large mass of nematodes had
been preserved in cold alcohol. Thus, identification usually involved the
e:lPosure of the digestive tract by dissection, as well as the examination
of cephalic and caudal regions and position of the excretory pore and vulva.
All nernatodes were identified under the rdcroscope, except A. sinplea
Iarvae' This species was easy to distinguish when alive by the characteristic
shape of the capsules in fish (i-e- coired like a watch spring), and by their
general shape and colour, and the obvious opaque ventriculus. Wootten and
waddell (L9771 followed the same procedure in identifying A. sinpler larvae
from North sea gadoids 
- P. deeipiens and f. adtmea specimens, occurring infish' were arso easily distinguished macroscopicarly by their corour, forsr of
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encapsulation, generar shape, size and rocation in the fish, but arl
identifications were checked under the microscope.
Detailed nrorphometric data were collected on /. sintpler and p. deeipiens
l-arvae for comparison with adult stages. r,arvae of !. adtmca are corunonry
found together with preadult and adurt stages in single species infestations
of fish'stomachs- Therefore, onry basic measurements were taken of I.
adt'mca occurring in fish, but a more detailed study was made of larvae foundin invertebrate hosts.
Most measurements were made under dissecting or compound microscopes
using a 
'ni crometer eyepiece- Ttre total rength of rarger larvae and adults
was measured to the nearest 0.5 sun. Ttre proportion of the various bodyparts to body length is e:<pressed either as a percentage (after Shiraki Lg74l,
or as a ratio (after Koyama et aL. f969).
The relationship of various body parts to body rength appeared to be
rinear in most cases- ffhere the data suggested that a curve may provide abetter fit, log regressions were tried but correlation coefficients were
very similar and hence r-inear regressions rdere used in alr cases (e.g.
Fig- 2-3 o-LlB.L: linear r = -o.5g, log r = -0.54; V.L/B.L rinear r = -o.69rlog r = -O.73).
Detailed moqphometric data were collected on the follow.ing specinens:
A- si.tttplea : I rarva frqn a euphausidd Ngetiplwtes anlstrali,si 50
larrrae from barracouta, Tlryrsites atwnt 34 preadults
from three marine manural hosts (the pigmy sper:n whale
Kogi'a beeui'eepe; the New zearand fur sea' Aretocephalus
forsterie the Auckland rsland sealion Phoeeetos ttoot<eri,l t
13 adults and preadurts frm curture e:<periments.
P' deei'piens i l0 larvae from barracouta, Thyz,sitee attmi 9 rarvae fron
;H;'::","I:"::::*,:::^:;";LT;";::Lll'zoeare,oe
T. adtmea : 69 1arvae from chaetogmaths.
scanning electron rnicrographs vrere obtained of arr species. sampres
preserved in fomalin were transferred to 3t gluteral-dehyde before criticalpoint drying; specirnens in alcohol were dried directly.
(b) Experimental cultivation of larvae
severai' methods were used in attempts to culture third stage Ani.sakis
and Phoentema larvae, obtained frorn fish, to identifiable adults. ltrese
methods were dissussed in rnore detail in chapter 3. Rearing of Thgrmascar;s
adtntea Larvae was not attempted as the Larvae are easily correlated with
adult stages in fish stomachs.
lf,.
2.3 RESULTS
(a) Anisakis sirwlen
(i) Larvae
Anisakis larvae recovered. from teleosts in the eourse of this study
were all of the same type, nannely Ani,sakis sp. larvae lfype l) of Berland(1961) 
' species identification was confinned by rearing larvae to adult
stage i,n uitt o.
The following description is based on measurements of 50 larvae from
the viscera of Thgrsites atun (pig. 2.r). Medium sized larvae measuring
20'26 1 3-04 mm long (range 14-26 nun) and o.43 ! 0.06 nun wide (range
O'29-o'56 nun); body thickest posteriorly, tapering gradually towards the
anterior; width at ventriculus level 0.33 1 o.03 mrn (range 0.25-0.40 rmn);
boring tooth prominent o-0r f o.oo2 rmr high (range o.oo7-0.o15 nun); rips
inconspicuous (see Plate 1a) i excretory pore opening ventral-ly between the
two rudimentary sub-ventral lips; nerve ring 0.zg ! 0.02 nun (range 0.274-
0.320 nun) from anterior end; muscular oesophagus (pharynx) 1.99 t 0.2I nun
long (range r.57-2.34 run) followed by glandular ventricurus 0.69-0.09 nm
long (range o'47-o-85 nsr); ventricuLus appearing opaque white and clearly
discernable in live specimens; junction of ventrieulus and intestine
oblique; no caeca or diverticula; three anal glands; anus O -LZ + O.Ol nur(range 0.09-0.15 nun) fron the tip of the tail; tail appears short and
rounded with a distinct mucron 0.023 + o.oo4 nun J.ong (range o.o15-o.o3o rm).
l'laximr:rr body width, oesophagus J-ength, ventricurus rength and tail
length are irlustrated proportional to body length in F ig.2)2 (after
shiraki, L974). All exhibit negative correlations with increasing body
length. Details of measurements are given in Appendix la.
A' si'rnplet rarvae recovered from the flesh of Thyrsites atun were very
similar in size to those found surrounding the viscera. Fifty rarvae
measured had a mean length of 21.06 + 2.26 trwt (range 16_25 nrn) and mean width
of 0.44 + O.O5 nun (range 0.33-O.5L nun).
One of the two nematode 1arvae found in euphausiids (Nyetiphanes
austraLis) was identicar to the .4. sirnplet rarvae described above. rt
measured: length 13-5 uun, maximum width 0.34 nun, oesophagus Length 1.4g rur,
ventriculus length O.54 nun, tail length O.14 nun (see Fig. 2.2).
Prate 2'1a shows the anterior end of a third stage larva from Thyrsitee
attnt as seen under the scanning electron microscope.
Figmre 2.L. A. v,tnpI.e* larwa 151age III) f,rom thgns,Ltee atrer.,
anterior. lateraL view
head, sragittal view
posterior, lateral view
(a)
(b)
(c)
liblbreviations for this and subsequent di,agtanrs;,
b.t.; boring tootb int.r intestine
e.p. ! excretotry pgre r ord. i oesqtrhageal appendi.x
ex. glil.: exeretory gland oers.s oesophagrus
i.c.l intestinal caeern v€nt.: vertriculus
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(b) 
' o.l,n*-
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A. simplex
Flgnrre 2.2. ltansition of the protrnrtion of body parts to bodly
leng.th i,n 4. **rplet larvae (stage fII) fron
Ilryrei,tee atznt ..'dVyeti.p*twtec a:ustra.Li,sz o
ilbbr.evia:Lions for this eurd sr:rbsequent figruqes:
D.L.: bodY length
B.!f .; body width
I.C. r irrtestinal caesrml len th
o.A. : oeErophageal Epp€ndix lengrttr
O.L. : oesophagus, length
T.L.: tail lemgttr
V.L. : ventriaulus length
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Plate 2.1. A. sirnPLe'r
a. Stage III larva; anterior view, showing position
of the excretory pore, rudimentary lips and boring
tooth.
b. Adult female; anterior view, showing lips and
position of excretorY Pore-
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Plate 2.1. A. sintple-r (Cont'd. )
c. Adult female; detail of dorsal lip and
dentigerous ridge.
d. Adu1t female; dorsal lip, showing detail of
papillae.
20.
2L.
(ii) eautts and preadults from marine marmal hosts
Preadult ,4. ei'ttples were collected from four marine marmat hosts:
the Auckland rsl-and sealion (phoearetos hooke?r), two pigny sperrr whares
Vog:ia bnetieepsl and one of seven New zearand fur sears (Arctoeepluhn
fonsterll - The length of these larvae ranged fron 14 to 35.5 m (see
Appendix lb for details) 
- Bocly d.imensions were again negatively correlated
with increasing body length (FiS. 2.3). Considerable variability in the
length of the oesophagrrs proportional to the bocly length is apparent in
preadults fron different hosts, resulting in the poor correlation coefficient
for this feature.
A small- nurnber of adult /. si.mplec were found in one Aetoeephalzn
forsteri and one Kog"ia bretsieeps (subsarple only). Ma1es ranged from
23-36 uun long and 0-65-0.88 mn wide (n = 6) and females frm 3l-96 mr long
ancl 1.08-2.78 rrnr wide (n = 5). :Itre form of the gut is illustrated in
Fig.2.J.3.
(iii) Adurts and preadurts fron culture e:qreriments
Measureurents of 13 /. sinpl,ex adurts and preadurts are listed in
Appendix 2. Ttre relationship between the various body dimensions and body
Iength is illustrated in Fig. 2.4, agaln e>*ribiting negative correlations.
Features of the anterior end of a fenale I. einplet can be cl€arly seen in
scanning electron micrographs (plate z-Lb, c, d) 
-
(iv) Larval and adult measurements conibined
Regression lines fron Fig. 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 have been codbined in
Fig' 2.5. rt apPears ttrat development to adult stage involves a general
decrease in ttre proPortion of those body parts measured, proportional to
body lengrth, although, for exanple, preadults of the same Length as third
stage larvae are generally thicker. lrtre greatest divergence in regression
lines is seen in the proportion of oesophagus rength to body rengttr.
(b) Phoeanema d.eeipi.ens
(i) Ia.rvae
llhe other type
atun was identified
anisakid larva recovered from the fLesh of rhyrsites
Plrceutenza deeipiens (Fis. 2.61 .
of
as
Figure 2.3. Transition of the proportion of body parts to
body length in ^4. sirnpLea preadults (Stage IV)fron l{ogia breuieeps o i Aretoeephalus fonesteri t
and Phoearetos hookert a.
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The folrowing description is based on measurements of 4l larvae:
Iength 29'88 1 3.04 nm (range 25-35 nm); maximrmr width o.9g t 0.07 s'r(range 0'83-1'L4 rur); body thickest in posterior half, tapering at each
end; three bilobed lips; boring tooth 0.012 I O.OO2 nm high (range O.OO8_
o'014 m); excretory Pore oPens ventrally between tlre two subventral lips;
nerve ring lies o.4r- t 0.04 m (range 0.36-0.45 rm) fron anterior end;
muscular oesophagus (pharlmx) 2.o5 1o.22 run long (range 1.54-2.G5 m)
followed by a glandurar ventriculus o-90 t o.r4 tur long '(range o.7r-1.r4 nm) i
werl developed intestinal caecr.ur extending anteriorry slightly furttrer than
the anterior margin of the ventricurus, measuring 1.13 t 0.15 m rong(range o'10-o'18 nm); bruntry rounded tail with mucron o.ol4 + o.o03 run
long (range o'010-0'018 nm); cuticle transversely striated, l-arvae appear
dark red solour when alive.
Due to some reservations about the exact specific identification of
these larvae, sampres of larvae from the flesh of sub-antarctic eod(Notothenia sp') and later stages fronr the stomach of an Auckland rsland
searion (Phoeaz'etos hooke?i) were examined (measurements in appenilix 3).
Both of these species have been recorded previously as hosts of pornoecreetitr(= Phoeartenwr deeipieta (Johnston and Mawson, r943c).
Ivleasurenents of ttrird stage larvae from lhtyrsites ahn and, Ilobthetia
sp' indicated that maximrst width, oesophagus rength, ventriculus rength andintestinal caecun length are all negatively correrated proportional to
increasing body length, although considerabl-e variation is apparent,particularly in oesophagnrs and ventriculus length (Fig. 2.71.
The relationship between the above mentioned norphological clraractera
in Phoeutene specimens fron marine marmals is obscure, wittr correration co-
efficients being generally 1ow (Fig- 2.g). one feature that is consistent
wit}l the larvae, however, is the greater length of tl1e intestinal caecun
relative to the length of the ventriculus (FiS. 2.g1.
Despite these differences in measurements, arl of the specimens
corlected fitted the generar description of P. deeip{;ens (after Myers, 1959,
1960)' Plate2'2shows the cephalic and caudal regions of an adult viewed
under the scanning erectron microscope- ftre shape of the gut is ilrustrated
in Fig. 2.13.
(ii) Enperimental culture of larvae
Ttre oecurrence of Phoeanema rawae Ln T'ltyrsi.tes attm was infrequent(see Ghapter 6) and few larvae were availabre for culture at any one tine.
one attempt was made to curture the rarvae when eight specimens were
collected in undamaged condition. Maximum survival was 12 days at 37oc,
in which tine the larvae had moulted to the next stage, indicating that a
warm blooded animal was nost probably the final host.
Figure 2.6. P. decipiens rarva fStage rrr) fromThyrsrtes atun.
(aI anterior, lateral view
(b) head, sagittal view
(c) posterior, lateral view
26.
(b) O.lmm
(c)
P. decipiens
Figure 2-7. Transition of the proportion of body
Iength in P. deeipiens larvae (Stage
Thyrsites akm o and, Nototheni,a sp-
parts to body
III) from
o.
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Plate 2.2. P. deeipiens.
. a, Adult female; anterior view, showing position
of excretory pore and lips.
b. Adult female; detailed view of lips,
dentigerous ridges and papillae.
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(c) Thyrvnsear.is adunea
(i) Adults and larvae from teleost hosts
rarvae, preadults and adults of f. adtmea occurred together in the
stomachs of Thynsitee aLtn and occasionarly in Traehunc species. Third
stage larvae were founcl infrequently in the body cavity and were encapsurated
around the viscera.
rhird stage rarvae neasured g.7o ! 3.24 rsr long (range 4.o-rg.o mr) and
O.20 t 0.O6 nm wide (range O.lO-0.34 uur) (n = 155). They are characterised
by a proninent boring tooth, excretory pore opening at the level of the
nerve ring, Presence of an oesophageal appendix and intestinal caecun, and
a single terminal spike on the tail (Fig. 2.Lo). The 'cactus tail,, of the
next stage larva is clearly visible through the cuticle. Ttre ratio of
oesophagear appendix to intestinar caecrmr is approxinatery r:r.
Fourth stage larvae (preadults) were able to be divided into two tlpes:
one with a short tail (the rnale) and one with a ronger tail (the fenale)
Fig. 2-10). Males measured 13.99 t 5.16 nun rong (range ?.o-2g.0 ur) and
0'25 1 0'07 m wide (range 0-15-0.51 mn) (n= 73). Females lvere slightly
larger, measuring 16.99 t g.o3 rm rong (range ?.o-3g.0 um) by 0.26 + o.oog m
wide (range 0.16-0.51 uur) (n = I42). A11 preadults have lips and a ,,cactus
tail"' The ratio of oesophageal appendix to intestinal caecum is also about
1:I. Genital tubules are visible.
Adurt mare ?. adtmtea measured 32.99 ! LL-22 m long (range L4.o-24.o rm)
and 0.47 t O.t4 rnrn wide (range O.2O-0.97 m) (n = 123) and possessed caudal
papillae and spicules. Femal.es measured 40.g5 I 15.95 ,rnr long (range l4.O_
91'0 m) and 0.55 t o-17 nn wide (range 0.23-1.03 m)(n = 14ll . Ttrere was
considerabl-e overlap between the lengrths of adults and preadults, and fernales
in particular were sonetimes difficuLt to stage. Generarly, however, adulte
of the same length as preadults were thicker (FiS. 2.I1) and genital
products were more develo;red. The ratio of oesophageal appendix to
intestinal caecum ranges fron r:r in smarrer adurts to r:2 in larger
specinens (see Fig. 2-13) 
- swte of the characteristic adurt features are
crearly seen under the scanning erectron microscope (prate 2.31.
(ii) Larvae from chaetognath hosts
Sixty-nine larvae from chaetognaths measured 5.18 + 2.32 nm long (range
0.86-10.30 rm) and O.I4 + O.O5 uun wide (range O.O4-O.24 nsr)- ttrese larvae
were in al-l respects similar to third stage larvae fron fish, except that the
ratio of the two gut diverticulae was different in the smarLer J.arvae, i.e.
in a larva 0.85 m long it was 1.8g:l and decreased to approximately I:I in
larvae over 4 nur long (Fig. 2.L21. DetaiLs of a range of measurements are
given in Appendix 4.
Figure 2.10. T. adunea larvae from TLtyrsites ahln.
(a) Stage fII anterior, Iateral view
(b) Stage frl head., sagittal view
(c) Stage III posterior, Iateral view
(d) Stage IV female tail
(e) Stage IV male tail
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Plate 2.3. T. adunea.
a. Adu1t male; anterior view, showing lips
NB. no dentigerous ridges.
b. Adu1t male; anterior view, showing interlabia.
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P1ate 2.3. T. aduna (cont'd.)
c. Adult male; posterior view, showing spicules
and preanal papillae.
d. Adu1t malei posterior view, showing detail of
four (of five) pairs of postanal papillae (one
pair is double), "cactus tail" and lateral al-ae.
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(d) Other anisaj<ids recorded
rhe presence of other anisakids, mainly from marine nranunls, is
briefly recorded here. None of these species were included in tlre life-
cycle studies.
(i) I'hyrvtasearts sp. Iarvae epe tA (Brunsdon 1956)
lrhese rarvae were found in the body cavity of 0hyrsi.tes ahtl in small
nrnibers (range O-I4 larvae per fish) . :the description of this larval tlpe
has been pr.rblished by Boyle (1966). It is not assigmable to any particular
species at present.
(Li) Cont?aeaeeun oseuTa,twn Rudolphi I8O2
Preadult and adult 6. osculahnn were corunonly found in stomactrs of t1-e
New Zealand fur sea1, ArctoeephaLw fonsteri (appendix 5). They are
distinguished by the form of gut diverticule (Fig. 2.r3), shape of the head
and tail (Plate 2.4arbl and position of the wulva in females.
lLi-Ll Anieaki,s phya eteris
Recorded from one pigruy spenn whare Kogia breviceps (appendix 5).
Distinguished frour c. ednpler by the shorter venrricurus (Fig. 2.r3),
position of the rmlva and shape of the head and tait (plate 2.5a,brc).
(ivl Pseudotenanozsa kogi.ae
originally described from Kogta breoi.eepe by Johnston and [!a\rson (].939),
as Pomoeaeeum kogiae and later assigmed to the genus Pseu.dotewanoua by
l'bsgovoi (l-951) (Scott 1956). lltre grut is very siruilar in form to tlre
Phoeartenqa. tyF,e aenao Tato of lrlyers I9Z5 (Fig. 2.13).
2.4 DrscussloN
(a) Arisakie sinpler
rn uttro rearing of third stage Arti.sakis rarvae from tereosrs
established that the speeies most commonly occurring in New zearand waters
is 'tl' si'npLec- Irtorphologicall-yr these thircl stage rarvae, and the larva
from the euphausiid Ngetiphanes austraLi.s, are sinilar to descriptions of
Anisakis larvae rlTre r (of Berland 1961, Koyama et aL. 1959), given by
various authors from widery dispersed geographic regions (Tabre 2.1).
Plate 2.4.
a.
oseulatwn.
Adult male; anterior view, showing lips and
interlabia. N.B. no dentigerous ridges.
Adult male; posterior view,
and postanal papillae.
showing spiculesb.
39.
Plate 2.5. A. ptryseterLs .
a. Adult male; anterior view, showing lips,
dentigerous ridges and excretory pore.
b. Adult male; anterior view, showing detail
of detigerous ridges.
cr Adult male; posterior view, showing postanal
pqpillae (one pair is double) and spicules.
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llhe length range of third stage larvae recorded frm teleosts in this
study was 14-26 mn (13.5 nur frorn the euphausiid). Hence, ttre maxirrum
lengrth was considerabry ress than the 36 mn reported by Japanese workers(Koy"qa et aL. 1969; shiraki Lg74l, 39.3 mn reported from ctrile (Torres
et aL. 1978) and 32-7 mr recorded from a euphausiid host (oshina et aZ.
1969); lrhe minimr:n rengths reported are 8.8 nun from juvenire herring(snith and wootten rgzg) and 5.r nm from a euphausiid (snith r97r).
Ttre range of lengths given by various authors for pieadult and adult
specinens from marine manmtars and in ui,tro and in ui\o rearing exhibit
considerabre overrap with larval measurements. For exanrqlre, from curturing
e:q>eriments, Gibson (1970) found larvae moulting to preadults at 13 nm and
Grabda (r976b) found a r.rnge of 25-31 nm in preadults. Brunsdon (1956)
rneasured r{' sirnpT.er larvae from Tl'ryraites atwl and a do]-phin Lagenorhynehys
obsa)'n# and compared then to preadurts from the sane dolphin. The rangre
in lengths \ras L5.z-25.0 lun, 17.0-22.2 mu and 16 .4-2g.o ,om, respectivel_y.
From similar observations Snith and llootten (197g) suggested tJlat it nay
be r:nrealistic to e:q)ect any correlation between length and the tirning of
a particular moult.
The major discrepancy between the morphometric measurernents obsenred
here and other reports was in the lengths of the oesophagrus and ventricurus.
The mean rength of the ventricurus is between 0.63-0.?9 m in arr studies
except those of the Japanese and ctrilean workers, where the mea' is
between 1'09-1.30 nm. Ttris difference is not entirery com5,enrate6 for by
the larger size of the rarvae, for, when rerating the length proportional
to body length, larvae from this study are noticeably different and lie
internediate betrreen Anisakzls l:pe l and erpes rI, rrr and rv rarvae,
described by shiraki (1974) (Tabre 2.2, pig. z.L4l. lrtre oesophagus appeara
correspondingly larger.
rhe sigmificance of these differences is probabty ninimal. studies on
the popul-ation genetics of la:rrae from tlre North Atlantic and North sea
suggest the existence of more than one population (Beverry-Burton et aL.-
L977) ' I'tinor differencesin morphological parameters over vast geographical
ranges would therefore not be une:<pected.
(b) Phoeanema deai.piern
llorphometric measurements of larvae fitting the description of
Phoeartema deeipiens larvae from fish of the North Atlantic (scott 1955;
Grainger 1959), the North pacific (Koyama et aL. 1969; shiraki Lg74, and
chile (Torres et aL. 1978) are given in Table 2.3, together witl: measurments
of Phocqt'ema Lar.vae from New Zealand fish (Brunsdon 1956; this stufir). Ttre
New zealand larvae appear sirnilar to other descriptions except that the
intestinal caecum is, in arl cases, longer than the ventriculus, rather than
43'.
Table 2i2' ueasureugnts of Andsaki,c lar,v.ae proportionar to boay lengrttr(in nillinetres).
lYpe Authoritv rry
. 
-BL # #
tltrle I ltris srudy 2..L4 9.99 3.43 0.60shiraki (19?41 1_?3 ?.I5 4.,59 o.4o
I:rp'er rrr r n 2.9G 6.49 2.ol 0.S4IlEe IV |t '| Z.ZA 7.g:g 1.9!. 0.76
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shorter' The significance of this difference reguires some discussion.
As outlined in the introduction, Myers (1959) erected the genus
Phoeqnema, making Phoeanena deeipiens the type and onry species. The only
other anisakid larvae possessing the same features as phoeanema rarvae,
belong to the genus ?ez,tanoua and, according to Myers (1975), can be verydifficult to differentiate' However, cultivation of larvae in this study
indicated that a warm-blooded definitive host was probabry invorved in thelife cycre, thus ruring out the possibility of them being lerz,anoua sp.
since these reach maturity in cold_blooded hosts.
comparison of larvae from Thyrsites atun wi,Lh rarvae and adults from
the more southern Auckland rsland region indicated that a marine mammaldefinitive host is invorved and that the longer intestinar caecum is a
consistent feature of phoeanena deaLpiern Ln the New zealand region.
The only other reports of Phoeartema whJ,ch have a longer intestinal
caecum are of larvae from fish in chilean waters, which \.rere considered by
the authors to be a separate type _ phocanema Type I (Torres et aL. Lg7g,
see Table 2'3r, and adults from fur seals from Northern Japan, which were
described as Tercqnoua d.eei,piens (llachida f969).
A11 other descriptions of P. d.eaLpiens rarvae give ttre intestinar
caecum as being shorter than the ventriculus. Scott (1956) measured about
200 larvae and 50 adults and found only one rarva and four adurts with a
longer intestinal caecum. Templeman et aL. (1957) measured I,oI3 larvae
between 15-58 nun long from Newfoundland cod and found that t]'e caecum
varied between 35.7-66-78 of the ventriculus length. Mcclerranct (1980)
recorded a sinrilar mean ratio from Atlantic cod (i.e. 6Gt) but found thatit varied from 45-lo0t. Shiraki (1974) noted that this ratio decreased
with increasing body length, being 64t j-n 20 nrn rong larvae, 59$ in 30 nrn
long larvae and 5lt in larvae of 49 run long.
The expranation for these differences courd just be geographic
variation, as postulated for the shorter ventriculus in Anisakis sinpLea
from New Zealand rrraters compared to Japanese waters. From curturing
studies on P. deeipierw, McClelland and Ronald (I9Z4a) concluded that the
caecar length was not a reliabre taxonomic characteristic in this species
as it varied greatl-y and the caecum was often smalr or compretery rackingin larger larvae.
Therefore, for the present study, Phoeanema rarvae from Thyrsites atun
are assigned to the species p. deatpiens, subject to further review.
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(c) Ihyrmascaris adtmea
The description of New zealand specimens of T. adunea adurts and
larvae given here, and the more detailed description of Brunsdon (1953,
1955), conform to those given by other authors (e.g. punt r94r; Berrand
196I; Shiraki L974).
The size range of specimens encountered in this study covers the
complete range given by other authors for both larvae and adults (Tabte
2'4). Third stage larvae from chaetognaths were smaller than larvae from
teleosts.
The fourth moult in ?. adunca has not been demonstrated, and there
has been some dispute as to whether it actuarry occurs. punt (194r)
recorded. the minimum size of adults as 13.7 rrn (fabLe 2.4) as he was
unsure if there was in fact a fourth larval stage. Berland (1961) stated
that it was not easy to determine which stage the ,,rarva with rips,,
belonged to as no characters which cLearly distinguished them (i.e. stage
rv and v) could be for:nd. He noted that the lips are rather small in the
stage rv larvae and the generative organs are not, or onry srightry more
developed than in stage rrr larvae. Papillae and spicules are not present
in males and the vurva appears to be covered by a cuticre. shiraki (Lg74l
used similar criteria to separate the two stages, and these were also used
here- However, most of the adurt characteristics appear to d.everop
gradually and are found in even quite small specimens (e.g. spicules in
14 mm J-ong males, well developed oviducts and eggs in 23 mm long females).
Brunsdon (1956) noted that Punt (194r) reported five pairs of single
postanal papillae in adults, but that in his material there was one pair of
double papillae 
- lrtris was also found in ?. adunca exaruined in this study(Pl-ate 3) ' Brunsdon (1956) considered that this minor difference did not
warrant specific separation, and in fact, in a rater paper by punt and
others (Schuurmans Stekhoven and punt 1944) one of the postanal papillae is
represented as being double.
The change in the ratio of the l-engths of the gut diverticulae
(oesophageal appendix : intestinal caecum) from small third stage Larvae
from chaetognaths (2:1), to third stage larvae and preadults from teleosts(1:1), to the larger adults (1:2) 1 again serves to ill-ustrate, as in .4.
sintpLer and P. deaLpiens, the caution required in using such ratios to
correlate larval tlpes with adults.
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Tat-te 2.4. nength a_f, lhgnr,taaeari,a u&fi"ea from teleost hosts (in
nilXinetres),.
Stage Des{gnation .$!tshority !!ale FqaleA (range) -e irange)
V C., ntwi,utn yanaguti (Ig3S, (3O_4Sl (45;23.5)
1' :Hy :T. (1e41) 2t-t. (11.2-3?.0, zs.6 (r3.7-s2.s)e, adunewn schuunsrans et
(3. 7-12,. 3)
(1O.1-19.2;
(10.5-20.0)
9;7'(4.0-18r.O)
a7, (1944)C.(Y.) rtdimeun Brunsdan (L956) (39.8_51_2) _ (57.2_6e.9)
.T. adt*um shi.riaki (Lgit4.r izt.?-s:..0) 
- 
(31.2-76.0)I. dwuea lltrls studlz 3r3.o (I4.0-74.o) 4o.9 (14.0_91.0)
rv A. (tr.1 rype IItr Brnrasden (f9S6) (8.5_f2.9tC. larv,a eryle e Koyarna et.aI...(}969) (r2.?-33.O) (r.8.7:26.3)E. adunea w ,sbiraki. (19?4I irs.g_fg.ei (1I.8-22.91Y. adunea rrl, rhis study r4.o i 7,0-a .oi l7.o ( ?,0-_3g.g1
rrX e- (Y. ) Bfpe rr Brrrosdon (1986)e. fatlra lytrre. D Koyama et aL,(Le6e)l. adunes, t,tt shir,aki G9?40T. a.dtmea txt ltris strrdy
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS
(a) The three anisakid nematodes fornring the basis of this study were
identified as Anisakis eitnple*, Phoeonena deeipierrc and Tlrynnasearis
adtmca.
(b) Anisakis sp. rarvae, recorded from many species of teleosts and
squid in New zealand h/aters, and in particular from barracouta(Thgrsites attm) and jack mackerel (Itaehumts spp.) in this studyr
are arl '4' sitnpLer- This was confirmed by i.n uit"o cultivation of
third stage larvae through to adults and morphometric comparisons with
other larval- type descriptions.
(c) rhe Anisakrls sp' rarva fround in the euphausii d, Nyetiphanes a4stpalis
is also .4. sirnplea [third stage) .
(d) Another species of Anisakis, A. physetez,Ls, is present in the pismy
sPerln whale (Kogi-a bz'euieeps) in New zealand waters, but rarvar stages
have not been recovered frorn teleosts in this region,
(e) Phoeanema rarvae from the fresh of barracouta are assigmed to the
species P. decipiens, after rnaking morphometric comparisons with
adults and other rarvar deseriptions. some variations in the
morphology of the New Zealand specimens are apparent.
(f) The anisakid larvae and adults corunonly found in barracouta stomachs
conform to descriptions of rhynnaseayLs adunea. Larvae from
chaetogmaths were identical to third stage ?. adtmea from teleosts,
although they are noticeably smalJ_er.
(s) Variations in the proportion of body parts to body length, between
New Zearand .4- si,tnpTex ana p, decipiens larvae and overseas
descriptions were observed. Variations in the ratio of gut
diverticulewith increasing length in ?. adtmea rarvae and adurts
are arso reeorded. These variations illustrate the need for caution
when attenpting to identify rarval types by using only morphometric
ratios.
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CHAPTER 3.
EGG AND FREE-LIVING I,ARVA.L STAGES
3.1 TNTRODUCTTON
Egg and free-riving rarval stages of anisakids are not as werr
described and studied as stages parasitic in intermediate, paratenic anddefinitive hosts' obserwations and e:<periments on these early stages have
been reviewed by oshima (Lg72), Bier (Lg76t, cheng (1976) and smith and
wootten (1978). rn generar, the first moult takes prace inside the egg,
and a free-living second stage larva hatches out, still enclosed in the
first larval sheath- This larva is unable to free itserf of the sheath
and develop further in seawater.
obtaining eggs for study frorn species which mature in marine ma.nmals,
such as 
'4' simpLet and P. deci,piensr is difficult because they wourd have to
be collected from the faeces of captive animals, or from adult anisakids
in freshly killed or deceased animals. However, some curtures have been
started by obtaining eggs in this way (e.g. Brunsdon l-956; Kobayashi et aL.
1966' 1968; Mcclerland and Ronald L974a, b), and such methods were attempted
here.
The other method of obtaining eggs from stud! is by culture of third
stage larvae from fish- This has been attempted using in ttiuo and in Dit?o
teehniques' 
"several attempts were made to culture .d. si.npler rarvae (e.g.
Grainger 1959; Ktralil I969i Gibson I97Oi Schultz Ig74) but van Banning(1971) was the first to obtain reproducing ad,urts in uityo. Grabda (r9?6b)
also obtained eggs using a similar method. P. deei,piens larvae have been
curtured through to reproducing adults in uioo (scott 1955; Mcclerland
1980) and in uitro (Townsley et aL. 1963).
Anisakid species which mature in teleost hosts, such as rhyrmascants
adunea, are easier to obtain eggs from. However, studies on the development
of these eggs under varying environmental conditions have been limited in
scope (Markowski 1937; pr:nt 1941) as have such studies on 4. sirnp\er
(Brunsdon 1956; Kobayashi et aL. 1966, 1969; van Banning I97I), p. d.eeiptens(Scott 1955; l"tcClelland and Ronald l974a) and, Contraeaeewn spp. (Ttromas
L93'7a, b; McClelland and Ronald lrg74b,). More detaiLed studies have been made
on the deveropment of Contraeaecwn spieuLigertnn eggs (Horn 1966; Huizinga
1966) and d. osculatwn (Davey tgOga). From these studies it appears that
temperature is important in determining the rate of development and survival
of eggs and larvae.
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There was littre chance of obtaining Ani.sakis eggs for this study
from marine manmals, so attempts were made to culture stage rrr larvae
fron fish' As well as trying to study the deveLopment of eggs and survival
of stage rr rarvae under varying environmental conditions, it was intended
to obtain adults for positive species identification (see chapter 2) and
Stage II larvae for experimental infection of zooplankton, (see Chapter 4)
from these cultures. An attempt was arso made to culture p. d,eeipiens
larvae using the same techniques. Detairs of these culture attempts, as
welr as egg and larval cultures of A. si,ntpler and ?. adtmea are presented here.
3.2 METHODS A}ID MATERTAIS
(a) A. sisrplec
Most rarvae used to initiate cultures r^rere obtained from Tlrytsi,tes atwt.
on one occasion, 180 preadults were obtained frorn a pigrqr spenn whale,
Kogia breuieieps, which washed up on a Wellington beach.
rnitial attempts to culture larvae closely followed the technique of
van Bannins (1971), using beef liver extract, blood and antibiotics. Larvae
moulted into preadurts but would not develop into adults. r.urther attempts
included modifications of the techniques used by To$rnsrey et aL. (r9G3) for
the curture of P. deei.pi-ens larvae, and sommervirre and Davey (1926) for A.
sintpler larvae- rn these trials the basic medium consisted of tissue
culture medium I99, foetal calf serum and 5? glucose. Again, Iarvae would
not develop past the preadult stage.
Adults were finally obtained using the method of van Banning (1971) with
a few nodifications of Grabda (1976b): Larvae from the visceral cavity of
Thynsites att'st' were placed in sterile physiological sarine and arlowed to
excapsulate naturally at 36oc, to lessen the chances of mechanicar damage.
Five to ten larvae were placed in screw-cap culture viars containing 20 rnl
of beef liver extract and put in an incubator or water bath adjusted to
36ot1oc. Sterile techniques $rere used throughout.
The beef liver extract consisted of 500 mI 0f o.g* Nact sorution,
L'25 I pepsin, 5 mI hydrochloric acid (to adjust the pH to I-1.5) added to
100 g of fresh grated beef river. This nixture was praced in an incubator6at 36-c overnight (about 16 hours), adjusted to pH 2 with NaoH and
centrifuged' The clear yellow supernatant was coLlected, sterirised in an
autoclave and stored at ooc. Fresh beef btood was collected once every 7-10
days (fron the local abattoir) in'bottres containi.ng grass beads to prevent
the formation of clots- The containers irere sterili-sed but the actual
coll-ection of blood was in asterile conditions. Larvae were transferred to
fresh medium daily, and one or two drops of blood per larva were added.
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Eggs vtere collected by placing ovulating females into sterilised
Petri dishes containing physiorogical sar-ine, which were then praced in
an incubator at 37oC for two to three hours. otherwise, eggs were collected
from the culture medir:m. Egg cultures were kept at looc, l5og and 22oc
under norrnal day-night light conditions. The water in curture dishes was
replaced every two to three days with sterire seawater-
In total, 2l attempts were made to obtain reproduclng
$^tenty of these triars were initiated using between 50-r5o
and one trial using lg0 pre-adults.
adult ,4. sintpler-
Stage Iff larvae,
(b) P. deaipi.ens
one attempt was made to curture eight P. d.eaipiens rarvae obtained
from Thyrsi'tes akm, using the method described above. seal faeces rdere
also obtained in the hope of finding p. deaipiens, A. eimplen or other
anisakid eggs- These sampres were corrected from captive fur seals(Arctoeephalus forsterLr; a reopard sear, Hydntzga Leptonya, and a
californian sealion, zalophus ealifozmianus at Marinerand, Napier, on three
separate occasions- Any egfgs present were concentrated using the zinc
sulphate centrifugal fl0atation method of Faust et aL. (1939).
(c) f. adunea
Eggs were corrected from three gravid femares obtained from the
stornach contents of a kahawai (Awtpi,s tmttta) on the same day as it was
caught' Females were placed in sterile seawater until they had finished
laying. Eggs were kept at lsoC-
Eggs were not collected from adurt ?. adtmca from the stomach contents
of rhgrsites atwt because the fish had been kept on ice for up to 5 days.
Hencer -IDY attempts to determine the effects of temperature on hatching
rates would have been meaningless.
3.3 RESULTS
(a) A. sinrpler
Observations on the
adults and eggs to Stage
development of larvae through to reproducing
II larvae (Tabte 3.1) were:
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Table 3-l- Results of A- ettryba culture ergrerimentsl.
lrriatr- No. Days from start of triaL;-No. la4vae 3rel noult 4th moult egg laying Days from egg taying (Isac)hatehing maximun survival
of Larv.ae
650
lo 60
13 40
L4 80
15 s0
19-23
L8'-22
16-19
L7-2A
L7-21
27-29
30-35
25-28
22-23
29-31
5-9
5-10
6-9
5-9
6-10
8-9 2L
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lrhe third moult, from third stage larvae to preadurts, occurred on
the fifth or sixth day after the curture was initiated. The majorJ-ty of
larvae managed to urourt successfurry, but about ro-2ot had probrems
completery breaking free from the old cuticle. Most of the preadurts
that moulted to adults did so between Days 16-23, but some preadul.ts
survived up to Day 42 without undergoing the fourth moult. ttortality
during the fourth moult was quite high (30-50*). Adul_ts were obtained
from 11 out of the 2r trials and eggs were collected on'five occasions.
They measured 0.041-0.O4g rnrn in diameter-
The development of eggs at l_soCt1oC r"" as follows: By the second day
after being laid, most of the eggs r^rere at the 32 cer-red stage, gastruration
took place on the third day and by the sixth day rarvae were visible inside
the egg' By the ninth day most of the larvae that were going to hatch had
done so (rig. 3.1).
Hatched' second stage larvae were still enclosed in the first larval
sheath and measured 0.25-0.26 rnrn long (0.3r-0.33 uun long including the
sheath) 
' They swam vigourously but most were attached posteriorry to the
bottom of the petri dish. Larvae survived up to about 14 days without
mourting or exsheathing and then became sluggish and died within the next
five days- Larvae had a prominent boring tooth but there was little
differentiation of internal struetures, except the general outline of the
oesophagus, ventriculus and intestine (FiS. 3.I).
Eggs kept at 22oc hatched in six days but only survived up to ten days,possibly due to contamination. Eggs kept at rooc did not hatch in 16 days,
by which time the cultures hrere very contaminated.
rtrus, out of 21 attempts to curture /. sinpler ra:nrae, eggs rrrere
obtained in only five triars and, of these, only one batch hatched. The
main problerns encountered were:
(i) contamination. rnitia]-ly a snall amount of contarnination was
present in culture viars but this probrem was overcome by using
sterile techniques. Contamination of egg cultures in petri
dishes was a problem as they could not be kept sterire. Eggs
obtained from the curture media hrere more susceptible to
contamination than those corrected by placing ovulating femares
in physiological saline. The contaminants were bacteria, fungi
and occasionally protozoans.
Figure 3.1. Stages in the development of free-living
A. si.rwles and ?. adwtea larvae.
A. sirnplet (a) Morula stage, Day 1-2
(b) Gastrulation, Day 3
(c) "Tadpole" stage, Day 4
(d) Larva coiled inside the egg, Day 6
(e) Newly hatched Stage II larva
T. adunea (f) Newly hatched Stage II larva
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O.O3mm
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(ii) rnviability of eggs. l,lany of the eggs obtained did not hatch and
appeared to be infertile or inviable. rnsufficient fertilisation
of femares lras arso a problem. rt was difficurt to identify
rnature mares and place then with just rraturing femares (as
suggested by van Banning I9Z1) without risking conta.nination
while examining them under the microscope. rhe avairabirity of
a raminar frow sterile hood for the last six trials overcane the
contamination probrem, but mature mares and just maturing females
were still difficult to identify.
(iii) Temperature fluctuations. rnitialry, culture vials were kept in an
incubator set at 36oc. Ttre incubator usually rnaintained fairly
constant temperature lttoc), but was subject to unpredictable
fluctuations- Ttris was a major probrem as the period of cur_ture
extended frour five to six weeks in each trial. A water bath with
a mechanical stirrer was substituted and seemed more re1iable.
Hohrever, frequent power cuts in the rater stage's of the study,
when attempts to'culture the larvae had been intensified,-resulted
in sudden fructuations of temperature (zs-aooc1 when the stirrer
stopped.
(iv) suitable equipment for conducting experiments on the survival and
hatching rate of eggs over a range of ternperatures rilas unavailable.
Further attempts to culture .,4. si.mpLet larvae were discontinued partly
because of the problems outlined above, and aLso because one of the main
objectives in obtaining stage rr rarvae was to e:<perinentarry infect
euphausiids, which were also difficult to maintain in the laboratory (see
Chapter 4).
(b) P. decipiens
Five of the eight P. deedpi'ens larvae put in culture medir:m moulted topreadult stage in five to six days, but no further deveropment took ptace
and aII had died by the fourteenth day.
(c) T. adwtea
Eggs corlected from gravid femares measured o.046-0.055 mn. Development
at 15oc was very sirnitar to that described for A. sintpler eggs. The first
rarvae hatched on the ninth day, and by the ereventh day most of them had
hatehed' stage rr larvae, also averaging o.25 (1o.ol) nun long, survived upto three weeks at r5oc without further deveropment (Fis. 3.r).
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(d) Eggs frorn faecal samples
Faecal samples were obtained from the three pinniped species on three
separate occasions- Eggs vrere present onJ.y once, in the faecal sampre of
a Californian sealion. They were spherical and measuredO.O2 um in diameter.
lfhey did not hatch or develop in seawater at rsoc. Further attempts to
collect eggs from faecal samples were discontinued for two reasons. Firstry,
all animals at I'{arineland are dosed with antihelminthic drugrs about once a
month' Although faecal sarr;rles were col-lected just before the next dosing,
very few e99s r"ere obtained, suggesting that any anisakids ingested may not
have had time to mature. secondly, the few eggs that were colrected were
unidentifiable, although they fitted the generar description of an ascarid
egg' The lack of differentiation of internal structures observed in stage rrA' eimpLe* and ?. adtttca rarvae suggests that even if these unidentified eggs
had hatched, the resurting rarvae would have been difficult to identify.
3.4 DrscussroN
Morphology and behaviour
(i) Egss
lrhe size of A- sLnpLeu and f. adtmea eggs recorded in this study is
similar to that recorded in other studies, and arso to the size of p.
deeipi'ens eggs (TabLe 3.2) - These eggs are negativery bouyant in seawater
and presumably sink before hatching, unless disturbed by current movements
or upwelling- Estimates of the sinking rate of c. spieuli-ge?rnn eggs vary
from 0.033 nm,/sec (Horn 1966) to O.I4 run/sec (Huizinga 1966), representing
about 2O-8O m in 10 rninutes.
rhe proeess of hatching was not observed in this study but has been
well described by Brunsdon (1956) for ,4. simpleu eggs: novements of the
larvae within the shell were srow and spasmodic prior to hatchingp the
method of release htas by the abrasion of the shell with the larval tooth,
and the time taken for hatching was about six minutes.
(ii) stage II larvae
when the rarva hatches it has already undergone the first mourt but
retains the cuticle as a sheath (Davey I96h). Although the moult inside
the egg was not observed in this study, the larval sheath was crearly visible
in newly hatched larvae and was not shed during the next two weeks. other
authors have made sinr_ilar obserwations (e.g. van Banning 1971,, Grabda 1976b) 
-
(a)
Table 3,2. Dimensions sf anisakid
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eggs and gtage Itr lanrae (rnn),
Species Attthority Eggs
min. clianr,. maltq dian,
istage IIplus shea$r larrzaemlnus sheath
A, sd;npil:ea
Briiiledon (1986)
I(obayashi, et aL.(L966, 19,68)
strritb (19711
vair EannirlE (1921)
Oshina (L972,
Gr,ab.la (Lg7bl
Thi.s studSf
I. adtnea
Punt (X.941)
tsrrrnsdon (1956)
Petter (f969)
Ehls: studjr
Ft deei,pi,ews
Scott (1955)
!{yers (1960)
McClelland (l971r
1980)
0.01[5
0.04I
0.04
0.039
0,o4t_
0.051
o. osa
0.o5
0.,043
o.048
0.072
0. 060
0.o55
0.052
o.054
o.o50
O' 308-0.345
0.33 
-0.37
o.355
o.3t 
-0.33
0.246-0.265
O.22 
-O.29
0.23o
o.252-0.343
o.25 
-0.26
0. o53
o.o45
o.0,46
0.045
o.o48
0.o40
0.31 
-O.40
0.395
o_30
9.2'4 -0.35
0.310
0.25
o-200
0.200
o.1.40
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Recently, McClelland (I98O) suggested that the results of in uit?o
culture of P. deeipiens (by McClelland and Ronald 1974a) inplied that the
first two mourts occur in the egg and the larva which hatches is the
infective stage rrr rarva. He al-so noted that two moults have been recorded
in other ascaridoid eggs (Thust L967i Araujo !g7L, Lg72r. However, until
the exact location of the second moult can be clarified, alr newry hatched
larvae are referred to here as Stage If.
Arthough there are no reports of stage rr larvae exsheathing naturally
in seawater, I{cClelland and Ronald (L974a, b) stimulated p. d.eeipiens larvae
to exsheath in Eagre's minimum medium (I'{Eil) , and C. oseulatttn to exsheath
in 0.05t sodium hlpochlorite in seawater (after Davey I969a).
stage rr larvae of A- simpler and ?. adunea were similar in size to each
other and to descriptions given by other authors (Table 3.2). p. d.eeipiens
larvae appear to be smaller than .4. sintpler and T. adunea rarvae from the
measurements given, but it is not clear if the lengths are of l_arvae with or
without the first larva1 sheath-
The lack of differentiation of internal structures in newly hatched
larvae, as observed in this study, has been reported elsewhere (e.g. scott
1955; Brunsdon 1956; Grabda 1976b; etc.). McclelLand and Ronald (l9z4a)
noted that they could determine the position of the excretory pore, an
important diagnostic feature in the separation of anisakid genera, in newly
hatched P. d'eei-piens larvae. However, the intestinal caecum was not observed
untir artificially exsheathed larvae had grown to over 2 nun in rengttr.
The vigorous swinming motion observed in .4. sintple* and ?. adunea larvae
in this study is characteristic of the gxoup (e.g. punt r-941; Brunsdon
1955; Huizinga 1966; Davey 1969o; van Banning l97l) and may serve to
attract invertebrate intermediate hosts. Davey (I969a) noted that in larvae
stimulated to exsheath this motion was repraced by serpentine swimming
movements.
(b) Factors influencing the rate of development
The main factor affecting the rate of egg and rarvar deveropment
appears to be temperature, although few studies have considered other factors
such as salinity, illurnination and dissolved gases.
The limited observations on the hatching rate of .d. sdrnplex and Z. adunea
eggs in this study suggested that 15oc is a suitable temperature for
development' A. sinrple* eggs hatched slightly fastex ax 22oc but the rarvae
died sooner.
Results of other studies suggest that t5oC is optimal for the development
of A. sintplec, T. adwtea and p. d.eeipiens eggs.
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Van Banning (r97r) found that .4. sintplet eggs hatched in 4_8 days at
13-r8oc, and larvae survived 3-4 weeks. Eggs kept at 5-7oc hatched in
20-27 days and rarvae survived 6-9 weeks. Brunsdon (1956) kept eggs at 14.5_
lSoc and observed hatching in 7-8 days. Eggs kept at teurperatures above 2ooc
hatched slightly faster but suffered increased nortal.ity (van Banning lgzr;
Grabda 19761) and 34oc was found to be totally unsuitable, suggesting that a
cord-blooded intermediate host is necessary (van Banning r971).
observations on the hatching rate of Anisakis eggs by Kobayashi, et aL.(1966, 1969) are confusing. Eggs obtained from femares from a dorphin
stomach (containing both /. simple* and .4. typica) appeared to be of two
strains: one adapted to low temperatures hatched in 34 days at zoc, 14 days
at 7oc and 5 days at uoc. There was no development at 27oe. The other
strain, adapted to warmrer temperatures hatched in 11 days at l7oc, 3 days
at 27oc and did not hatch at 2oc or 7oc (Bier f976). These results need
clarification.
Studies by Scott (f955), Myers (19G0) and McClelland and Rona1d (1974a)
also indicated that a temperature of about 15oc is optimal for the deverop-
ment of P' deetpiens eggs and larvae. Larvae hatched in about ro-r4 days atthis temperature- rncreased temperatures, i.e. L7-zsoc again led to srightlyfaster development within the egg, but mass mortality of the larvae occurred
witlrin several hours of hatching (Scott 1955). McClelland and Ronald (L974a)
found that eggs did actuarry hatch at row temperatures, i.e. 5oc, but took
50-60 days.
Larvae of r- adttnea hatched in g.5-9.5 days at r3-rsoc, 2.5-g days at
17oc, and did not develop at 25oc, (punt r94l), indicating that ls-lgoc is
optimal for development of this species also.
The effect-sof salinity and illumination on survival and deveropment
have not been well studied. punt (I94f) found that light was not an
important factor in the development of ?. adunea eggs- Regardless of whether
the cultures were kept in light or dark, eggs hatched in less than twelve
days at l4-zooc. C. spiculiget'um eggs hatched better in constant tight than
in daylight or constant dark (Horn 1966). Eggs kept in the dark for six
days would, however, resume normal development if transferred to the light.
The effect of salinity on free-living anisakids is almost unknown.
Horn (1966) found that. c. spieuligenrn eggs hatched in fresh water and
distilred water, but a greater proportion of eggs hatched in an equivarent
time period in seawater.
6I.
From such observations it appears that tenperature (and rnaybe
environmental factors) is inportant in determining the survivar of
larvae and therefore the distribution of anisakids generally.
3.5 COW'Cf,UStOttS
other
eggs and
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Eggs of A. simpler and ?. adunea are simil_ar in size
distinguish rnorphoJ.ogically. Both species hatched in
l5oc.
and difficuLt to
8-ll days at
stage rr larvae of A. sintplen and ?. adunea are arso simir,ar in size
and show little differentiation of internal structures. Both species
rived for about two weeks in seawater at r.soc, without growing or
shedding the first larval sheath.
Temperature nay be an important factor affecting the rate of development
and survival of anisakid eggs and free-riving larvae . A. si.rnpLer eggs
kept at 22oc deveLoped faster than those kept at 15oc, hatching in six
days. Eggs kept at lOoc did not hatch in 16 days.
The pattern and rate of deveropment of /. sinpler and ?. adtptea e99sr
observed in this study, is simil-ar to that described for the sane
species in the Northern Hemisphere.
4.1 INTRODUCTTON
Evidence for the necessity
from the following observations
(ii) Observations on the growth and
indicate that, usual1y, they cannot
larval- sheath, and will die without
Chapter 3).
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CHAPTER 4.
TNVERTEBRATE INTERIIEDIATE HOSTS
of an invertebrate intermediate host comes
and experiments:
(i) Anisakid larvae recorded from teleosts are much rarger than free-
living second stage rarvae, which average 0.2-0.4 nun rong when newry
hatched (e'g' punt 194r; scott 1955; van Banning 19zr). The smarrest
A' eirnple* larva recovered from Brunsdonrs (1956) survey of New zealand
teleost species was 10.4 run J_ong. Similarly, Oshima (1969) reports a
minimum size of rg nun in Japanese fishes and squid . r. adttnea and p.
deeipi'ens larvae from New zearand teleosts are also much larger than free-living stagre rr rarvae, the smallest recorded being 3.2 nun and 21.6 mm long,
respectively (Brunsdon 1953, 1956).
survival of free-living Stage If larvae
free themselves of the first stage
further developnent in seawater (see
(iii) Attempts to directly infect tereosts with stage rr larvae have beengenerally unsuccessful. Huizinga (1966) fed Stage tI COntraeaeeum
spiculigevum Larvae to guppies (Lebistes retieuLatus) and kitrifish(Fltndulus hete?oeLitus) and found that arthough exsheathment took place,
the second moult did not. Brunsdon (f956) attempted to infest four species
of tereosts with 
'4. sirnpLet larvae, but the resurts were also negative. The
onry report of a successful direct infection of teleosts is that of Thomas(1937a, b, 1940) who recovered encapsulated viable c. spieu1igetntm Larvae
from guppies.
Several different approaches have been
invertebrates actingf as intermediate hosts,
here. They are:
used in attempts to identify
and they have been foLlowed
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Circumstantial evidence
Examination of the feeding habits of teleosts regurarry infested with
anisakid larvae may indicate which j-nvertebrates are important as inter-
rnediate hosts' This kind of evidence can be extremery usefur, especialry
where there are few reports of larvae occurring naturally in invertebrates,
as for example, with ,4. si-ntplea and P. d.eeLpiens rarvae. The occurrence of
anisakid rarvae in the stomach contents in conjunction with certain prey
species may also suggest possibre intermediate hosts (e.g. sluiters Lg74).
Brunsdon (1956) found that the New zearand. teleosts most regurarry andheavily infested with ^4. sirnplec larvae were mature peragic or shoat fish(Ihyrsi.tes atun, Inachunts d,eeliuis, I. nouaezelandiae, Seomber japonieus,
usaeana,n Lutescens and, Lepidopus eaud,atus), suggesting that a peragic
invertebrate was the source of infection. Midwater or active benthic
species had medium infestation ratesr drd more sedentary benthic species had
low infestation rates.
oshima (L972) also found a similar pattern of Anisakis infestation in
teleosts from Japanese waters- Fish which were the most regularry infestedfed largely on planktonic crustacea, especially euphausiids.
rn contrast, P. deeipiene are most cornmonly found in bottom and near-
bottom living species in continentar shelf hraters (Margolis rg77). pelagic
and open oceEur species are ress conrnonry and often onry occasionarry
infested' These observations suglJest that a benthic invertebrate intermediate
host is probably involved in the li-fe cycle.
The occurrence of I. adunea larvae is widespread in many tereosts \rith
a wide variety of food habits (e.g. Brunsdon 1953), suggesting that a wider
variety of invertebrates may be acting as intermediate hosts.
wootten and wadderl (1977) found that young fish generally become
infested with ?. adunea larvae earlier than they do with A. simpLeu larvae.
Thus, it appears that copepods, which are important in the diet of youngerfish, may be a source of ?. adunea rarvae, but not ,4. simpleo. rnfestation
with 
'4' sitnplet larvae does not occur r:ntir the fish are larger and start
feeding on ]-arger plankton (e-g. euphausiids) and other fish (poryanski tg55;
Kagei L969i wootten and l{addell 1977).
(b) Examination of plankton samples
Literature on the occurrence of Anisakis and lh.gnrnsearLs rarvae from
invertebrates has been reviewed recentry by smith and wootten (Lg7B) and
Norris and overstreet (1976), respectively. There are onry a few records
of P' deeipiens larvae from invertebrates (i.e. scott and Black 1g60;
Valfter and popova L974i Val,ter I97g).
(a)
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unfortunately, infestation rates are usualry low and thousands ofindividual invertebrates have to be examined rnicroscopically, and oftendissected- However, this is the onry method of estabrishing which
invertebrates act as intermediate hosts under natural conditions, and of
assessing their relative importance.
(c) E>rperimental infection of invertebrates
rnfection er<periments can indicate which invertebrates can act as
intermediate hosts in laboratory conditions. E:<periments are harnpered by
the problems of rearing stage rr rarvae and maintaini-ng invertebrates in
the laboratory for long periods of time, but some have been successful
with 
'4' sinpler (oshima et aL. 1968; oshima Lg6g), T. adynea (Markowski
1937; Valter 1968a) and, contraeaeeum spp. (penner r94r; Huizinga L966i
Davey 1969a; Semenova f979).
This chapter dears mainly with data on the occurrence of ?. adunea,
Anisakis spp' and P. deeipi,ens larvae in marine invertebrates, exclud.ing
references to larvae in squid. Alr studies on squid (see oshirna r-972)
have been on the larger animals which are in the equivarent position to
teleosts in the food chain, and hence, the rife eycle of anisakid rarvae.
They are therefore paratenic, not true intermediate hosts. studies onjuvenile pranktonic squid however have not been undertaken and it ispossible that these much smar-ler animars courd be in the position of
intenrediate hosts.
4.2 I,TETHODS AND MATERIAI,S
Teleost feeding habits
The stomach contents of 74r Thyrsites atun, 369 ryaehwnts nouaezelandiae
and 366 Ttaehurus decliois e/ere exermined, and the percentage occurrence of
various types of food was recorded. Prey items hrere examined under a low
power dissecting microscope and identified to species level- where possible.
small teleosts and invertebrates that were relatively undigested were
dissected for anisakid rarvae. occurrence of anisakids in the stomach
contents was also recorded. Dligration of A. simpler larvae into the stomach
of TVtyt'sites ahtn after death of the host was probabry minimat (see section
s).
Fresh samples of the smalr teleost species found in the above stomach
samples' were arso obtained, i-e. 20 anchovies (Evgraulis austTalis), 20
sprats (spnatkts spnatttts) and 7 juvenite hoki (Maeruz,oruta nouaezeLartdiad.
Their parasites and stomach contents r.rere recorded.
(a)
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(b) Plankton samples
Plankton samples were collected in conjunction with tereost sampres,
at the same time where possibre, or from the same prace (Fis. 4.r), using
a variety of rnethods- some sanples were made available from Fisheries
Research Division, Ministry of Agricurture and Fisheries (F.R.D.) and
Victoria University of Wellington (V.U.W.) research collections. Details
are srulmarised in Table 4.1.
All planktonic organisms r{ere exErmined under a low power dissecting
microscope. parasites were clearly visible in smar.l or transparent
specimens, such as copepods, decapod larvae, medusae and chaetogmaths, but
the larger euphausiids, mysids, amphipods and Mtmidn gregari.a had to bedissected' Aecurate counts were made only on the number of euphausiids,
M' gregaria and chaetognaths examined. other organisms usually occurred
either in row numbers (mysids, stomatopods, amphipods, ctenophores, medusae)
or in larg:e nturibers which were examined quickly (copepods, decapod larvae) .
(c) Experimental- infections
E:<perimental infection of invertebrates, which could potentially act
as intermediate (or paratenic hosts), relies on the cultivation of anisakid
larvae to reproducing adults or the collection of eggs from mature adurts,
and the maintainance of the j-nvertebrates under raboratory conditions.
Ttre methods used to culture anisakids are outrined in chapter 3.
colrecting sanpres of M. gnegaria and keeping them arive in the laboratory
presented few problems. The peragic post-rarvar phase was abundant in
coastal waters around vilelJ-ington in the autrrmn of L977, and samples were
easily collected in a scoop net at the surface. The krill survived for
about nine months in aguaria with continuousry circurating water. They
were fed daily on chopped mussel.
collecting and maintaining euphausiids in the raboratory is more
complex. specimens are easiry damaged when captured and are best kept
individually in smarl containers with the water changed dairy. The
techniques used here forlowed the suggestions of Lasker and rtreilacker(1965), Komaki (1966) and Le Roux (f973) . Nyettphanes antstraLis were
collected at night using a three nr-illimetre mesh net, tor^red at the surface
for 10 rninutes- Specimens were transferred to individual one litre
containers as soon as possible, but severar hours were invorved in
ulloading the specimens and transporting them back to the laboratory.
containers were kept in an incubator set at r5oc (i.e. the temperature of
the surface water at the time of collection). The euphausiids were fed
daily on Artemta nauplii, after the water in the containers had been
changed' l"lost of them died in the first few days and none survived beyondfive days.
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4.3 RESULTS
(a) Stomach contents of teleost hosts
Tabl-e 4.2 shows the occurrence of prey species recorded, as apercentage of all stomachs containing food. The majority of rraeh,nus
spp' examined were empty (62.22)r dnd from the limited nurnber of months
sampled' it is difficult to assess the relative importance of prey species.
However' euphausiids were clearly the most important invertebrate in thediet- Amphipods occurred rerativery freguently, but arways in low
numbers' smalr tereosts, such as sprats and anchovies, were arso recorded.
samples of rhyz'sites atm were able to be colrected on a regurar
monthly basis' and the importance of various prey items changed seasonally(for details see chapter 6)- Euphausiid,s, M. gregaria and smarr hoki werethe most important items in the diet.
A' si'rnple* rarvae were arso found in the stomach contents of Thyrsites
atun' and were associated with the presence of the three main food items(Table 4.3). No seasonar changes in occurrence $rere apparent. However,
the presence of ?' adunea adults and l-arvae in Thgrsites atwt stomachs was
clearly seasonar and rerated to the occurrence of srnalr hoki and tv. gnegarLa(see Ctrapter 6) .
No I' simplet larvae were recovered from Traehurus spp. stomachs, and
r' adunea adults and larvae occurred infrequentry. rn 30 stomachs containing
44 worms' only 9 also contained prey items, arways euphausiids.
Exanination of the ress digested hoki frorn f*ryrsites atun stonac1,s
reveared 753 I- aduttca stage rrr larvae in 64 of lr5 hoki. Food items inthe stomachs of these and freshty caught hoki, anchovies and sprats
indicated that copepods and crustacean rarvae were important, with smarl
numbers of amphipods, molluscs, /'/. australis and chaetognaths present(Appendix 6).
Dissection of glg M- gnegaria reyeared 2s r. adtnrca in 22 specimens.
of these 25 T' adunea, only 3 were stage rrr larvae (12-16 nun long). lrtre
others were identified as: 17 preadults (g-r7 nun 10ng), 4 adult mares(27-39 nun long) and I adult female (52 mm long). All worms were completely
inbedded in the body and had obviousJ-y not entered the krilr from the
stomach contents of Wtgnsites ahnt. Ttre time lapse between capture and
autopsy of the fish (maximum of 5 days) wourd not be enough for stage rrr
rarvae to develop into mature adults, suggesting that these nematodes had
reached maturity in M. gregarLa before being ingested by Trryr,sites atwt.
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Table 4'3- stourachs of TtqTnaites atwt containlnE A.. eilnp:r.ee lar:nae.
Dtqnth No. fish exa.n. No. with larrrae (t) No. of J"arvae Food present
.fart
Feb
Mar
apr
May
ilun
Jul
Aug
SeP
@t
NOv
Dee
50
50
50,
92
100
99
5o
50
50
50
50
50
8i.O
2.4
4.0
3.3
3.0
2..O
o.o
2.O
4.0
6.0
2,O
2.O
4
I
2
3
3
2
o
I
2
3
1'
t
I
I
3
4
3
2.
o
3
2
8
I
I
Erpbausild Teleost
=$
'M. gregwta
n=13
77.
These results suggest that il/. aust,alis and 14. g,egari.a could beimportant sources of A. sirryLer r.arvae . M. gregaria and probably a
variety of crustacea, such as copepods and decapod larvae, courd beimportant as hosts of !- adunea. possible intermediate hosts of p.deeipi'ens l-arvae were not apparent, as no benthic invertebrates were
recorded in Thyysites ahm stomachs (lrs. Although M. gregaria has abenthic phase, the ones ingested by Trryrsites atun were the pelagic post_larva1 stage)
(b) Natural infestation of invertebrates
Tabre 4'4 rists the pranktonic and peragic invertebrates examined,
and the nurdber infested with anisakid larvae. only one .d. einpLex larva(stage rrr) was for:nd in g,g5o Nyetiphmtes austraLt)s. This rarva was
crearly visible in the thoracic haemocoel (plate 4.r) and measured 13.5 mnlong- The other nematode found in /V. austnaLis could have been an anisakidlarva but was very small (2.9 nun long, O.OG nun wide) with few distinguishing
characteristics.
Another larvar parasite recorded from /lr. austraLis was the trlpanor-hlmcid cestode Nybelinia sp- one of the sanples from the west coast, April
L978' contained seven iv. australis of which six were infested with one
cestode each' Ngbelinia sp- are commonry found in Thgnsites attrt atfi.
Ttachumrc spp-, and it appears that they may follow a very simirar pathwayto .4. simplea larvae.
T' adwtca larvae (stage rrr) were more corulonly found than .A. sinpletlarvae and occurred in a variety of hosts. sixty-nine larvae r,rere for:'din 3999 chaetogmaths, usually singry, but 2 larvae occurred together once.Parasitised chaetogmaths were identified as sagitta tasmarn)ea, s. rrinima
and ^9' gazelLae' Three rarvae were also found in one unidentified. medusa,
and one in a decapod larva (plates 4.2_4.4,).
orientation of the rarvae in chaetognath hosts was usualry along thehost, with equal numbers facing anteriorry or posteriorry. There was no
correlation between size or devel0pmental stage (after Nairn rg75) of the
chaetognath host and the size of the rarvae. For exanpre, 20 stage r s.
tasmartica from cloudy Bay, which had a mean length of r3.g5 nm (range 11-15 nun),
were parasitised by larvae 0.g6-9.g0 nur long (mean 5.22 run). There waslittre correlation between the rength of the parasite and its host (r = 0.36).
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PIate 4.2. I. adttrrca larva(Arrows indicate
in a chaetogmath, Sagitta tasmaniea,
anterior and posterior extreurities) .
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(c) E:<perimental infection of invertebrates
M. gnegarta coLlected from the surface (i.e. in the pelagic phase)
were easily kept alive in the laboratory and attempts \.rere made to infect
thenr with ,4. sirnpLet and ?. adtttea stage rr larvae. Exarnined under a
binocular rnicroscope, the krill, which had not been fed for several days,
did not appear to actively feed on the rarvae when placed in a small
container with them). (Brunsdon 1956, made similar observations when
trying to infect M. gregati.a and A. sinrpLeu larvae). The krill by this
stage had settled on the bottom of the tank and were used to being fed
larger chunks of mussel. It is possible that if these krill do feed on
anisalid larvae directly, they may only do so much earlier in the pelagic
phase.
Attempts to infect JV. austraLis were also unsuccessful. problems
ex;rerienced in the cultivation of A. sitrrpLeo larvae (see section 3)
resulted in eggs and Stage II larvae being available for experimental
infections only twj-ce. on both occasions unfavourable weather conditions
prohibited the collection of euphausiids from Cook strait. Little success
was achieved in keeping euphausiids alive in the laboratory beyond five
days, probably due to mechanieal damage during collection, transportation
and transference to containers. one attempt to keep /V. australis alive on
board g.r.v. "Janes Cook" was more successful, but i4. sinple* eggs obtained
for this trip did not hatch. Further attempts to experimentally infest
euphausiids were discontinued.
4.4 DTSCUSSTON
(a) Circumstantial evidence
The food habits of Thyrsi.tes aktn. and fuaehuru,s spp. exaninedin this
study are sirnilar to reports on the sErme species from New zeal_and (Graham
1938, 1956; MehI 1968; Robertson 1978) and. Australia (Blackburn L957 i
Webb 1976) - Euphausiids, particularly /9. austtalis and small tel-eosts such
as juvenile hoki, anchovies and also lanternfishes are mentioned as being
important. other items of ninor importance include copepods, amphipods,
chaetognaths, crabs and other smaLl teleosts.
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The association between teleost feeding habits and heavy (or light)
infestations with specific anisakids is well documented (e.g. Brunsdon
1956; Oshima L972i Margolis L977i llootten and Waddell 1977), but few
studies have tried to correlate the occurrence of anisakids in the stomach
contents with prey items. Sluiters (L974) examined 1552 herring stomachs
for anisakid l-arvae, and identified prey items as welL as dissecting
incompletety digested specimens. A total of L73 A. sintples larvae were
found and were clearly associated with the occurrence of euphausiids
(l,legangctipltanes noruegiea, Thgsanbessa inermi.s and T. rasehdil . one
Anisakis larva was found leaving the thoracic haemocoeL of Tltysul6essa
raschi,i..
(b) Natural infestation of invertebrates
(i) Host specificity
Host records for the genus Thgranasearis, and in particular, T. adttnea
are given in Table 4-5. This List is taken largely from the review by
Norris and Overstreet (L976), with a few additions, including the results
of this study. TLrynnasear"as spp. Larvae have been recorded from at least
52 species, in at least 29 genera, Ln 7 phyl-a. I. adtnzca larvae are reported
from at least 23 species, in 17 genera, in 6 phyla, and probably sone of
the records of Thynna.searis spp. belong to f. adunca.
The lack of specificity of !- ads,tnea in invertebrates has often been
assr:med to be characteristic of other anisakid species, but this is not
necessarily the case. Definite records of Anisakzis sp. larvae (alrnost
entirely .4. sintplerl are restricted to the Subclass Malacostraca, Ernd
mainly to Euphausiacea. Anisakis sp. Iarvae from nysids, chaetognaths and
polychaetes have not been positiveJ,y identified. P. deei.piena Larvae have
been found in amphipods and possibly also mysiils and polychaetes (Table 4.6).
(ii) Infestation rates
Comparison of infestation rates is difficult because the total nr:nber
of specimens exarnined is not always given. AIso, the host lists given do
not include the results of negative surveys, for exampLe Kagei (1974)
examined over 671000 crustaceans (in three orders) and found only two
Anisakis larvae in two euphausiids. The distribution of many planktonic
invertebrates is known to be patchy, and it is conceivable that the
- occurrence of parasites in zooplankton will- also be patchy. A good example
of this is the infestation of fuctiphartes austraLis by Nybelini.a sp. in
this study of 885O /iI. austyalis examined, only 6 \.rere parasitised, but all
six were found in one sample containing only 7 euphausiids.
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However, it was apparent frorn this survey that overall infestation
rates with 
'Anisakis and Phoeanema Larvae were row compared to T. adw*a.
From Tables 4'5 and 4.6 it can be seen that Anisakis arfi phoeanema are
rarery recorded in large numbers, whereas ?. adtgrca occasionarry are,
Arthough this courd be partly e:<plained by the narrow range of invertebrates
examined in this study (i-e. mainry pranktonic species), particularry in
relation to Phoeartenn t oxher studies have included a wide range of
planktonic, pelagic and benthic species
These apparentry low infestation levers in prankton are obviously
sufficient to maintain high tevels of infestation in teleosts in some
areas' For example, on the west coast of the south rsrand, 6-g year o1d
Traehunts deelitLs were ingesting 4o-go A. simp\ea rarvae per annun (see
chapter 6), but onry one larva was found in about 6g00 euphausiids examined
from the sane region- Assuming that the fish were obtaining the rarvae in
this region, this irnplies that they were ingesting 24o,ooo-4gorooo
euphausiid equivarentsper annum, which does not seem unreasona.bre.
ltost records of anisakid larvae in invertebrate hosts are of one
parasite per host' Exceptions to this pattern are the report by Margolis
and Butler (1954) of a hearry infestation of a prar,rn by Tlrynnascari,s sp.(T' adanea?) and the description in this study of several ?. adtmea larva
occurring in individual chaetognath, coelenterate and crustacean hosts.
The effect of such infestations on the hosts is unknown. some rarvae
are relatively large, for exampre, d. einrplex rarvae up to 32.7 nnr rong
and ?. adwtea adurts up to g3.9 run rong have been for:nd (oshinra et aL.
L969, Margolis and But1er 1954, respectively) 
. Margolis and Butl_er (1954)
considered that the heavily infested prawn may have suffered derayed eggproduction' Evidence from experimental infection of copepod.s , ?i.griopt*s
eaLiforni'aus, wlLh corttz'acaeeun spi.euligetwn rarvae indicated that infected
hosts died quicker than uninfected animals (Huizinga 1966). of 60 hosts
infected with 6-10 larvae per host, 5g cliect within six d.ays. one of 50 non_
infected copepods died in the sarne time period.
(iii) Morphologry
Anisakid larvae frorn invertebrates have been designated as stage rr or
stage rrr, but all descriptions appear to be identical to stage rrr rarvae
from teleosts, except that srnaller specimens are recorded from invertebrates.
The smallest larvae recorded are; A. si.nplet: 5.I mm from a euphausiid(Snith 1971) i PhocaneftW.?:4.3 run from a nysid (Scott and Black 1960);
T. adunca: O.8G nun from a chaetognath (this study).
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Experimental studies have shown that Stage II anisal<id larvae
exsheath in invertebrates (lrtarkowski 193?; Davey I969a; Oshima et aL.
1968; Oshima 1969). Growth has also been recorded (e.9. Huizinga 1956)
but growth and a second moult have only been reported from e:<perimental
infection of isopods with ?. adwtca larvae (Valrter I958a) and copepods
wiXh Contraeaecunt mLez,opapilLahn (Semenova tlgTg) .
llhese data suggest that anisakid larvae from invertebrates are
morphologically identical to Stage III larvae from teleosts, and probably
under:vrent exsheathment and the second moult in the early stages of
infestation. Growth possibly continues until the invertebrate is consurred
by a teleost host. The discrepancy in minimun size of larvae from
invertebrates and teleosts suggests that the larvae may have to reach a
certain size before they are able to infest teleosts, or that growth
continues at least in the initial stages of teleost infestation.
Not all of the anisakid species considered here have been recorded
from invertebrates as Stage II or Stage IfI larvae. llargolis and Butler
(1954) recorded a hear47 infestation of a pravrn , PartdaLtn borealis, bY
adult nematodes, most probably ?. adwtea- Mature adult ?. adtntea, uP to
52 nm long, were also recorded from M. gregarta in this study.
These last observations, plus the differences in infestation rates
and host speeificity between ?. adwrca and AnLsakzls and Phocqtema suggest
a difference in the status of invertebrates in the respective life cycles.
Invertebrates in the life cycle of Anisakis and Phocanema are probably
acting as true first intermediate hosts. However, I. adzanca have been
recorded in smaller invertebrates (e.9. copepods and decapod larvae), and it
is possible that l4rger carnivorous species, such as chaetogmaths ancl,M.
gregari.a, are acting as paratenic hosts in the same way as plankton feeding
teleosts do for Ani,sakis and Phoemtema Larvae. Hence infestation rates
would appear greater in these invertebrates, as would the range of hosts
invol-ved.
(c) Itre status of invertebrate hosts from experimental studies
observations on the natural occurrence of anisal<id larvae in
invertebrates and teleosts have suggested that invertebrates act as true
intermediate hosts, with the possibifity of some species acting as
paratenic hosts for Stage III larvae. Results of experimental infections
have indicated that the role of invertebrates in anisakid life cycles
could be more complex. There appear to be three basic possibilities
(Fis. 4.2).
Figure 4.2. Possible status of invertebrate hosts in anisakid
life cycles.
(i) Paratenic hosts.
(ii) True intermediate hosts.
(iii) "Intermediate" hosts in which some
ninimal but essential development
takes place.
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(i) Paratenic hosts
Direct infestation of teleosts, in which free-living second stage
Iarvae are ingested and moult to third stage larvae, has been demonstrated
by lhornas (1937a, b; 1940) using Corttraeaeeun spieuligerutn larvae.
Huizinga (1966) also fourid that teleosts couLd be directly infected wirh
the same anisakid, although the majority of larvae died in the alimentary
tract of the fish.
These studies show tJlat fish can be directly.infected by second stage
Iarvae and, hence, could also be infected by invertebrates carrying second
stage larvae. Therefore, the invertebrate would be acting as a paratenic
host only. If, or how often, this occurs under natural conditions is
unknown. Direct infestation of teleosts is probably very infrequent as
the larvae are too srnall to be actively ingested by anything other than
larval or very young juvenile fish.
The transfer of larvae from one invertebrate to another, making
invertebrates paratenic hosts for stage rr or stage rrr larvae, has not
been attenpted experimentally. Semenova (1979) observed cope;rods
ingesting stage III larvae of C. mLenopapillatwn that had been freed
after the first copepod host had died. This suggests that transfers could
take place' as was indicated from observations on natural infestations.
(ii) True intermediate hosts
Val'ter (1968a) and Semenova (1979) observed the second moult ot ?.
adtmca and d. mi,eropapillatwn, respectively, in e:<perimentally infected
invertebrates, thus demonstrating that invertebrates can act as true
inter:nediate hosts. Attempts to establish if the second moult occurs in
euphausiids infected with .4. sintple* larvae have been complicated by the
problems of keeping euphausiids alive for long periods of time. Oshirna
et al. (1958) and oshima (1969) established that A. sirnple$ Iarvae, fed
to hqhausia simiLis and E. paatfiea exsheathed within the eight days that
the hosts could be kept alive.
(iii) An "intermediate" host in which some minimal but essential
development takes place
Minor developments, such as growth and exsheathment, have been observed
repeatedly in e>qperimental infections using various anisakid species
(Markowski L937i Huizinga 1966i Oshima et aL. 1968; Davey l96h; Oshima
1969). AttemPts to infect teleosts with these invertebrates have then
succeeded, where direct infections with second stage larvae failed (e.g.
Huizinga 1966).
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rn this case, invertebrates are not acting as true intermediate hosts
in the sense that a major deveropment, i.e. a moult, takes place within
them' However, they are not acting as true paratenic hosts either, as the
development that does take place enables the larvae to infect teleosts.
rn this- context, the concept of a true intermediate host, as being one in
which a major development takes place, could be extended to include hosts
in which n"ininal development, which is nevertheless essential to the
continuation of the life cycle, takes place.
lrtris extended concept would not incrude purery paratenic invertebrate
hosts (or paratenic teleost hosts, either) which merely serve as a transport
nechanism along a food chain, enabling a parasite, which is too smarr to be
consumed directly by the next major host, to be passed on by an organism
intermediate in size.
rt is difficult to assess the relative importance of these three
pathways under natural conditions. The fact that 1arvae occurring naturally
in invertebrates are morphologically similar to stage rrr larvae in teleosts
suggests that the second pathway, with invertebrates acting as true
inte:mediate hosts, is more conuron, or, that rde are uabre to distinguish
stage rr and rrf larvae. The latter seerns unJ.ikely, as observations on
the second moult in e:qrerimentally infected invertebrates have shown ttrat, it
takes place early on in the infection when the rarve are still very srnarr(< I run long), and larvae recovered frorn naturally infested invertebrates
overlap in size with those from teleosts.
Also, the recent suggestion by McClelland (fgBO) that p. d.eeLpdens
rnay undergo two moults inside the egg irrplies that a true intermediate
host may not even be invorved in the rife cycre of this species.
Clearly, the exact location of the second moult in the life cycle of
these anisakids, and the e:<perinental transfer of larvae from one
invertebrate host to another, reguire more study before the importance of
invertebrates as intermediate or paratenic hosts can be deterrnined.
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4.5 CONCLUSTONS
(a) Exanuination of stomach contents of teleost hosts suggested that
Nyetiphmes au"stralzls anil Mxni,da gyegayia could be important sources
of'A. sirrpLet larvae. M. gregatia and a wide variety of crustaceans
(e.g. copepods, decapod larvae) could be important in the Life cycle
of T. adunca. No clues as to possible intermediate hosts of P.
deetpiera were obtained from exarnining food habits.
(b) From examination of plankton sarnples, A. sinrpler was recorded only
from the cortrnon coastal euphausiid, /lI. australis- T. adtnea was
conunonly found in chaetognaths (Sagitta spp.) and a decapod larva
and a medusa.
(c) T'he lack of host specificity and often high infestation rates,
observed in 7. adwrca infestations, do not appear to be characteristic
of A. sinrpler and P. deeiVtens infestations of invertebrates. lltris
may be related to the occurrence of paratenic invertebrate hosts in
the life cycle of I. adtmea.
(d) Itre occurrence of adult ?. adtytea in M. gregaria adds weight to the
suggestion that this invertebrate may act as a paratenic host, as
well as an intermediate host (and also possibly a definitive host).
(e) The results of experimental infections have indicated that the role
of invertebrates in the life cycle of anisakids can be more complex
than that suggested by studies on naturally occurring infestations,
however, it appears that invertebrates play a very important role as
true intermediate hosts in which Stage II larvae moult to Stage IIf.
tr-.
cli/rP'r'tF. 5
LMATION OF ANTSAKID INFESTATTON IN TELEOST HOSTS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
studies on the localisation of anisakid infestations of tereost hosts
have been made mainly in response to two fish marketing problems. Firstly,
econornic losses caused by the unsightly appearance arrd inferior quality ofparasitised fillets (particularly by p. d.eci,p-i.ens and A. sinryrLer larvae),
and also livers (mainly by ?. adurrca, but atso by l. s.irwler and p. d.eeipiens
larvae), fed to investigatic,ns i.nto the infestation of these sites. secondly,
reports of hunran anisakiasis from many regions of the world (e.g, Hol-land,
van Thiel et aL. 1960; Japan, Asami et aL. 1965; Be]gium, Fain et aL. 1969;
Denmark, Andreassen 1g70; Korea, Kim et a7. rg71; France, Doby ei a7. 1g75;
u's'A', Pinkus et a7- 7g75; chile, sapunar et a7. 1976) led to increased
interest in muscle parasitism of commercial fistr species.
Much of the investigation into ]ocalisation of anisa-Iiid infestation of
teleosts, therefore, has been on the occurrence of larvae in fish fil1ets,
particularly of cod (e.g. Kahl 1939; Temptreman et aL. 1957; Scott and Martin
1957, 1959; Scott and Bl_ack 1960; Rae 1963 , I972i Wiles 1968; Saito et aL.
L97Oi Young 1972; Platt l^975; Grabda I976a; pyszczuJ< I9i7 i Wootten and
l{addell 1977), but also of herring (e.g. Khalil 196g, 1969i Otsuru L96gi
Dollfus ]-969i parsons and Hodder I97Ii Davey 1972; Lubienieckj. 1973;
Hauck L977) and other species (e.g. Novotny and uzmann 1g60; oshirna rg72;
Leont'eva et al. 1974; Wootten and WaddeII IgTj; Beverly_Burton and pippy
1978; Grabda 1978; Wootten l97g; Bussman and Ehrich 1979; Carvajal et aL.
1979) ' These investigations have involved not only an examination of thedistribution of anisakid larvae in the live fish, but also the rnigration oflarvae into the fillets after the death of the host (e.g. Khalil ::g6gt smith
and l{ootten l9Z5; Carvaj aL et aZ. IgTg). Liver infestation has been studied,
mainly by soviet workers, again mainly in cod (see reviews of Dogier et aL.
1958 and Margolis 1970).
However, few workers have attempted to expJ_ain the considerable
differences that exist in the localisation of anisakid infestation in
different tel"eost hosts- rn this context, few studies have actualry included
detailed accounts of the distribution of anisakids L,ithin the host, such
accounts may help in achieving not only an understanding of the factorsj'nfluencing anisakid penetration of economically important organs and tissues,
but also a more general understanding of the behaviour and surv1val of the
Ijarasltes tl:r.msefves.
This chapter is a detailed account of the anisalid infestation of
barracouta, rhyrsi.tes atwt, and two species of jack nackerer, Traehutus
nouaezeLandi'ae and Trachurus deeli,uis. The anisakids considered are l.
sirnp\ee larvae, P. decipiens r.arvae and ?. adunea adults and rarvae.
snphasis has been placed on the distribution of these parasites within the
hosts and, in the case of /.. simpler, whether this distribution changes with
increasing size of the host or intensity of infestation. possible
pathological effects of infestation on the host are considered.
5.2 METT'ODS AND MATERIALS
samples of fresh Thyrsi,tes atur were obtained from sealord products
r'td', Nelson, usual-J-y within a few days of capture. Fish were stored on ice
at sea and during transportation, then transferred to a chilrer (ooc) until
autopsy' samples of Trachurue spp. lrere mainly collected on board the g.v.v.
"James cook " and had to be frozen and examined later in the laboratory.
Fresh samples of fish were preferred to frozen sarnples because the l.arge
numbers of A. sinplet larvae present were easier to recover (see below) and
identify (see chapter 2) when alive. some l. sinzptex and p. d,eeipLens larvae
were a].so required for culture e:<periments (see Chapters 2 and 3). Hoqrever,
one disadvantage in using fish kept in cold storage for this type of stud,y,
is that the parasites may move in the time between the death of the host and
its autopsy. This probren is discussed later in this section.
The autopsy procedure for fresh and frozen specimens was basically
similar. AlL fish were measured (to the nearest centimetre), weighed (to the
nearest gram), sexed and otolithed. The gonads were also staged (on a scale
of 1-7) and gut weights rdere recorded. careful exanr-ination was made of the
vj-sceral cavity, including the vra11 and contents of the aLimentary tract, and
muscle' ?he location of any anisakids present was recorded before they were
removed for identification.
various rnethods have been developed to make the recovery of nematodes
from fish easier and more efficient. The following were used in this study:
(a) Pepsin digest
This rnethod has been used by Roskarn (1960, 1966), Davey (Lg7Z), Smith
and wootten (1975), Hauck (Lg77) and van Banning and Becker (197g) r usuarry
for the recovery of nematodes which can be very difficult to detect with the
naked eye in the muscre of certain species of fish. van Banning and Becker
(1978) consider that this mf:t-hod is alsr> preferable for the recovery of
nematodes from the body cavity when fish are not fresh caught or when
thawing after freezing causes "deliques(:encert in the body cavity.
The digest solution is made up of --O g 1:25O0 pepsin powder (BDH) in
I lj-tre of 1* HCl, The fish tissue to he digested is placed in tl.e solution
and incubaled at Z7-SzoC and agitated at: regular intervals, until broken
down. The remains are washed through a fine mesh sieve and any nernatodes
collected (after Stern et aL. 1958; smith and Wootten 1975).
This method was extremely useful fcr the recovery of live nematodes
from the stomach wall of Thgrsites eturL, which, although relatively easil-y
counted in si.tu over a light box, were time consurning to extract for
positive identification. This method was not used for collecting nematodes
from the body cavity or fillets because:
(i) The number of nematodes in each location was recorded as they
were removed. State of encapsulatiorr and depth of penetration
into the tissues (i.e. gonads, Iiv,:r, muscle) vrere also noted-
(ii) There is a possibility that dead nematodes (e.g. ?. adunca in
fresh specimens and alL nematodes :.n frozen specimens) may be
lost as the digest solution attack:; them rnore quickly (Roskam
1960) , although t'lovotny and Uzmann (1960) did not consider this
to be a problem.
(iii) Thynsites a.tun are large fish (in t.his study: 47-93 crn long)
and the division of fillets into le,ft and right, epaxial and
hypaxial muscles led to logistical problems with the incubation
facilities available.
(iv) With practice, larvae in situ can be detected accurately by eye,
even in the muscle (a1so noted by l,lootten and lladdell , 1977) .
(b) Candling and slicing of fitlets
Candling and slicing of fish fillets has been used for parasitological
studies (Templeman et aL. L957 t Scott anrl Martin 1959; Khalit L969; Platt
1975; Wootten and Waddel-l 1977) as well ,rs for the efficient removal of
nernatodes for commercial reasons (power Il)61 ) .
This was the main rnethod used for Lhe: detection and removal of anisakids
from fish fillets. The muscle was sliced into 5 mm strips and examined over
a strong light source. Nematodes from ther stomach wall of Tnachunas spp,
were also detected by examination over a sitrong light source.
:rt .
(c) Ultra-violet light
Pippy (1970) described the use of I-r.V. light to detect parasitic
nematodes in si'tu. Live Anisakis were found to fluoresce srightly but
frozen specimens fluoresced brilliantry. A similar change in fruorescence
after death was noted by Ronald (1956).
ultra-violet light was used initiaLly in this study to check that all
nematodes had been removed- rt proved to be useful later as a detection
method in frozen Tr'achurus samples but not for Thyrsites atun because of
the large numbers of cestodes present which ar.so fruoresced.
rn order to overcome the problern of nematode movement in fresh samples
of Thgrsites atun, dnY excapsulated ,4 . .:irnplet or ?, adunca l-arvae were
recorded as such and excluded from the a:ralyses where appropriate. p.
decipiens larvae were al-l unencapsulated in the muscles and therefore could
have moved' The migration of ?. adunea irdults and larvae in the alimentary
tract, after the death of the host. has been well documented in flatfish(MacKenzie and Gibson 1970) - Although these anisakids were dead or very
sluggish, they could have movec and thererfore, litt1e importance has been
placed on their location in this sLudy.
As well as recording the occurrence of excapsulated larvae i.n fresh (and
frozen) fish samples, one experiment was carried out on board the g.r.v.
f'James cook" to determine the rate and e>tent of migration of nematodes.
Twenty specimens of both ?raekttrus d.eclit ie and Thyrsites atun were kept on
ice in a chiller set at ooc for 5 days (this being the maximum time between
capture and autopsy of Thllnsitee atun ln this study). The fish were then
examined and any excapsulation and movement of anisakids recorded.
An attempt was made to determine if heavy infestations of lhyt,si-tes atun
by l' sitnpler larvae could lead to signifieant losses in condition. only data
from fish caught in May and June, when the gonads are in a resting state,
were used' Gut weights were subtracted from total weights and condition
factors were calculated (after Meht 1968). Regression analyses were then
carried out between condition factors and worm burdens, independently for
each sex' The effect of other parasites (up to 17 species have been recorded
for Thyrsi-tes atun by Her^ritt and Hine, Lg'r2,), could not be eliminated.
Differences in methods of representirrg data make comparison of studies
difficult. Some of the problems are:
sl.
(i) inclusion of free or excapsurated rarvae wrrich may or may not be
related to the time lapse between capture and autopsy of the host.
(ii) stomach warl and stomachs contents are often not included
suggesting that they were not examined, or that any nematodes
present were incruded with those occurring on the stomach.
(iii) the proportion of larvae occurring in one prace may change with
increasing worms burdens, as for e:rample, the percentage of A.
si'rnplex in the stomach warr of r'rzy:.sites atrm in this study. rt
is also easier to determine the ex.ct rocation of rarvae in
lightly infested fish.
(iv) differences in expressing results r such as mean nurnber of worms
per fish, mean nurnber per infected fish, percentage of nematodes
in a certain location, percent-age cf fish with worms in a certain
location) make comparisons difficurt. Expressing the results as
the percentage of fish with nematodes in a certain location
overcomes points (ii) and (iii) above, but becomes rneaningless as
infestation Levels reach 1OO%, as in this study.
Thus, the data used
autopsy of 59I Thynsi.tes
lrachurus nouae zelan&iae
figures on location of l.
fj-sh with relatively low
a-bove (i.e. 2OO Thyrs-Ltes
decTiois).
for this part of the study were obtained from the
atun (plus an ex.:ra 150 visceral samples) , 369
and 366 Traehu.r,ut; deeliuis. For the detailed
sirnpLea larvae :-n the body cavj-ty, subsamples of
worm burdens (< :l0O) rrere used, for reasons outlined
attrt, a7 Traehw'us noqaezelandiae and 39 Ttaehtttus
5.3 RESULTS
(a) Excapsulation a'nd movement of anisakiis foll-owing death of the host.
(i) Experimental results
samples of fuaehurus declittLs and Thyi"sites atun kept on ice in the
chiller showed no signs of tissue degenerai:ion after five days. rn 7 of the
20 Thyrsites atun exarn-ined, a total of 4I tl. sirnplet larvae were found
excapsulated at the posterior end of the st.ornach. This represented 4.9* of
the total l. si-mple* larvae recovered (n = g30) and 10.58 of the total from
the 7 fish with free larvae (n = 390). The excapsulated larvae did not
appear to have moved and none had penetrated the muscles. A. sintp\et larvae
in Traehu.rus declitts had not excapsul_ated.
(ii) Fresli Thyrsi,tes aLwz samples
samples obtained from sealord products Ltd., Nelson, at fortnightry
intervals were generally received in good condition, with usualry onry a
few excapsulated /. sirnplen larvae present. of 23 samples received, 15 had
2 or fewer fish out of 25 with excapsulated larvae (Table 5.f). Excapsulation
of large numbers of larvae in some samples was due to several factors:
initially (case 1 and 2), fish were not stored on ice aboard the fishing
vessel; some samples were kept for long periods in the insulated containers
during transPortation (case 13 and 15); and some fish suffered damage during
handling and freighting. This last factor was not reproduced in the above
experiment.
Excapsulated larvae were usually at the posterior end of the stomach.
A smalL proportion (less than 6,9*) were in the process of penetrating the
ventral muscles, but only two were found unencapsulated in the musc1e mass.
(b) A. atftpler Larvae
(i) ?hllrsites attm
The location of l. si,rnplex Larvae in Thgrsites atun is given in Table
5.2 and Fig. 5.1 for a range of host sizes and mean infestation Levels.
Larvae were often fouad in large aggregations at the posterior end of the
stomach (Plate 5-1), and amongst the mesenteries surrounding the stomach,
intestine and gonads. rn larger and nore heavily infested fish it was
impossible to deternr-ine the exact position of larvae in this region, so arl
data were combined under "focation 7". Hoi,rever, larvae occurring on more
anterior regions of the stomach and pyloric caeca , and on more ventral
regions of the gonads were a-ble to be co'rrted separately.
The general distribution of the larvae remained fairly constant regardless
of the total number of larvae present, i.e. rnost larvae \^rere concentrated at
the posterior end of the stomach (location ?), representing 73.13_75.09t of
the total' Quite a high percentage (7-80-13.2oe") of larvae were recovered
from the stomach wall and there was a positive correlation between the nuniber
of larvae in this location and the total worm burden (r = O.7l). Ttre figures
suggest that a higher proportion of larvae may infest the stomach wall in
heavier infested fish.
Tabres 5'3 and 5.4 provide more detailed information of muscre parasitism.
Althouqh the overall incidence of infestation was zz.5z, the intensity was low(i'e' 0'48 larvae per fish) - The percentage of fish with infested muscres
appeared to increase with increasing size and age of the host, but the actual
proportion of larvae occurring in the muscles remained fairly constant at
about 0.5?, over the age of 5 years (6G cm) (rat,Le 5.3).
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Tabl,e 5,1, Details of exeapsu_lated A,. ei;ryLec larv.ae in fresh],y exauinedfhgreitee af,aor sanplee.
Cas€ No. No. fish lib, f,lsh wit$ No. c>f larvae No. of excap$ulated laryaeexan:ined exeaps. Iarvae excapsuf,ated irinn:se1eE
Ac,tively Alreadyr
Xlenet:.ating penetrAted
L
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11
L2
13
.L4
L5
I6
I7
t€
19
20
2\
22
23
8otaL
20
22
25
2:5
25
24
25
25
2,5
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
5:O
25
25
25,
25
25
25
s91
I8
10
4
I
6
L2
:@
4
o
I
I
2
25
2
1
o
2
I
I
r
2
0
2:
lor3,
276.
59
L4
L
51.
58
0
t1
$
L4
10
2
!!a,$y*
45
?:a
0
'4
many*
30
.41.
62
0
19
677,+
o
o
0
0
o
I
o
0
o
0
o
0
t
o
o
o
o
o
0
0
o
0
o
0
I
o
I
2
15
o
2
o
14
o
'I
5
3
0
0
1
I
o
0
o
o
0
t
* not connted
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Table 5,.2. Location of A. edrtpV.ea larwae Ln [kyvsites atwr.
Iiocation x no. nernatodes t of tgtal apan
r-
2-
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9-
10.
11.
!'lesh
Stomach Contents
Sbomach Wa!.l
Upper stqn4ch
Gsnads
Fy.loric caeca (a) joint(b) lcnrer(c) upFe?Meseriteries, stoilt.,
int., etc.
Rect,Dltr
Intestine
sF,l,een
Liver (a) iiXrlpen(b) lower
o.oo o.32 0.36 0.970-02 0,02 0.05 0,038,92 3.62 5,9€ 18.070-02 0.02,0.09 o.oo
0. 34 2,A2 3.62 5. ?io0.60 2.OO 2,38 5.700.00 0.08 0.26 0.73
4.22 0.78 L.A4 1.20
,81.86 28:.68 52.44 lOLS,3
,0.45 0.30 0.6a o-27Q.2A 0.50 0-50 o.5?
0. 06 0. 48 0 .44 i_. 20
o.l0 0.40 o.66 0.770.oo o-oo 0,02 0.10
0.00 0.82 0,53 0.710.17 0,05 0.og 0.027-80 9.23 8.74 13.200.17 0.05 0.12 o. oo
2_98. 5.tr5 5.29 4.L65.09 5.10 3.48 4.16
O.:00 O.20 0.39 O.S3
1.86 t.gs 1.52 O.88
'75.09 73.13 7.6.,6A 74.t53-90 0,77,o.91 0.201.70 1.2S O.?3 0.490.51 L,22 0.641 o.880.85 1,02 0.96 0.550.00 0;.00 0.03 0.07
Tgtal .mcari 1l_"80 39.22 58.11,513A93 100.02 too.ot t.oo02 Io0.ol
Range no. larvae
!o. hostsexanuihed
x host .engttr
a-24 25=49 50-99 1oo-19950 so 50 5065.4 75.6 75.6 7A.5
a-24 25-49 50-99 100-19950 50 50 5065.4 75.6 75.6 7,9.6
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Larvae occurred more frequently irr the ventral mu-eelcs srn-rounding
the abdominal cavity than in the dorsal muscles (Table 5.4). arrd were often
found on the filleted surface of the rnuscle, i.e. they had only penetrated
the muscle superficially. OnIy I0.98 (3I/2841 of the larvae occurring in
the muscle had penetrated deeper than 5 mm. No larvae were found posterior
to the cLoaca.
There was poor eorrelation (r < O.5,P)0.05) between the totaL worm
burden and condition of Thynsites atun. However, sample sizes were small
(n < 20) after data were broken down to eliminate the effect of factors such
as age, sex, season and gonad state, More intensive sarnpling of fish over a
short period of time would be required to determine if large numbers of
anisakids (and their location in the body) can affect the condition of these
hosts.
(ii) Traehurus spp.
The location of l. sirnplet larvae in two species of Traehutus is giverr
in Table 5.5. Distribution of larvae in both species is very similar. As
in Tnytsi.tes atun, the main infestation site is the posterior end of the
stomach, although a second distinct area at the junction of the stomach and
pyloric caeca also occurs. Together, these sites yielded 66.65-67.75* of
l-arvae. lnfestation of the stomach wa1l was much lower than in ?hursi,tes
atm, being only 3.52-3.768 of the total worm burden.
Ctranges in distribution of larvae with increasing infestation leveIs
were not determined ln baehu-2,'us species because of the wide range of host
age and the heavy infestation of 7. decliuis from the West Coast. These
factors made analysis of fish with less than 200 larnrae from these sampLes
impossible.
rnfestati-on of muscles was very low. T. rLouaezeLandi.ae from North Cape
and the Bay of Plenty had no larvae in the fillets, out of a total of 5634
larvae recovered. T. deelitis from the same areas also had no larvae in the
fillets' out of 5273 recovered. 2.664 of I. deeliuis from the West Coast
(8,/301) were infested with 9 larvae, representing O.01* of the total larvae
recovered (i.e. 9/75542). Of these, 7 were found in the left ventral muscle
artd I in the right ventral muscle-
(c) P. d.eeLpiens larvae
Onty 2 of 130 P. decipiens larvae were found in the body cavity of
Ihyrsites attm, the majority (98.5c) being located in the muscles. No larvae
were found in ei'ther of the Tyctchixrzs species,
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Table 5- 3.
Host length
".r:. 
.
Arrisakid infestaLion of Thut't,,1,;.;' e'L;t7't
(b) In relation to length of the host.
fi 1 lets.
No. hosts
examined
A. s'Lnpler
no, in musc.
larvae
t of total
in musc.
P. deaLpi.ens larvae
no. in musc. xx
45-50
s1-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
7r-75
76-80
81-85
86-90
91 
-95
6
24
38
89
I90
IJb
7B
L7
4
U
n
0
1
17
105
67
63
z6
o. 00
0. 00
0.00
0.03
0. 19
0. 55
o.49
0. 81
1- 65
o.75
0.00
0.00
0. 00
0. 10
o.49
0. 53
0 .41
0. 58
o.67
0. 30
0. 00
0 ,00
0.04
0.03
o. 15
n't7
o .2I
o .42
o.94
0. 50
0
n
I
L
13
33
29
16
z
l,r'
Table 5.4. Location of Anisakid larvae in Tnyrsites atmt fillets.
Frequency A. sirnitler larvae P. deci,piens larvae
Ventral Dorsal VentraL Dorsal
Left Right Left Rlght Left Right t,eft Right
0 494 528 587 591 559 564 564 575
1 63 47 3
2I8 10
3540
422l-
532
640
170
Ann
911
27 20 22 16
343
032
200
No. infected 97 63 4 O 32 27 27 16
No- ]arvae L71 100 '7 O 41 37 34 16
i 0.30 0.17 0.01 0,00 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.03
Table 5.5. Location
Locati on
j.'..
s'irwler larvae tn TraCbtUt z{.e sp.
T. nouaez,elrrliLiae
; a of total
of A.
x
J',. d.ec n Dl,S
t of total
1. Flesh
2. Stomach contents
3. Stomach wall
4. Stomach
5. Gonads
6. Pyloric caeca /
stom. joint
7 - Mes. , stom- , caeca ,
gonads
8. Rectum and intestine
9. Liver
TotaL mean
o.00
o. 00
1.15
2.11
5 
-72
r0. 17
r0. 15
o -71
o.47
30.53
0.00
o. 00
3.76
6. 90
18. 75
33. 3l
33.24
z.tr
1.53
100. 00
0.00 0.00
o.00 0.00
r.49 3 .52
3.05 1 -20
6.44 15.23
14.39 34.01
I4.27 33.7 4
1.85 4.37
0. 8l 1.91
42.30 99.98
Range no. of larvae
No. hosts examined
1-r00
47
t-100
41
1-100 1-100
38 38
l(!:'.
These l"arvae are reddish-brown in colouration and comparatively large
and easily detected. They usually were found loosely coiled in approximately
equal numbers dorsally and ventrally (Tabte 5.4) and had penetrated deeper
into the muscle than ,4. sirrplen larvae.
Ln general, the intensity of infestation of the muscle appears to increase
with age and length of the host, as for,4. simplen larvae (Table 5.3), but the
numbers of larvae are too few for detailed analysis.
The occurrence of large nr:nibers of the cestode Gynmorhyneus thyrsitae
in ventral muscles did not appear to influence the distribution of P.
deei-piens larvae. In fact, of 67 fish with P. deaipiens larvae and 6.
thynsitae present, 44 (65.74) had both speci.es in the sarme muscle mass (i.e.
right or left, dorsal or ventral). However, of 181- fish with 4. si.rnpler
and P. decipiens present, only 28 (15.5t) contained both species together.
(d) T. ad:unea
Although 7. adwtca adults and larvae in the alimentary tract could have
moved after the death of the host, some generalisations about location of
infestation can be made. In ?hyrsites atun, most of these nematodes were
found in tlre stomach. lrrfestation of the pyloric caeca and upper intestine
was infrequent and usually occurred when the stomach was empty of food (Table
5.6). T. adtmca aduLts and larvae rarely occurred irr the alimentary canal
of Trachu.rue samples. Most of the specimens found were in the intestine
(Table 5.7).
The occurrence of T. adtttea larvae in the body cavity was infrequent in
TVn1rsites atun (Table 5.6). Most larvae were encapsulated on the pyloric
caeca and in the stomach wall. Some of them appeared to have died before
the host was captured, and were in various stages of disintegration. No
larvae were for:nd in the body cavity of Trachuras spp.
DISCUSSION
Flesh parasitism
(i) Incidence and intensitv of infestation
The observed patterns of muscle infestation with anisakid Larvae are the
result of a complex interaction of factors, for example, the species of host,
its age or size, and locality and diet. Even the method of detecting larvae
may be relevant. However, some general-isations can be made.
5.4
(a)
103.
tabte 5.6. ,Lo:eatLsn of ?, afutea inf,estation in fu sitee ati#l.
a. Ali$entary Traet
i.. $tomach
ii. iutestine
iii; pylorio caeca
S€age fII
2407
5
7
Staqe,rv
L1.55
74,
I6
AduLt
5,97
24
2
TotaI
4160
L67
25
TotaL
Mean in'f,, per fislt
Range per f,ish
b. Body car/ity
i. or1 viscEra
ii. in stonach wall-
24,83
3.35
0-343
L3
2L
L2.46
1.68
o-119
523
0.81!
o-83
4532
5, It
o-353
0
o
3
L2
L6
33
itotatr-
Neerm intr. per fish
Ralrge per fistr
34
0.06
o-14
l_5
o. 03
o-9
CI
0
o
49
0.08
0-14
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2
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0
2
o
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0
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studies orr the occurlence of l. ei.rnplga larvae (e.g. otsuru 1969;
Davey I972i Platt I915i Grabda L916a; Wootten 1978; Bussmann and Ehrich
f979) have shown that although the incidence of infestation rnay be high,
the intensity is usually low (i.e. less than 1o larvae per fish), and the
proportion of larvae in the muscles rarely exceeds 5p" of the totaL worrn
burden of the whole fish. NotabLe exceptions to this include 2nconhgnehus
sPP., in which 30-772 of Anisakis larvae occurred in the musculature
(Novotny and Uzmann 1960; Yamada and Nishimura 1968), and Atlantic salmon,
with 39* occurring in the muscles (Bever1y-Burton and Pippy 1978). Grabda
(1978) recorded quite high numbers of larvae from the flesh of blue whiting
(i.e. over lO0 larvae per fish), as did Platt (1975) from the muscle of cod
(i.e. maximum of 334 larvae) .
High incidence and l-ow intensity are also features of P. deci,pi,ens
infestation of fish fillets (e.9, Scott and Martin 1959; Wiles 1968;
Pyszczu]< 1977; l,tootten and Waddetl f977) . Large numbers of larvae have
been recorded occasionally in cod (e.9. Ptatt 1975 recorded a maximum of
340). Ilowever, i-n contrast to .4. sinpler infestations, most P. d,eeLpiens
larvae occur in the muscfe, not in the body cavity (e.g. young 1972, wootten
and WaddeII 1977).
Anisakid infestation of the muscles of fish exanr:ined in this study \^'as
low in incidence and intensity. Similar findings hrere reported by Brunsdon
(1956), I'teh1 (1"968) and Leont'eva et a7. (L974') in ITryrsites attm.
Leont'eva et a7. (]-974) also exannined 11 other species of fish from the New
Zealand region, including the subantarctic islands. Nernatodes (unspecified)
were present in the muscle of Argentina eTongata, Maemttonus nouaezeLandi.ae,
Mieromesisttus australis, Paraperais eolias, Sey'LoLLa brona and Iyaehurus
decliuis. rncidence and intensity of infestation of these fish was less
than 15?, with less than 10 larvae per fish. Infestation rates of Genypterus
blacodes and Notothenia tnacroeephala, from the subantarctic islands, were
higher: 80,5R. and 96-22 respectively, with maxima of 111 and 156 nernatodes
per fish.
Changes in the infestation of muscfes have been related to the age or
size and, therefore, total worm burden of the host. In lhyrsites atun,
increases in total numbers of A. si.rwlex larvae resufted in more larvae
being found in the muscle, but in fish over five years old, the proportion
actually invading the muscle remained constant at 0.5ts. Davey (f972)
reported a similar pattern in infestation of herring muscles with l4'. sinrpler
(O.77* or I in 130), as did Wootten and Smith (1976) and Bussmann and Ehrich
(1979) in blue whiting.
1C5 .
Other authors have found that the proportion of larvae invading the
muscles drops off when the fish reach a certain size. Thus, Oishi et aL.
(f969) noted that the proportion of i4 . si.rnplex larvae in the muscLes of
PneunatopTntwe iaponieus increased in fish 29-34 cm long but then decreased.
Dollfus (I97O) found a sirnilar pattern in herring. ltootten (f979) recorded
a higher proportion of ,4. sirnpT.e* l-arvae in young cod muscles (40.4a) than
was found in commercially sized fish.
(ii) Location of anisakids in the rnuscles
The results of this study are very similar to studies on other host
species. A. sintplen larvae are more comrnonly found in the ventral muscles
than the dorsal muscles, and are mainly restricted to the bel1y flap. P.
deeipi.ens larvae occur throughout the hypaxial and epaxial muscJ,es (e.g.
Templeman et aL. 1957; Scott and B1ack 1960; Okumura 1969; Nishimura
1969; Oshima L972; Young L972i VJootten and siaddell 1977; Grabda l.978i
carvajal et aL. 1979).
The location of anisakid larvae in ttre flesh of Thynsites attm
examined in this study was sirruilar to that reported by Brunsdon (1956).
Mehl (1958), however, gave details of Anisakis infestation, of the sanne
host, which are far more characteristic of Phocanema larvaez 25t of the
nematodes were in the dorsal muscles, 20* posterior to the cloaca and 10g"
in the caudal peduncle, leaving only 458 in the belly flap. These larvae
were possibly misidentified.
Changes in the location of larvae in the rnusculature have been described
in several host species. Novotny and Uzmann (1960) found that in larger and
more heavily infested chum salmon the proportion of A. sinrpler larvae in the
ventral muscles increased faster than in the dorsal muscles. Similar
observati.ons have been rnade on the distribution of P. deei,piens larvae in cod
musculature (Young I972i Platt L975i Wootten and Waddell 1977). Platt
(1975) suggested that the majority of larvae will only migrate a limited
distance in the flesh before coiling.
A change in the distribution of P. deei.piens larvae in New Zealand ling
has also been related to seasona.L changes in environmental conditions.
Leont'eva et aL. (1974) found an increase in the number of larvae in the tail
region in summer but did not determine if the change !'ras statistically
significant.
I i 
't' .
(iii) MigraLion of larvae after the death of the host
Large scale migration of larvae into the flesh after death of the
host was not recorded in the fish exann-ined in this study. Similar
observations have been made in herring (van Thiel et aL. 1960; Khalil
1969) and hake (Carvajal et aL. L979). Hovrever, results of other studies
suggest that rnigration of larvae is a conunon phenomenon. For example,
Smith and Wootten (1975) found that the percentage of A. si,rnpler larvae
in herring fillets increased from 4t irnmediately after capture to 12.33g"
at 14 hours and 19.94t at 37 hours in fish kept on ice. Vik (1966) also
recorded a similar situation in mackerel. In 24 hours 1-2t had reached
the muscle, and after 3-4 days, 10-13.68 were in the muscle.
Some of the inconsistencies in these findings could be accounted for
by the different methods used to detect larvae in fillets and the different
temperatures involved. Physio-chemical changes in the viscera may be
responsible (Smith and Wootten 1975; Hauck 1977), and these would vary
from one host species to arrother.
In conclusion, it appears that the factors influencing the invasion of
fish muscles by anisakid larvae, before and after the death of the host,
are poorly understood,. A. sinyles and P. deeipi.ens larvae seem to have
different penetration abilities, both in the same and in different hosts.
Studies of the type carried out by Ronald (1960), on the effects of physical
stimuli on P. decipiens larvae, could provide some answers. He found, for^
example, that the motility of larvae \,ras Proportional to temperature, with
IsoC being optirnal for muscle penetration.
(b) Body cavity
Table 5.8 provides a general comparison of the resuLts of a few studies
on the distribution of ,4. sinpLen larvae in teleost hosts. The region at
the posterior end of the stomach, amongst the mesenteries connecting the
pyloric caeca , stomach and intestine, is always the most heavily infested.
The gonads are the next most commonly infested area. Brunsdon (1956) is the
only other author to have given figures for stomach wall infestation. The
two noticeable deviations from the general pattern are the high percentages
of larvae in the flesh of salmon (Beverly-Burton and Pippy 1978) and the
liver of cod (Grabda 1976a),
T. adunea larvae occurred infrequently in Thyt'si.tes atwl, usually on
the pyloric caeca . Bnrnsdon (195G) also found the same situation in these
hosts. In more heavily infested species, a large proportion of larvae are
usually found on the pyloric caeca and in or on the liver (e.9. Baltic cod,
Grabda I976a).
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Al"uhough liver infestation by anisakids uas not important in this
study, other studies have shown that it can be. Wootten (1978) reported
a high Level of infestation in small cod livers (23.4s) of A. si,rnpler larvae.
Grabda (1978) found 9Ot of blue whiting livers to be infested with the sarne
species, with a mean of 55.9 larvae. Other reports of high infestation
levels with anisakid larvae include Remotti (1933a, b); Kahl (19381c);
Akhmerov (1951); Brian (1958); Petrushevski and Kogrteva (1954). Livers of
New Zealand southern blue whiting and ling have aLso been reported as being
heavily infested by T. adunca and l. sirnpLer larvae (unpublished report of a
PoIish research cruise, held at Fisheries Research Division, Wellington).
The site of maximum infesLation with /. sinrpler larvae rn Thyrsites atun
probably reflects the site of perretration into the cavity, i.e. through the
posterior (cardiac) end of the stomach wall. l"lost of the larvae encapsulated
or free in the stomach wall were found in this region. In Traehurus sPp. a
second concentration of larvae, at the junction of the pyloric caeca and
stornach, suggests that this may be another site of penetration in these hosts.
However, the actual distribution of farvae in the stomach wall was similar to
that in I'yt"t:zi,es atun.
Experimental studies on penetration sites have indicated tbat they may
be specific to a particular host species. Brunsdon (1956) experimentaDy
infected eels (Angui,LLa spp. ) with /. sdrnpler larvae and found that they
penetrated the stomach wall and moved betireen the tissue layers before
penetrating the muscularis externa. The preferred site was the area of the
pyloric caeca adjacent to the pyloric valve. There was no indication of
penetration through the intestinal wall. FuIl penetration and encapsulation
was first recorded within 12 hours of infection. Most larvae encapsulated
on the stomach and mesenteries.
Wootten and Smith (1975) carried out similar e:rperiments on brown trout.
They found that larvae penetrated the gut wal1 mainly through the junction
between the oesophagus and stomach, or through the cardiac limb of the
stomach, Others were observed penetrating the pyloric caeca , the caecal
intestine, and the intestine immediately posterior to the caecaf openings.
The distribution of larvae in the anterior half of the body cavity reflected
the site of penetration. The nunber of larvae successfully penetrating the
walI was found to be less at l-ower temperatures.
smith (I974) infected herring and whiting and found larvae penetrating
the stomach and pyloric caeca .
I fti)
(c) Pathology
The pathogenic effects of anisakid
have been reviewed recentl-y by Margolis
Wootten (1978).
Local reactions to the presence of larvae in the tissues are well
documented (Kah1 I938b; Mikhailova et aL. 1964i Prusevich 1964; Widera
L976) but gross reactions are rarely reported other than in the liver or
stomach walI. Hearry infestations with Anisaki,s larvae have been recorded
as causing visceral adhesions in Sebastes rrnrinus leading to irnpaired
functioning of the intestinal tract (faht I93Sb) and mechanical compression
of pancreas and li-ver, and inflammation of pyloric caecae in pacific herring
(Hauck and May L9771. Severe infestation of fresh water fish in fraq taith
Contraeaecum made internal organs swollen and necrotic and the fish were
generally sluggish (Shamsuddin et aL. f971).
Effects of anisakid larvae on general condition of the host are
extremely difficult to quantify, due to the influence of other factors such
as age, sex, time of year, gonad condition, other parasites etc.
(i) Stomach wa11
Kahl (l-938b) considered that infestation of the stomach waLl could fead
to perforation, with serious conseguences. Brunsdon (1956), however,
suggested that a fero larvae penetrating the waLl at any one time would cause
Iittle damage. Larvae that become encapsulated in the waII, howeverr IIIaY
have an effect in large numbers. Stomach walls of Thyrsites atlnt were
sometimes very thin and transparent, whereas in Traehtu,us spp. they becarne
very much thickened. Similarly, Brunsdon (1955) noted a thickening in the
wal1 of Perea solandyi eontaining 2OO0-3OOO Anisakis larvae. The larvae
vrere so numerous as to form a continuous additional layer, sometimes several
larvae thick in the stomach waII. The effect of such infestations on the
host is r.rnknown.
It is generally considered that anisakids lie free in the lumen of the
stornach or intestine of fish (Margolis 1970), although some are knohtn to
attach, for exampLe, Pseudnztisaki,s ?otttrtd.ata (lfilliams and Richards 1968).
Contraeaeewn r"LgLdwn has also been reported from tumours in the stomach of
Lophius piscatorLr,cs but the developmental stage was not given (Baylis and
Jones 1933).
larvae on their teleost hosts
(1970), Cheng (f976) and Srnith and
tt0.
Larva1 anisakids have occasionally been found in ulcerous cavities in
the stomach wall of fish. Arai (1969) reported three such cavities in the
stomach of Ophi.odon eLongatus, invaded by Ani-sakzls larvae. The wall was not
completely perforated but only the serosal- layer remained intact. The fish
was reputedly half the weight of a healthy fish of similar size. Similar
cavities have been found in mako shark, fst*us glaueus (Brunsdon 1955) and
in kingfi sh, Rexea soland.y,i by the present author.
(ii) Liver infestation
Damage to teLeost livers has been caused by A. simpler larvae (Rernotti
L933a, b; Kahl I938b, Akhermov 1951, Brian 1958), 7. adt*'tea larvae
(Agersborg 1918; Bazikalova 1932; Shulrnan 1948; Shulnan and Shulman-
A1bova 1953; Petrushevski and Kogteva 1955; Petrushevski and Shulman
1955; Getsevichyute 1955; Grabda l976ai Shchepkina 1978) and P. deeipi,ens
larrrae (Shulman and Shulman-Albova 1953; I',likhailova, et aZ. 1964).
Various authors have reported tJ:at the size and condition of
parasitised livers are often affected. Shulman (f948) and Getsevichyute
(1955) found that some livers wittr hearry infestations of T. adunea were
completely desLroyed. The colour also changed frorn pinkish or pale ye11ow
to reddish brown, with signs of hyperaemia (Shulman 1948). Similar changes
have also been caused by ,4. si.rnpLet and P. decipiens larvae.
Larvae which penetrate deeply into the liver and remain actively moving
cause more damage than those which become encapsulated (Petrushevski and
Shulman 1955). Suggested causes of liver atrophy are toxin production
(Bazikalova L932; Guiart 1938) or mechanical damage (Bauer l-958; Dogiel
r962J .
Attemfrts to quantify pathogenic effects of liver infestation have
suggested that liver we:ght, fat content, total weight of the fish and
condition factors, all decrease with increasing intensity of infestation.
However, Margolis (1970) points out that the results of such analyses (e.g.
Shulman 1948; Petrushevski and Kogteva f954) do not always show a constant
and direct relationship between the degree of liver infestation and Ii-ver
weight, and that when comparing liver weight to body weight, such factors
as age, length, sex, maturity, spawning eondition, total parasite foad and
time and place of capture of the host have been ignored. Duration of
infestation, size of the larvae, exact location in the liver and individual
resistance of the fj-sh could also be important factors.
tit.
However, Shchepkina (1978) recently established that 7. arito'ic.a larvae
in Black Sea anchovy livers affeeted the triglyceride fraction in the liver,
as well as tlre muscLes. In the liver, red muscles and white muscles of
heavily infested fish, it was 29*, 28+ and 34% Iower, respectively, than in
lightly infested fish.
(iii) Muscle infestation
The effeets of anisakids in the muscles, as in the liver, depends on
such factors as intensity of infestation, state of encapsulation etc. No
gross macroscopic darnage was evident in Thynsites atwl m:uscles infected
with 4. sirnplex, or P. decipiens larvae, in this study.
However, pathogerric effects have been suggested. Kahl (1938a) described
P. deci.piens infestation of sme1t. The larvae moved through the muscles
freely and were found in large blood filled cavities. He considered that
the damage was so severe as to suggest serious impairment of muscular
activity. Absence of a tissue reaction to the parasite (i.e. encapsulation)
could have been because of the large size of the larvae (up to 50 rnm) or the
fact that the muscfe was soft and poorly endowed with connectiwe tissue.
Other authors have aLso suggested that large numbers of larvae in the
musculature cause motility problems, making food harder to chase and the
chances of being preyed upon higher (e.g. Agersborg 1918; Leont'eva et aL.
1974), but detrimentaL effects of anisakid J'arvae in the muscles have not
been demonstrateil quantitatively.
(iv) Infestation of juvenile fish
There is some evidence that anisakids in young and juvenil-e fish may
fead to death of the host. Rosenthal (1957) found 3-5t of artificially
reared juvenile herring died from infestation of Contracaecwn sP. larvae,
in the first month. The larvae, obtained from wild zooplankton' placed
external pressure on the gut, interferring with the intake of food and
defecation. Rosenthal (1967) observed that herring larvae exceeding 20 rnm
in length seemed to be more resistant to infection and when infected,
survived without obvious adverse effects. Roskam (1967) also suggested
that ?. adtmea larvae may cause death in juvenile herring.
z-
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5.5 CONCLT]SIONS
1. A. sinrpleu larvae and 7. adunca aciuLts and larvae hrere found in
Thy n s it e s atwt, T v,achurus rtc'otl e E€ landia and Tr,achuv,u.s de cli,ui,s .
P. deeipiens larvae were recordeil from IhyrsiLes atun.
The distribution of the parasites examined varied between anisakid
species: A. simpLex larvae were eonmonly found in the bod.y cavity,
particularly at the posterior end of the sLornach. A small proportion
(< 1.0?) had penetrated i-nto the ventral musculature. P, deei.pi.ens
Iarvae were found almost exclusively (98.58) in the muscles. f.
adunca \,rere more cormnonly found in the alimentary canal (Iarvae and
adults) but a few third and fourth stage larvae occurred in the body
cavity mostly on the pyloric caeca and in the stomach wa1l.
The stomach wal1 was found to be an important site of A. sirtplet
infestation, particularly in Thyrsites atutt.
4. The distribution of A. si.rnpLer l-arvae did not appear to change with
inereasirrg size and total worm burden of the host, except that a
slightly higher percentage of larvae were found in the stomach wal1
in heavier infested fish.
The main site of irrfestation with /. etnrpler larvae in the body
cavity is probably a reflection of the main site of penetration of
the gut wall-. Slight differences between host species were apParent.
Penetration of the musculature of A. si,rnpLer larvae, both before and
after the death of the host, is not an important feature of
infestation by this species in the hosts exarnined.
The effect of large concentrations of A. sirtpler larvae on the
condition of the host could not be determined. quantitatively from
this study, because the influence of other possible contributing
factors could not be eliminated. However, no obvious damage to the
host was evident frorn any of the anisakids recorded.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING INFESTATION LEVELS OF TELEOST HOSTS
6.1 TNTRODUCTION
Studies on larva1 anisakid infestation of teleosts have Provi.ded much
of the information on factors governing the distribution of these parasites
and many cl,ues to their life cycle patterns. Teleosts are by far the most
suitable hosts to obtain this type of infornration from because they are
available in large numbers and are often heavily infested. This is in
contrast to other hosts in the cycle which are either very lightLy infested
(invertebrate intermediate hosts) or unable to be studied in large numbers
(marine mammal definitive hosts).
Quantitative analyses of anisakid infestation of teleosts have been
concerned rnainly on the occurrence of An'Lsaki.s larvae in northern European
and Atlantic herring (Kha1il I969i Davey L972i Parsons and Hodder I97L;
Reimer and Jessen 1972; Lubieniecki 1973; Grabda 19'14; van Banning and
Becker 1978) and Phocanema Iarvae in cod frorn similar regions (Kah1 1939;
Templeman et. aL. 1957; Scott and Martin 1957, 1959; Scott and Black 1950;
Rae 1963, L972; Vliles 1968; Young \972; Platt :-.975; Grabda l976ai Wootten
and Waddell 1977). Some work has been done on these larvae in other Northern
Hemisphere fishes (Kilambi and Delacy 1967; Pippy 1969; Nyman and PiPPy
I972i Grabda I976a, 1978; Wootten and VladdeLL 1917; Beverly-Burton and
Pippy l97ai Wootten L978i Bussmann and Ehrich 1979, and see Oshima 1972 fov
a review of Japanese literature), and a few studies have also considered
Thynna.scay.is adunca larvae (Khali1 L969i Grabda L97@, I978i Wootten 1978) .
fn the Southern Hemisphere, quantitative analyses on anisakid infestation in
teleosts have been tirnited and rather superficial (Leont'eva et a7. L974t
Vooren and Tracey 1976; Webb L976i Carvajal et aL. ]-9791.
AJ-though many of these studies suggest that infestation levels are
related to age, sex, size and diet of the host, and its locality and time of
capture, few detaifed statistical analyses have been applied to the data.
ft is only in the last few years that the type of statistical approach used
by Bishop and Margolis (1955) has been adopted (oavey I972i Nyman and Pippy
I972i Beverly-Burton and Pippy 1978; van Banning and Becker L978i Carvajal
et a7. 1979).
Vlct,r-,:. r1;.in,,.iistry cF wELLrl,lcrroN
tl4.
In this chapter the factors governirrg anisakid infestation 1eve1s in
New Zealand tel.eosts are statistically examined. From a survey of 110 species
of New Zealand marine and freshwater fishes, by Brunsdon (f956), 44 species
of teleost and I0 species of elasmobranch r*ere found to harbour,4. si,rnplea
larvae. I\po of the regularly infested teleost species vuere chosen for study
here: the barracouta, Thyr.sites atun and the jack mackerel Tyaehums
nouaezeiandiae- Barracouta were also found by Brunsdon (1956) to be infested
witb Porroeaecum sp. larvae (= Phoeanema deci,piens) and Thynnasearts adunca
adults and larvae, and analyses of infestation levels with these anisakids
are included here. The scope of the study was also extended to include
Traehurus deeliuis, a species of jack mackerel which is closely related to
T. nouaezelan&tae.
6.2 I{ETHODS AND MATERIALS
(a) Collection of Samples
Barracouta, Thyr.si.tee attn were exannined at regular intervals for one
year; samples of 25 fish being received twice monthly from Sealord Products
Ltd- (Nelson). Collection of visceral samples only was continued for an
extra three months in order to obtain further information on host feeding
habits and the occurrence of T. adtrtea in the alimentary canal. Fishing
effort on barracouta was concentrated mainly on the north-eastern coast of
the South Island, but for part of the year (August - nid October, L977)
samples came from the West Coast of the South Island (Fig. 6.1).
Jack mackerel, Irachurus notlaezeLan&Lae were to be collected, in
conjunction with Fisheries Research Division, Wellington, on the g.r.v.
"James Cook" at three monthly intervals from the !'lest Coast, as well as on two
trips to the Bay of PLenty. However, prograrmne changes by Fisheries Research
Division resulted in one sarnple being obtained frorn the Bay of Plenty in 1976,
one from North Cape in 1977 and two from the l{est Coast in 1978 (Fig. 6.2).
Small numbers of the closely related species Trachutus deelipis were also
collected from the Bay of Plenty and North Cape and were included in the study.
Catches of jack mackerel from the West Coast of the South Island were entirely
T. decliui.s .
A11 fish were rneasured (down to the nearest centimetre), weighed (down
to the nearest grarn) and sexed. otoliths were kept for age determinations,
some of which were carried out by staff at Fisheries Research Division,
Wellington (i.e. aL\ Txachlllug spp. samples from the Bay of Plenty).
Anisakids were collected and identified as described previously (Chapters 2
and 5).
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Table 6.1. Sunmarv of material examined.
Host species location No. Anisakid species No.
examined colfected
Thgreites atun South rsland 591 A. simpl'ss 57,323:, :: 1T i. !f,T":""" 
^,:12
Tr,achutus North Cape 146 A. sinplet I,532
rLouaezeLartdiae Bay of Plenty 222 L. si.np|ex 4,100
Traehurue doelittis North cape 16 A. siw'Ler 98
Bay of Plenty 4lt L. st'rrp'Ter 4'757
west coast (s . I . ) 299 A. sirnp:/.sa 75 ,284
A summary of the materjal used in Lhis section is presented in Table
6-1.
(b) Statistical analysis of data
Data on larval anisakid infestation of teleosts were grouPed by age of
the host and locality of capture. These factors have been found to have the
rnost influence on infestation fevels (e.9. Bishop and l,largo1is 1955t Davey
1972; Beverly-Burton and Pippy 1978).
There is no published evidence to suggest the existence of separate
barracouta populations on the East and West Coasts of the South fsland,
therefore all data on larval anisakids from the body cavity and fillets (i.e
A. si,rnpler, P. dec{pi,ens and 7. adunea) were grouped by host age only. Samples
of jack lnackerel came from at least two distinct localities and therefore all
data on,4. sirnptlen larvae were grouped by lrost age and locality.
The occurrence of T. edunca adufts and Larvae in the alimentary tracts
of the teleosts examined was not related to the age of the host (see'Table
6.6). Thus, infestation of barracouta with these anisakids has been analysed
by month. Records of ?. a.dunca adults and larvae from jack mackerel were
infrequent (see Chapter 5) and have not been included in these anlayses.
Percentage infestation rates and mean worm burdens have been used to
describe the occurrence of anisa.]iids in teleost hosts. Percentage infestation
rates can be easily and quickly determined but are inapplicable when all
hosts are infested, as was often the case in this study. Statistical analyses
are more applicable to mean worm burdens and the results are easier to
interpret. The two methods are generally closely correlated (Davey L972i
Beverly-Burton and Pippy 1978). The only problem in using mean worm burdens
is that the)r can be greatly influenced by the occurrence of a few heavily
infested fish (Platt f975). This effect can be lessened by removing outliers
(after the method of Grubbs 1950).
Bishop and Margolis (1955) found that frequency distributions of Anisaki.s
sp. larvae in herring from British Columbia, were skewed and had variances
greater than their means, indicating that transformation was required before
any statistical methods applicable to normal distributions could be used.
The transformation they chose was U : Log(* + 1) after Barnes 0952), and has
been used since by Davey (L972), Beverly-Burton and Pippy (f978), van Banninq
and Becker (1978) and CarvajaL et aL. (19791 in the statistical analysis of
Ani.saki.s sp. infestations.
ll:r,
This transformation was based on the fi tting of data to the riegative
binomial distribution (after Bliss and,Fisher 1953), the frequencies being
indicated by the expansion of (q - p)-K, where P:m/k, e= 1 +p andm is
the arithrnetic mean of the distribution. Estimation of the exponent k
indicates the suitability of the transformation (i.e. k should be less than
1
or equal to 5) giving A : Log{* + /.
Bliss and Fisher (1953) give three methods for estimating k
, 1 
-2,2l-. K. = I /S - LJ
This method was unsuitable in all cases in this study, as the
efficiency of the estirnation was less than 90t.
ii. k^ Loa (1 + E/k^) = Loa(N/fo)'z
This rnethod is based orr the ratio of the total number of units in
the sample ff to the nurnber of units without organisms (fo). The
left side of the equation is computed with different trial values
and irrterpolating between these gives an approximation of kr.
To estimate k with an efficiency of greater than, or equal to,
90?, at least one third of the units must be empty.
This nrethod appeared to be suitable for all anisakids in
this study, except for A. sinrpleg larvae, which occurred in all
barracouta and most jack mackerel examined, i.e. there were few
empty units (Table 6-2).
iii- Method of maximum likelihood (after Haldane 1941).
Barnes (1952) stated that this rnethod was practical and rapid when the
largest observation does not exceed 20 or 30. k values computed from the
first two methods can be used as initial steps towards a definitive solution.
Bishop and Margolis (f955) used this method in their study, but it was
unsuitable for .d. sinrplen larvae in this study as the largest obserwations
were frequently over severaf hundred worms per fish.
Estimates of k were therefore obtained from the first two methods and
indicated that the transformation ! = Log(x + J/ may be suitable. The
resulting frequency distributions (as well as those of other anisakids in
the study) were tested for normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov non-parametric
test for normal distributions.
Frequency distributions of y'^. sintpler larvae (wittr two exceptions) and
I. adtnca adults and larvae from the alimentary tract were the only ones
that were normalised by this transformation, acceptable at the 95t significance
tevel (Tables 6.3, 5.4, Fig. 6.3, 6-4). Frequency distributions of ?. adtmca
larvae from the body cavity and P. deei.ptens larvae were still skewed with
unstabilised variances (Table 6.4) - The low incidence and intensity of
Table 6 - 2. Esliinates of I
(a) Ihyrsites
(i) A, sirrrp,Ler I arvae
(ii) F.
u.Luri Age No. X
41. I 0. 21
43-4 0.37
43.9 0. 95
1) .8 O .97
)21 .O 0.90
2Bl) .4 I .05
L13 -4 2.90
'1,5. u. r\ 1 kZ t effjcienc :y
<90
<go
.:90
<.90
<90
<90
<90
<90
'i 90
<90
>90
>90
\On
>90
1
5
6
1
B
9
3
.{
E.
o
7
E
46 12. I
a2 18.9
I 17 26.1
150 42.2
r09 '16 .3
44 119.€.
20 2lrr. 0
4b
82
I17
1s0
tc9
44
1U
rt.O44 Ct.20t 1.21
t). t)t5 C). i91 0.11
0.145 0.421 C).65
0. r90 0- Bl 2 0- 21
o-?6(, 0.909 0.I3
(\ 
. 47?- C,. 45 3 -0 " 8?
Lt . i:(.\(, 0. 894 0. {J7
o .24
0. 13
0. 15
0. o3
(b)
L. v'Lrr 7.r'; 1a:r vae
(9,a',t of Fl,:rrLY)
z
i
5
40
'7'-t
I9
.LU
z.Y
0.2
0.38 0.95 0.4C)
1.19 l.:tl 2.68
7.94 t(,.11 0.24
5.el e.4?, 0.88
z9C
<.90 , >9t)
<90
<9C
ln) i t'aci'i";t'tt! ieeT'i. o'rs
j'. 
. 
g l'rir- 1. .i' l arvae
(West Coast)
47 15,5.13 Cr.56
65 22( -20 83.70
49 295 .84 1-19 . 25
1
I
t
'- 90
.:9 Cr
<9C
l; l
Tahlc 6.3. Kolornqor--ov-smirnov Test for NormaI Distril-'ul ions-
Lge No. K..Sz 2 Tail. P.(a) Thgrs[l.es al.un
(i) A. sirrr,a'le:r larvae
( i j- ) P. deci[i t''tts I a rvae
(iji) f. edur,:;:tr l.arvae
(iv) T. aclurrco adults and
larvae (l'tarch)
( af i nrent a ry cana I )
5
6
6
(j
rt7
r50
r09
t50
Is0
50
o. 482
I .004
0.631
€'. 003
6.595
1.045
0.975
0.266
0. 821
0. o00* *
0.000**
o.225
(b) T:,acVr,t:.ue 71;;;t6r:: zeLtiricir)ae'
( i ) Norl-h Cape 8
*Grp.2
( i i ) Eay of Plc:r-,ty 3
Grp. I
\-.i . .. 4
cr..P - :
39
123
r51
32
Q.1T4
Ct.842
2.038
-1 . J-51
0. 608
0. c,86
0-688
o.474
0. 0t)0* r
0.000**
0.853
o.734
(c) 7 r'0cfl',r!'tt.< cpcli.t'Le
(i) Ba-v of Plenty(ii ) Viest Coast
flrn ?
B
Grg;.2
15
65
2I2
54
U. TZ)
o. 824
o. 541
n 6q?
O.b€9
0. 505
0.931
* Lara
** /E
gr-oups : Grp.1 (0-4) ;
< 0.005) therefore rroL
Gr:p.2 (5-9); GrF,.3 (10-14)
rrorrr"rd 1 di str- i but i ons.
r22.
Tabl-e 6.4. Ebrarnples of th effect of,
da'ta frosi Wasd+es afiin.
Iog transf,oruatign oa ,aniisakld
(a) d. ,s&rrplett lar.vae * 18-87
9.D.41,.79
tr'ar.'lsf,ornecl i t-.02
s.D" o - 4L
26.LO 4p.19 76.33
43.37' 43.90 v'7.a4
1,19 r,48 1.75
a.42 0.37 0.3!l
Itg,641 2e5.9.5 ?;92.75
L26.97 2.89.35 1?3.38
1.91 2.29 2.35
0.39 0.43 0.37
(b) P. daci,pf,ei'w
larvae ; o.od
*rn*uo*. 3'l' 3:31
s.D. 0-06,
O.;85 0,.15
0- 39 0.112
O.02 0. O:4
o.09 4.11
0-24
0.81
0..07
0.16
a'27
0.9'x
0.06
o.16
o."43 0'.20
1..45 0.89
o.o8 0.o40.20 0.16
Figure 6.3. Frequency distributions of transformed /. sirnpLen
data from Thyrsttes atun.
t23.
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infestation of fish with these anisakids were probably responsible. These
factcrrs could also explain why the frequency distributions of A. sLrnpler
larvae from Bay of Plenty Traehurus nouaezeLandiae (Age 3 and Age group I)
were not normalised. Therefore, these data were analysed using the non-
parametric Mann-Whitney U Test. This test has a power efficiency which is
about 95t that of a f,-test. Although it is not as powerful as the t-test,
its power-efficiency approaches that of a f,-test as r? increases (Siegel
1956) .
The occurrence of a few outliers in,4. sirrtpLen larvae in barracouta
was suspected and tested for on transformed mean data for each age group
(after Grubbs f950). None were found to be significant.
For statisticaL analyses, only samples with 15 or more observations
were used (after Davey J-972). Unfortunately, due to the wide age range of
jack mackerel (2-2I years), ages had to be grouped in some cases to obtain
reasonable sample sizes. Groups encompased 5 years (i.e. Group I = 0-4 yrsr
Group 2 = 5-9 yrs, etc.). This practice should not affect the validity of
the general trends being tested.
Where practicable and appropriate, analyses were carried out on the
relationship of anisakid infestation to sex, size (age and length) and diet
of the host, and the locality, depth and date of its capture. Frorn hence-
forth all means and standard deviations given for A. sLrtpLes refer to
transformed data, unless otherwise stated. Figures given for P. decipiens
and 7. adunea are from original untransformed data-
6.3 RESULTS
(a) Comparison of sexes
There was no reason to suspect that one sex might be more heavily
parasitised than the other. Tabl-e 6.5 shows that there htere in fact no
significant differences between male and femafe Thyrsites ctttm fot aJ-L
anisakids considered. Some differences were observed in a few jack mackerel
samples: Age 3 male Traehw,us novaezelandi.ae from the Bay of Plenty had more
A. si.ntplec larvae than females (P = 0.020), age 7 females from North Cape had
more than males (p = O.OO4) and Age 9 female Traehznas deeliuis from the west
Coast also bad more than the males (P = 0.041).
Ihese differences are inconsistent and have little bearing on further
analyses because of the small samples involved and the way the jack mackerel
data have been grouped. Therefore these sex differences have not been taken
into account in further analyses.
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(b) Age and length
The rel,ation of infestation to length of the host is useful only
where age and length are closely correlated. Davey 1]-972) points out
that length may be only sLrictly related to age within a given spawning
stock (of herring) and comparisons of l'iorm burdens with age and length
can give two different impressions. Other factors such as differential
growth rates between sexes (e.g. Thyr.sites atun) or very reduced growth
after a certain length (e.g. Traehunus spp.) make such comparisons in
this study misleading or rneaningless. Therefore, a9e has been treated
as the more important of the two factors.
(i) A. sinpler larvae
The incidence and intensity of infestation of Thyt'sit'es atun and
Tyachutus spp. generally increased with increasing age of the fish
(Tabtes 6.6, 6.7). All age classes ot Ihyrsites atun were l0O% infested
except age 2 (91.79). Similarly, aJ.I Traehurus deeliuis f,rom the lrlest
Coast were infested. Trachurus spp. from ottrer areas were generally not
100e" infesteo until age group 3 (10-14 yrs).
Transformed mean worm burdens were significantly different between
all age classes or groups (P < 0.001) for al1 species examined excePt
Trachutus deeliOie from North Cape, which was represented by a very sma1I
sample. The increase in mean infestation of lhyrsites atun and west coast
Traehuyus d.ecTi.Uis are ill-ustrated in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, and for all
species and areas in Pigure 6.7.
Table 6.8 shows the relationship of A. si-mpLer infestation to length
of the host. tn Thyt'sites aturr the smaflest fish examined (47 cm) was
infested and intensity of infestation increased steadily up to 93 cn-
Only one fish (51 crn) had no larvae. Intensity of infestation also
increased steadily with increasing length rn Traehui?tS spp. However,
Tr,aehuyus declixis from the west coast were lOOg infested frorn 21 cm upwards,
whereas this level of infestation was not reached Ln Traehul??ls spp. from
other areas ultil 30-35 crn, although larvae were found in fish as smal1 as
17 cm 1-ong.
(ii) other anisakids
The infestation of Thyt'sites atun with other anisakids (i.e. P'
deeipi,ene and ?. adtmca from the body cavity and alimentary canal) did not
show significant differences between different ages (Tables 6.6, 6.9).
Fish were not infected with P. deeipiens larvae and ?. adtmea larvae until
Age 3 (56 crn) . P. d.eeipiens seemed to increase slightly in oJder and
larger fish but the nurnbers of ?. adunea larvae dropped to zero at age 9
(86 cm) . The occurrence of 7. adunea aduLts and larvae \^tas clearLy not
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Table 6.7. rnfestation Bf fuaehurus spp, with 4. sinphes relative to age.
d; frseht'tnts rpvaezel.anili,ae
Ag.e g:ro.up North eape
* inf. xR'o, t:ranef. :; Ito.
B4y' of ElertYt .tnf,. x transf,, i
1 rc-4)
2 (5-e)
3 (L0-L4)
4 (r5-1e)
S. (20-?4'l
94.3 8-02
95.6 23,7
123
23
o- 83
1.24
L32
42
3Z
14
2
o. ?5
o.'9.2
J.5,5
L.76
e.09
50. g L.9
92.9 L4.4
10Q .0, 56,. B
100.0 64.9
Io0.o 2s9.0
b. traelzwws deelti.;ai^g
Age group North Caj)e
nsr A inf . x tr'ansf.
x
Bay of P$nt)f ![est Coast
*xno. s
tnf.
x trand. no,. tra,nsf -
x; inr.
1 (O-4)
2 (s-el
3 (10-14)
4 (15-l.e)
5 (20-24)
13
5
100,0 s.77 0.81
100.0 7 .5v 0.93 ; s3.3 ro.o
15 100'0 109.4
12 r00.0 99.3
12 100.0 155.4
1;8 100.0 40.8 1.50
0.84 2L2 100-0. L9-6-.O 2.22
,1,83 '5.1 10,0-0 425.7'2:,5A
t".91 r.1 100.0 6r1.e 2.76
2.O5 4 trOO.O 8l-9.5 2.88
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Table 6.9. fnfestation of
Mann-Whitney U
I34.
IhyrsiLes aLun with anisakids,
Test Probabilities.
relative to age.
Age
3
4
5
6
8
No.
46 ''
J
82 ]
117 ]
150
)
109
1)
44
silnpLer
0.013*
0. 000* *
0. 000* *
0.001**
0. o00i *
P. deci.pierts
o.668
0. 159
0. 199
0. 698
0. 661
T. adunea (B.c.) T. adunca (4.c.)
o.279
0.067
0. 955
0.615
0. 525
0.919
0.253
0.329
o.942
0.115
* P<0.05
** P < 0.005
B.C.: Body Cavity
A.C. : Alimentarl Canal
135.
related to a<;e or length of the host. This was also the only anisaki'd
for which intensity of infestation was not related to incidence (Tab1e 6'6) '
(c) Locality and dePth
(i) Comparison of different host species from the same localities
Itre only anisakid which was common to all host species in all areas
was ,4. strnpler. Tntensity of infestation of the two Trachurus species
with this anisakid could only be compared statistically using age group 3.
fish from the Bay of plenty due to limitations of sample size. Transformed
means were not significantly clifferent (P = 0.224) and are probably very
similar througbout the entire age range (Table 6.10, Fig. 6.7\.
Thgtsites attm and Trachutus deeliuis from the lfest Coast of the
South fslanrf were also compared (using data for aLL Thyrsites atun and
!{est Coast samples only). I'he incidence of infestation of these species
becomes more similar in older fish and is not significantly different in
Age I samples (P = 0.745) (Table 5.10, Fig. 6.7)..
(ii) comparison of the same host species from different localities
possible differences in the infestation ot Thynsi,tes atun.with ^4'
Si.rnplet larvae from different localities were considered. The brealidbwn
of data from seven areas (L-7, Fig. 6.L) indicated that West Coast fish
had consistently more larvae than East coast ones (Fig. 6.8). This was
also apparent when the areas were combined into four main regions (A-D,
Fig- 6.L) but none of these differences were statistically significant'
Comparison of East and West Coast areas conbined again indicated that
fish from the West Coast |ad slightly higher infestation Ievels, but only
transformed means of Age 5 fish were significantly different (P = O'O03,
Table 5.I1). The influence of locality on infestation was therefore
considered to be ndnimal and data frorn all areas were combined for other
analyses.
Comparison of ,4.'si-nrplen infestation of Trachurws spp. showecl
significant locality differences (Table 6.12, Fig. 6.7r. Transformed mean
infestations of ?. nonaezeLcmd'Lae from North Cape and the Bay of Plenty
were similar in younger fish (Age group 2; 5-9 years) but diverged
significantly in older fish (Age group 3; IO-14 years, P = 0'0O3)'
Samples were large enough ts subdivide age group 2 into two groups: 5 + 6
year olds and 7 + I + 9 year olds. Again, the youngest fish had similar
infestation leve1s (P = 0.294) but the 7 + I + 9 year old groups were
significantly different (P < O.001). Ttrus, ?. nouaeaeLandiae over Z years
old appear to become increasingly infested with ,4. Si.nrpler larvae at a
higher rate in the BaY of PlentY.
13 6.
table 6.10. Comparisori of C. s*rypil, q l-nfestatiixl of dlf,fetent species'
frm th€ sqqqe J.oealities.
tPgrar i tY SPecieS Age no.€lt?$. x inf. S.D. t-test
gtrob.
Balr sf, Flenty Lrae\runts, w.uaedplwtdtae
trachtu,r,ts,dee:ti,ti"s 
Grp'3 i3 l.3i 8:llt 0'224
West Co-ast (S.I.)
Thynsites atwt (a''l s'r')a 
150 r.?s o,34 J ., .r.r.,*rl(w.c. onlyf 47 I.81 O.3Lrl
Tmelnuas fuelioi,s 46 2.oo o.2o" o.ooL**
thgra:ites atu*t (a11 S,.I.) |
? 1O9 1.90 O.39 I fi 
^^^**
rrachnns auuu!#,ic' 
onr'v) 
'i1 l:ii i:1fl o-ool.'1
lTtg',rs'rtes attst (.a11, S"Ll
TnqsWnas deeliuie
8 44 ?'?e- 9'11 o.74s65 2.3L O.18'.
** P < o.:oo5
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TElble 6.tr1. ,Qorrr;r'arison of A. ad'7ry1.e*,8trd P. dee'[p''i"ens i;1f,egl-tatioR of
ffrrynsl.naa eharz fnau. the- East andllest Coasts .of' €tre Souttr
Islanrd"
(a) A. sdtrpl'ea
East Co€st
Age !x, x ,S.D-.
West Coast
n. fr s.D. t-:test Frob,.
586
:$ 103
xa7
r.42
L.72
tr.9,0
0.38
0,- 35
0-41.
1..65
1. 91
1.95
o.ze
0.31
a.26
o. @03**
0.128
o.429
3L
47,
22
(bt P. deei;yicra
East Coast
Age n. F
wes't coast
llr 7' D{,$r.u. Brob.
586
6 1,o3
791
(5 
'5, 7),276
0. 14
o.26
0.19
,0.20
0.15
0.32
0.55
o.32
0.1156
o,043*
0,002**
Q. Qflf* *
3I
47
22
1r00
(c) P. deoiipiens
Area
(Ages 5,617)
'* inf. ; !(IlcIl. Area !4.W.U. Prd5.
A (East)
(East)
(iitesr)
(W'est)
B (East)
C (Isest)
D (Wes,t)
c (Is€st)
D (wes€)
D (West)
O.08,
o.21,
o.5I
0.,2tr
0.5I
o.5I
o. oo3,**
0.8CI0
0. ol_g*
r0,0116*
o.000**,
0.0.16*
ro9
1_48
17.43 0,38
6.V6' O,.Q,8
LX 
-74 0.213e.4? 0-51
148
62
3,8
62
38
3Ec
E
62
38
'* P<
** P<
o-05
o.005
i 1ij.
Samples of T. deeliqis from North Cape and the Bay of Flenty were
too sma1l for statistical analysis and were not of comparable ages (Table
6-7). Comparison of these areas with West Coast ?. deelitlis, however,
indicated that infestation levels from the South Isfand region are much
higher than the North rsland (rab1e 6.12, Fig. 6-7). Although comparable
age groups with suffieient observations were again a problem, Age group I
fish from North Cape and the West Coast showed highly significant
differences (P < 0.00I), as did Age group 3 fish from the Bay of Plenty
compared Lo the west Coast (P < O.0Ol).
Infestation rates of Thyrsttes atun with P. dee[piens larvae from
different localities were examineil on a similar basis to those of A.
si,nrplex larvae. Due to the unclear relationship of infestation to age of
the host (Section 6.3(b)), data for ages 5, 6 and 7 only were combined-
Breakdown into seven areas indicated that both incidence and intensity of
infestation increased in a southerly direction down the east and west
coasts of the South Island (Fig. 6.9)- Low infestation rates generally
make statistical anal-ysis of these data impractical. Conbining the areas
into the four larger regions suggested that there may be significant
differences (fable 6.11). Analysis of data for the East and West Coast
also showed significant differences for the combined ages (i.e. 5 + 6 + 7)
and for ages 6 and 7 separately, but not for age 5 (Ta]ele 6.11).
Ages 5, 5 and 7 were also grouped to analyse the infestation of
Thyr.si,tes atzm wit11 T. adttnca larvae in the body cavity. No significant
differences were aPparent between 5, 6 and ? year o1d fish from the East
and l{est Coasts (P = 0.864) but infestation leve1s were very low (i'e'
mean intensity 0.054 and 0.050 larvae'respectively)-
Locality differences in the infestation of lhyrsiLes atun with ?.
adunca adults and larvae in the alimentary canal were impossible to detect
due to the highly seasonal occurrence of these nematodes (Section 6-3(d))-
(iii) Comparison of host species from different depths
Depth, or distance offshore, were not expected to be factors
influencing the infestation of the teleost species examined for the
following reasons:
1. Samples were taken in the continental shelf region, with a maximum
depth of 240 metres for Thyrsites atun and 180 metres for Traehurus species.
2. Most samples were taken in less than I50 metres.
3. The distances involved between the shallow and deeper stations are
well within the range of active rnigratory species, such as those being
studied.
I-!tn.
TeEle 6.12. Comparison o.f A, s{,npLe* inf,es'tation of Tiraelatwrc sppt.
fsr diff,er€nt, lodalitiee.
Age Iocality fl. ; ,s.D. t-t-est prob.
(a) ?. napaazel.utdli;ae
Grp.2(5-9) NCIrth Cape
BaY of FIentY
{5 + 6) l$orth cape
Bay of Fl,enty(?+8+9) NorthCape
BaY of Plenty
ejrf-3(f0-14) Norlh Cape
tsaY of PIentY
(rb,) f, deeLi,tyLs
Grp.l(O-4) No:ittr caPe
We-srts Coas-t
Grp.3(1O-I4) Bay of FIentY
West Coast
L23
4Z
31
26
92
16
23
32
0.83
o.92
O.6,0
A.7:L
o,90
L.27
L,.24
1.65
13 0.,81
lE 1.50
15 1.83
54 2-s8
0. 36]
o.50'
0. 301
o.M'
o. 341
0.39"
0.0e1
0. 06-
0. r-6.I
0.40-
o.531
A-2:2-
o.254
o.294
0,0o0* *
0,000**
0.000**
o.00CI**
** P < 0.0015
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However, tlre patterrr of irrf estat j on of West Coast Trrlchi,tv'us decliuis
with the buccal isopod parasite, Ceratothoa F Codoriophilusl imbnicatus
(after Bowman 1978) suggested that there may have been some separation
of fish caught at different depths over an unknown period of tirne. Fish
caught in deeper water (160-180 metres) had no isopods present and no
signs of gi11 damage, which uould have indicated previous infestation.
Pish caught in shalLower water (4f-108 metres) were 73.I% infested.
Therefore, an atlempt was made to compare the /. s'intplex infestation
of Trachuru-s deelhrzis caught in less than and greater than l-50 metres on
the West Coast of the South Island. Significant differences were
apparent in age 6 (P = 0.OO1) and age 7 (P = 0.039) fish (Tab1e 6.13).
Howeveg, the possible effect of seasonal bias, due to combining April and
June samples, was unable to be eliminated.
Analysis of A. sirnplex infestation of Thyrsttes atun taken in less
than and greater than 100 meLres depth showed no significant differences
(Table 6-13). The relationship of P. deei.ptens and ?. adzmea infestation
of ThyrsiLes atun to depth was not analysed due to the influence of
location and season, respectively.
(d) Season and diet
Possible seasonal differences in the occurrence of A. sirtrplex lar*ae
and ?. .adunca adul,ts and Larvae (from the alimentary canal) were considered.
The occurrence of P. deei.pi.ens larvae could not be analysed on a seasonal
basis because of low infestation rates and the influence of locality.
(i) A. sirnpler infestation
rnfestation of Tlryr,si,Les atunw:-th A. si-nrpler was analysed by grouping
data into bimonthly samples for ages 6 and 7. Fish that are age 7 and 8
in January to March 1978 are the sarne as age 6 and 7 fish, respectively'
frorn 1977, as the arbitr-ary birthday is taken as being January Ist (after
Grant et al. 1978). Age 5 fish were not included in the analyses due to
the significant difference between East and West Coast samples (Section
6.3 (c) ) . A nultiple range test was used for samples with 15 or more
observations. For ages 6 and 7 a stight increase in infestation throughout
the year was apparent (F'ig. 6.10) but not statistically significant (P > O'05).
. A. si.rnplen infestation of lrachurus deelittisr collected from the West
Coast of the South Island in April and June L978, was examined for ages 6'
7 and 8. Infestation Levels of June samples were, in all cases, greater
than April levels, but only significantly so in 6 and 8 year olds (Tab1e
6.14). However, the significant difference noted in age 6 and 7 fish
caught at different depths (section 5.3 (c)) couLd not be eliruinated without
further reducing sampJ.es sizes.
ta l
Table 6.13. ReLation of A. siWLen infestation of teleosts to depth.
(a) Tnaehuz.us decliuis (west coast)
Age 4O-1OB metres 160-180 metres t-test prob'
n. x S.D. n. x S.D.
6 31 1.95 0 .22 15 2.r2 0 . 10
7 31 2.rl O .26 16 2 .22 0, 1r
8 40 2.3I 0.18 25 2.32 0. 19
9 33 2.4I 0.23 16 2.4'7 1.r5
0.001**
0. o39*
0. 807
0. 314
(b) Thyrsites atun
Age n. ; s.D. n. ; s.D. t-test Prob'
5 87 L.48 0.40 30 r -47 0.25
6 l-0 3 r.77 0. 38 4'7 1 . 69 0 .23
7 10 1.94 0.39 39 1.86 0.38
0.910
0. 115
0. 289
* P<0.05
** P < 0.005
Figure 6.10. Bimonthly infestation of Thyrsites atun witlt
A sirrples. (Bars represent 95t confidence
intervals).
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Table 6.14- A. sinrpLer infestation of l,iest Coast Trael'tur,us decLiuis
in April and June 1978.
Age I'lonth n. x S.D. t-test prob.
6 April 24 1.e3 ?,?1 I 0.017*June 22 2-OB 0.18 J
7 April 24 2.13 0.18 I 0.504June 23 2.I7 O -2-l t \8 April 30 2.26 9.1] I 0.036*June 35 2.35 0.19 r
* P < 0.05
14(
(ii) T. adunea adulLs and larvae
The effect of the date of capture on the occurrence of T. adttnea adults
and larvae in the alimentary canal of TTryrsites atun was examined. T. adunea
larvae from the body cavity were too infrequent to make analysi-s worthwhile.
Infestation of the alimentary canal was cfearly seasonal. Incidence atrd
intensity of infestation started to increase in spring (October-November),
peaked in late sunmer (February-March) and dropped off to a Low level in
winter (July-August) (FiS. 6.11 (a)).
Log transformation of data for March normal"ised the distribution and
therefore a1I data were grouped bimon$ly, transformed and comPared using the
same multiple range test as for .4. si.rnpler larvae. The non-parametric Mann-
Whitney U-Test was also used and gave similar resul-ts. Successive birnonthly
periods were aIJ significantty different (P < 0.05) except June-Ju1y and
August-September (FiS. 6.II (b)).
Fig. G.11 (c) illustrates the seasonal change in mean abundance of the
three developmental stages of ?. adunea. Stage III larvae were generally
low in numbers except in l"larch when the mean reached a peak of 45 ' 06 larvae
per fish. Preadults predominated for I of the 15 months, reaching a
maximum in March and a secondary peak in November (9'70 and 3.22 latvae Per
fish respectively). Adults peaked in February ancl March (3-90 and 2.90
larvae per fish, respectively) but were relatively common from November to
May-
The occurrence of T. adtmca in the alimentary canal of TVzynsites atun
is clearly realted to seasonal changes in the occurrence and type of food
in the hostrs stomach (FiS. 6.l,2) and, in particular, to the occurrence of
small tefeosts (almost entirely smal1 hoki, Ilaeruv'onus novaezelcrtdi-ae) and
to a lesser extent, lobster kri11, Munida gregaria. Freshty swallowed
specimens of both of these t)pes of food were found to harbour Stage fII
T. adunea larvae. Smaples of sma11 teleosts (i.e. small hoki, anchovies
and sprats) exann-ined from trawl catches also harboured ?. adtmea larvae
(Appendix 5).
6.4 DISCUSSION
(a) A. sirnpLex larvae
The most significant factors
in this study were the age (size)
affecting the infestation of teleost hosts
of the host and the focaliLy of capture'
Figure 6.11. Seasonal infestation of Thyrsi.tes atun wi-t)l
' T. adunea adults and larvae in the alimentary
tract.
(a) l4onthly infestation: incidence o- 
-oand intensitY o-.
(b) Bimonthly infestation of transformed data.(Bars represent 958 confidence intervals).
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Significarrt increases in l. sirny.l.r.r infestation with agc- of the host
have been observed in many other teleost species (e.g- Bishop and Margolis
1955; Davey I972i Beverly-Burton and Pippy 1978; van Banning and Becker
1978), suggesting that the larvae are long-lived in the encapsulated state
and are continuously acquired in increasing numbers throughout the life of
the host. However, the exponential rate of increase in infestation (which
appears as a straight line in 1og transforrned data) appears to levc'l off in
the tonger-lived Irachurus species (F'ig. 6.7). Several explanations are
possible:
(i) The longevity of ,4. sintpler larvae is less than that of fuachulaus spp-
There is no evidence to support this suggestion. Signs of disintegrating
larvae, such as described in P. decipiens infestations of cod by Seott and
Black (1960) and in ?. adunca infestations of herring by Khalil (1969) and
cod by petrushevski and Shulman (f958), would be expected if this were the
case. None were present. There is also no eviilence from other studi'est
although most of them have been done on much younger pelagic species
(ii) A heavily infested host may die or be more susceptible to predation-
Again, there is no conclusive evidence from this studYr or other studies'
to suggest that large concentrations of larvae affect the condition of the
fish (see Chapter 5 for more detailed discussion). Also, the rate of increase
in infestation of Traehur?s spp. from North Cape and the Bay of P1enty levels
off sooner than in Trachttus decLiUiS from the West Coast.
(iii) The teleost host develops some immunity to continuing infestation.
Innune responses by fish to infestation with anisakids have not
been demonstrated conclusively, although it has been suggested that they
oceur. Khalil (1969) observed a decline in ?. adunea infestation of herring
after a number of years and suggested that the fish may have developed a
natural resistance to this parasite. Hor,tever, other factors such as a
change in diet and shorter life-span of the larvae were not eliminated'
(iv) The teleost changes its feeding ha-bits as it becomes older, for example,
by feeding on different prey or moving to areas where Prey sPecies are
not infested to the same extent.
This is a possible explanation for the levelling off of infestation in
Trachuyue spp., but, unfortunately, present knowledge of jack mackerel
behaviour in New Zealand waters is limited. There is some indication that
larger fish inhabit deeper water (Nosov and Platoshina L975i Robertson 1978),
but the relation of this to feeding behaviour is unknown.
151 .
(v) As the teleost becomes more heavily infested, the stonrach wall may
become impenetrable.
This is also a possible explanation, but is not consistent with the
earlier levelling-off in infestation of Tnaehurus spp. from North Cape and
the Bay of Plenty, before that of Traehu.yus decliuis from the West Coast.
(vi1 The range in variation of infestation becomesso great in older fish
that rnean values of small samples rnay not reflect the true pattern.
From the data available, the last suggestion seems to be the most
reasonable explanation. However, a change in the behaviour of older fish
cannot be discounted until more is known of their feeding habits.
Infestation levels of young Thynsttes atun and Trachtn'us cJecTiuis from
the South Island of New Zealand are anongst the highest reported in the world
for pelagic fishes (Table 6.15). Comparisons of older fish are difficult
because most studies are of younger fisheries, esPeciallY in Japanese waters.
However, annual increases of between 40-80 4. sintpler larvae in 6 to 8 year
old fish, again, appear to be high.
A. si,rnpler farvae have often been shown to be more Ftevalent in certain
localities than others, which has led to their use as "biological tags", to
compliment other studies on stock separation of fishes (Sindermann L96l;
Kilanbi and Delacy I967i Parsons and Hodder f97l-; Nyman and Pippy I972i
Beverly-Burton and Pippy 1978).
Irachtuus deeLipLs from the West Coast of the South Island had
sigmificantly more l. sintpLen larvae thart Irachurus spp. from either of the
two North Islard locations, suggesting that the West Coast population is
discrete. The significant divergence in infestation levels of Traehurus
nouaezelandiae from North Cape and the Bay of Plenty at age 7 suggest that
these two areas may support distinct populations as well-
Other work on the occurrence of A. sirnpT.er larvae in New Zealand fishes
has also suggested marked local variations in a.bundance. Tarakihi
(CheilodnctyLus macroptetus) caught off the Chatham lslands (to the east of
the South fsland) had much higher infestation levels than those from East
Cape and Tasman Bay (Vooren and Tracey L976). Recent work by the auttror on
two species of squid (Nototodapxls spp.) also indicates high infestation
levels on the Chatham Rise and the north-west coast of the South Is1and
relative to the East Coast of the South lsland and Auckland Island she1f.
(Smith et aL. in prep.) -
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Accounting for locality differences in infestation is extremely
difficult due to the complex interaction of all the physical and biotic
factors in any one environment.
The influence of depth, or distance offshore, on the occurrence of
A. sirnpLer larvae is rather obscure when considered in isolation from other
environmental factors in any one 1oca1ity. No significant differences in
infestation attributable to depth were found in this study, and results from
other studies are conflicting. For example, Khalil (1969) and Davey (L972)
found that herring from shallower coastal areas of Britain were more beaviLy
infested compared to those caught offshore, whereas, Wootten and Waddell
(:-]g7l') found the reverse situation in young gadoids from the sarne region.
Significant differences tn A. sirnpLe* infestation of male and female
fishes have not been demonstrated in studies on a variety of species (e.9.
herring : Bishop and Margolis 1955r Davey I972t van Banning and Becker
1978i cod : Templeman et aL. ]'95-?i Smelt : Kilambi and Delacy L967; and
Atlantic salmon : Beverly-Burton and Pippy 1978). !{trere differences have
been suggested (i.e. blue whiting : Bussmann and Ehrich L979i and hake :
Carvajal et aL. 1979), the influence of other important factors, such as
age or length, has not been eliminated.
The anomalous results found in 4. sirtplex infestation of three age
classes of Tyachur'r-" species in this study are difficult to explain.
There is some evidence from studies on Traehutws species from other countries
tbat there may be differences in the betraviour of the two sexes at certain
times of the year (T. iaponicus: Hotta and Nakashima 1968i I' tt'aehurus:
overko Ig74t !. deeli.uis : Webb 1976), which could result in one sex
feeding on more heavily infested prey species. However, such behavioural
differences have not been observed in New Zealand lr'achulus species (Nosov
and Platoshina 1975).
The annual rate of increase in '4. sirnplex infestation of Thy?sites ak'm
and lr,aehutus deeliuis, from the South Island, was 40-80 larvae in 6-8 year
o1d fish. Major seasonal differences in the rate of accumuLation of larvae
should possibly be able to be detected. However, these fish are opportunistic
feeders, taking mainly the larger zooplankton and small teleost species,
from the pelagic zone, when they are availabl-e (BLackburn 1957; !4ehl 1968;
Overko 1974; Webb 1976). A. sitnp,Let larvae have been recorded frorn all of
the food species recorded in this study, excePt Mtni.dn gPegaTia. Therefore,
the lack of significant seasonal differences in infestation was not
unexpected.
L!5.
A general increase in levels of A. si.npti.t.r infestation over relatively
short periods of time is apparent from studies on herring (Bishop and
Margolis 1955; Davey 1972), but no studies have compared levels
statistically over a whoLe year to find out if larvae are being ingested
rnore frequently at any particular time. Sluiters (1974) found that of the
Anisa.kis recovered f rom herring stomachs, most occurred in the surruner
months (i.e. June-July), but he omitted to give sannple sizes. Other authors
(e.g. Nishirnura L969i Grabda 1974; Leont'eva et aL. L974; Webb 1976) have
suggested seasonal trends in infestation but have not eliminated other
possible causes, such as different ages and stocks of fish.
Detection of annual changes in infestation can only be achieved by
sampling over many years and was thus beyond the scope of this study. Such
fluctuations have been found in North Sea herring by van Banning and
Becker (1978). Between 1955-1972 remarkabl-e changes in infestation occurred,
with an increase from 1966-1968, followed by a decrease from L96e-L972-
The authors concluded that changes in migration behaviour of the herring
rnay be responsible.
(b) P. decipiens larvae
The relationship of increasing incidence and intensity of P. deci-pi'ens
infestation to age (or length) of teleost hosts has been well- documented,
particularly in cod. (Scott and t'lartin 1957, 1959; Templeman et aL- 1957i
Scott and Black 1960; Rae 1963, I972i Young I972i Platt L975i Wootten
and Waddell 1977).
Similar results were expected from this study on infestation of
Tnyrsi.teS atuln, but apparent increases with age were not significant-
A drop off in incidence and intensity of infestation was even found in age
9 fish. Several e)<planations are possible, other than the low infestation
leveIs:
(i) Uneven sampling of localities
Although Thyrsi.tes atun in this study hrere considered to be from one
population, significant local variations in infestation were found. Most
of the older fish came from areas of Lower infestation and this may have
biased the results in smaller samples.
(ii) The larvae do not survive as long as the host
P. decipiens larvae, encapsulated in fish muscle, do nctfeed but
metabolise storage products (g}ucose, trehalose and glycogen) Iaid down at
an earlier stage of development (Fairbain 1958; Davey 1969b) - If these
storage products are exhausted before completion of the life cycle, the worm
dies and the cyst breaks down as the remains are phagocytosed.
l5l.
scott and BJack (1960) descrikred this phenomenon in cod. In early
stages, the capsules are soft and white and larvae are active when released'
Older capsules are brown or yellowish with rough hard waLls and finally
become dark brown, usually enclosing an amorphous mass. HeaW melanisation
of anisakine larvae (unidentifiable to genus) has also been noted by Noble
andCollard(1970)inmidwaterfishes.Of22hostspecies'5hadreactedto
infestation by walling off or melanic responses' suggesting different
abilities to respond to these parasites'
In this study, P. d"ecipiens larvae in the flesh of Thyrsi'tes atun wete
not encapsulated but usually lying free in small cavities. Occasionally'
hrorms were recovered that appeared to be dead, and in a few older fish
(8 years plus) hard brown lumps of sirnilar size and shape were encountered'
These lumps were unidentifiable-
(iii) competitive excl"usion in the presence of other parasites
competitive excLusion between parasites, particularly specj-es
inhabiting the gut, has been demonstrated. For example, there is
evidence that competitive exclusion of A, Sirrtple* larvae may occur in the
presence of EubOthrium crasswt (Cestoda : Arnphicotylidae) in salmon
(Beverly-Burton and Pippy 1978). Wootten arrd WaddelL (G9TT) found that
l-arval Phoecnema and Ani.sakis rarely occurred together in the muscles of
individual cod, but suggested a difference in feeding habits was the
probable explanation.
ThyTsi.tes atun ls regularly, and quite often heavily infested with a
wide variety of parasites. Tlherefore, establishing whether competitive
exclusion exists between these parasites was beyond the scoPe of this study'
However, there did not aPpear to be any exclusion effects between P'
deai.pdens larvae and the other very conmon flesh parasite Cynmorhynehus
thyrsi-ta.e (Cestoda : Trlpanorhyncha), In fact, fish with P' deeipiens
larvae present in the ftesh had a higher mean incidence of G' thgnsitae
than for all fish (appendix 7).
Generally, the incidence and intensity of infestation of Ihyrsites aiun
with P. deeipilens larvae was low. Maximum levels found (in age cl-asses with
more th€rn 15 observations) were 18? infested, with a mean worm burden of
only 0.43 larvae per fish. This is possibly due to the feeding behaviour
of tlle fish (N.B. intermediate hosts are unknown) and the patchy
distributi-on of the definitive hosts. lltre main fur seal (.4rctoeephalus
forsteri) breeding colonies are further to the south of the Soutj Island'
colonies within the sampling area are mainly temPorary hauling out areas'
inhabiteit usually between May and october (wilson L974).
l'-tt.
Higtrer infestation rates observed in other studies are usrlally in
more demersal living fishes from areas supporting nuch larger seal
populations. For example, Scott and Black (1960) found that one year old
cod from the Bras d'Or Lakes region of Nova Scotia were 801 infested with
a mean intensity of 2.4 larvae. Nine year old fish were 100t infested
with a rnean intensity of 40.0 larvae.
Marked geographic variability in infestation of fish, particularly
cod, has been welL documented (Kahl 1939; Templeman et aL- L957i Scott
and Martin 1957, 1959; Rae 1963, l-972; Wiles 1968; Young L972i
platt 1975). The local variations observed in this study, i.e. the increase
in incidence and intensity of infestation in a southerly direction,
consistent over three age groups, is difficult to explain. If Thyrsites atwt
was a sedenlary benthic species, this pattern could be related to the
distribution of definitive hosts, i.e. also increasing in numbers in a
southerly direction. However, Thytsites atun are kno\dn to make feeding
and spawning migratiorrs of several hundred miles on the south-east Australian
coast (Blackburn and Gartner 1954).
Unfortunately, Thgr.e,ites atun is the only New Zealand coastal species
fron which P. decip'ierts has been recorded (Johnston and llavson 1943c;
Brunsdon 1956), although records are more cortrnon in subantarctic species
to the south of New Zealand (Johnston and lvlawson I943c; Leont'eva et a7'
I974i Korotaeva 1975). A more detailed study of the distribution and
abr:ndance of P. deeipiens larvae and adults over the entire range, from
temperate New Zealand waters to subantarctic \daters, is reguired to
ascertain whether the conclusions of this study are a reflection of the
true distribution of this species.
(c) T. adunca
lnfestation of the body cavity of Ihyrsites aturz with Stage ffl (and
occasionatLy Stage IV) larvae was minimal and these fish are Probably of
little importance as paratenic hosts. However, infestation patterns
recorded. in this study reflect, to some extent, those observed in more
heavily infested fishes, as weJ-l as some of ttre patterns described for
A. sirnpler and P. deeipiens larvae.
LeveLs of infestation appear to increase with increasing age or size
of the host. However, this growth only eontinued up to a certain age or
size of fish and then declined-
15? .
This pattern of infestation has l,een observed in otirer studies-
In North Sea herring levels reached a peah at 12 cm and dropped steadily
thereafter to a low level (Khatil 1969). Kovaliova (f968) found that
infestation of South African mackerel increased in fish uP to 21 cm and
then decreased in fish 31-50 cm 1ong. Wootten (1978) also found highest
levels in smaller haddock between 15-19 cm long. The occurrence of dead
or disintegrating larvae has also been noted (Polyanski 1955i Petrushevski
andShulmanIg5S;Kha1il1969).Theseobservationshaveledtothe
suggestion that fish may develop resistance to infestation by 7. adunea
(lftralil 1969), but the cornbination of a short life span and a change in
diet of the hosts is probably a more real.istic explanation.
Observations on small gadoids (Wootten f978) and herring (Khalil 1969)
indicate that fish become infested at a much earlier stage with ?' adunea
than with ,4. SirnpLex, and that this is related to the time when copepods
are very important in the diet. Wootten (1978) found that the infestation
of poor cod over 5 years increased steadily, and he considered that the
difference between this and other gadoids was probably due to feeding
habits and mode of life.
Clear seasonal patterns in infestation of cod livers with ?' Adunea
larvae have also Led Soviet authors to suggest that these anisakids are
short lived, probably only surviving a maxirnum of c,ne year (Grabda 1975a)'
In this study season of capture was clearly the most important factor
influencing infestation Levels ot TVtyt'sites aiurt alimentary tracts with
T. adunca adults and larvae. The influence of other factors, such as
locality and depth, was therefore impossible to determine from this study,
but was unlikely to be important- lnfestation leve1s did not apPear to be
related to host age.
Diet is obviously a very important cause of this seasonal Pattern'
However, a seasonal maturation cycle, with a peak in late spring and sunmer,
rnay also be important but was not distinguishable from the seasonal
ineidence cyc1e. Kennedy (1970) states that where seasonal maturation
cycles occur, peaks in egg production are almost always in late spring or
early su[mer and are conrnonly identified as a response to $tater temperature'
158.
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
From this study, the most important factors influencing the anisakid
infestation of Thyrsites atun antd Traehuz'us species were:
(a) Age. A. simplex infest-ati<;n increased significantly with increasing
age of the teleost hostsexamined. Observations on infestation
patterns with otl:er anisakjds did not show up significant differences.
However, numbers of P. decipiens larvae appeared to increase with age
in a similar way to.A. sinry'let larvae' fnfestation of T' adur; e
larvae from the body cavity also seemed to increase with age but
reached a peak at age 7 and then leve1s dropped off. The occurrence
of T. adunca adults and farvae in the alimentary tract was clearly
not related to host age.
(b) Locality. Infestation of Tlzplr,si.tes atwt with P. decipiens larvae
indicated that there were significant differences between localities,
which remain unexplained. Such differences were not apparent in
A. sirnplet infestation of the same fish. Significant locality
differences urere observed in /. sinrples infestation of fraehurus
spp. indicating that at least two (and possibly three) discrete
populations of fish were sarnpled-
(c) Season. Date of capture was the most important factor influencing
the occurrence of T. adunca adults and larvae in the al,imentary
canal of Thyrsites atun, and was apparently related to seasonal
changes in the occurrence of different types of prey. Bimonthly
infestation levels were significantly different. A seasonal
maturation cycle could not be distinguished from this seasonal
incidence cycle. Seasonal increases in .4. si.nplen infestation
levelswere not significant.
(d) Other factors. Other factors which could influence infestation,
such as sex and size of the host and depth of capture, were
considered. Significant sex differences were found in /. sintpLes
infestation of three age classes of Trachurus sPP-, but the
differences were inconsistent and were therefore ignored.
Infestation levels of all anisakids were related to size of the
host but age hras taken as the more important factor. Differences
in infestation vrith depth were not detected over the continental
shelf region, for all hosts and anisakids considered.
I i (i
CHAPTER
MARTNE MAMMAL HOSTS
7.I TNTRODUCTION
There are many records of anisalcid parasites from the marine malnmals
of the Northern Hemisphere, and these records have been well reviewed
(e.9. Dollfus 1948; Margolis L954t Kagei et aL. L967i Dailey and
Brownell I972i Margol-is and Dailel L972; Oshima I972i DaiJ-ey 1975).
The parasite fauna of marine mammals frorn the Southern Hemisphere has not
been so well studied and the anisakids are known rnainly from the reports
of Johnston and l'lawson (1939, L94Ia, L942b, 1943c, 1945b, 1951a) on
Australian, New Zeal-and and Subantarctic species. Other reports from the
Southern Hemisphere include Baylis (1920), Brunsdon (1956), Kagei and
Kureha (1970), Cattan et aL. (1975), Cannon (f977c) r Arundel (1978), Cordes
and O'Hara (1979) and Shaughnessy and Ross (1980).
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 list the Cetacea and Pinnipedia, respectively,
known to occur in New Zealand \,raters (after Gaskin 1972). Anisakid host
records from these species, or from the same genera, from anywhere in the
world, are listed. These tables are intended to provide an indication of
which anisakid species could occur in marine manurnals in New Zealand waters-
The lists have been compiled mainly from reviews by Davey (1971), on
Ani,sakis species; Dailey and Brownell (L972), on parasites of marine
mammals; and Dailey (1975), on pinniped parasites. Additional, references
are given only where they add to information provided in these revie\^rs.
Ani,sakis species are listed according to the revision of the genus
by Davey (f971). All Cotztraeaeearm species, except C. oseulatwn are
listed together as many synonyms probably exist. Phoeanema deeipiens Ls
synon)rmous with Teyyanoua d.eeipiens and Porvocaeeum decip'Lens (after
Myers f959) . Porroeaeewn kogi,ae, described by Johnson and Mawson (1939)
vras placed in the genus Pseudotery.ano0a by Mosgovoi (1951) (see Chapter 2).
Actual reports of anisakids in New Zealand marine mammals are few.
Johnson and Mawson (1942b) recorded .4. simplet from Lageno"hAnchus obsclffus
from Cook Strait. Brunsdon (1956) also recorded .4. si,rnpLet from this
dolphin species, as well as Tuysiops ttaneahts. Recently, Cordes and
OrHara (1979) summarised diseases observed in marine mammals which had
died in a marine zoological park over a five year period. They recorded
A. si,rnple* from an elephant seal (Mirotmga Leonina) and Ani.sakis sp.
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and C. oseul.aturt from New zealand fur seals (Arctocephalus fcrsteri.).
Johnston and Mawson (1945b) also recorded anisakids in marine rnammals
from the New Zealand Subantarctic Islands. Some of these mammals are
occasionally reported as stragglers in mainland New Zealand waters. A.
sirnpT.er was recorded from Miz,ounga Leonina, P. decipiens from LeptonAehotes
ueddelli, and M. Leonina and C, oseulatum from the previous two species as
well as Lobodon carci-nophagus and Hgdrurga Leptonyn. C. radiatum was
recorded from the sarne host species as C. oscuLatwn, except that it was
not found in M. Leonina.
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 indicate a certain degree of host specificity, as
observed in Northern Hemisphere species. Nernatodes of the genus Ani.sakis
are mainly parasites of cetacea, whereas Contracaeeum species and Phoeanema
deei,piens are largely restricted to pinnipeds. Records of Antsakis from
pinnipeds and Coniraeaeewn or Phocanema trom cetacea are often of large
numbers of larvae and few adults (Machida L969; Young I972i Smith and
Wootten f978).
A. si.mpLer is the most cosmopolitan species of Anisaki.s. It occurs
worldwj,de in 26 cetacean and 12 pinniped species (Snith and Wootten 1978),
but is more frequently recorded from hosts which inhabit colder temperate
and polar waters (Davey 1971). fn contrast l. typica aPPears to be a
\,rarmer water species, occurring between 4OoN and 3645, and has been recorded
from only eight cetacean species by Davey (197I). Cannon (1977D) published
a nelr record of both of these Anisakis species from Peponoeep?nLa eleetra
stranded in Queensland, Australia. He suggested that this host feeds in
the zone of overlap of the two Ani.sakzls species.
A. physeteris has been recorded from only four cetacean species
(Davey 1971) and it's distribution is probably closely related to the
ecology and feeding habits of the rnain host, the spern whale, Physeten
maeroeephaLus.
Nematodes of the genera Conttaeaecwn and Phocanema are universally
distributed in pinnipeds from the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. From
a possible 31 pinniped host species, Dailey (1975) recorded Conttaeaeeum
from 26 species and P. deeipiens frorn 20 species. In addition' Johnston
and Mawson (1945b) found P. decipiens in Eydturga Leptonyc and cordes and
o'Hara (1979) recorded C, osculatwn from captive Ayctocephalus fotsteni'.
Records of these anisakids in cetacea are less common; P. deei.piens t.as
been recorded from seven cetacean species (Dailey and Brownell 1972) and
C. oseuLatum from one cetacean species (Margolis and Pike 1955).
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Few detailed studies have been made on the factors influencing
infestation levels of marine mammal hosts. ft aPpears that localitY
and season, in relation to the feeding and rnigratory behaviour of the
host, are probably the most important factors (Scott and Fisher I958b;
van Thiel 1966; Young and Lowe 1969; Machida l-971; Dailey and Perrin
1973) 
-
pathogenic effects of anisakids in marine mammals' particularly of
AnLsakis a1rd Contraeaeeum in pinnipeds, have been well documented (see
reviews by Cattan et aL. L976; Smith and llootten 1978).
In this chapter, results of the examination of anisakids from 10
marine mammal-s are presented (7 Atctoeephalus foz'steri, 2 Kogia bYeuiceps
L Phocanetos hookev'i) ' collection of more material was not possible as
marine rnannmals are protected by law in New Zealand waters. Ho\^Tevert
these records are a valuable addition to our limited knowledge of
anisakids in New Zealand rnarine mammals.
7.2 I{ETIIODS AND MATERTALS
Anisakids that reach maturity in marine mammals are usually found
in the stornach and intestine. The adults are normally either free in the
gastric lumen or superficially attached to the mucosa. However, larvae
have been found invading and sornetimes fulty embedded in the mucosal or
submucosal tissue of the stomach (Kikuchi et aL. 1967; Young and Lowe
1969). Therefore, in order to collect all the anisakids frorn a marine
mammal host, this tissue has to be carefully examined, or, ideally, broken
down in di.gest solution (e.g. pepsin digest, as described in Chapter 5).
Unfortunately, it was only possibte to digest the stomach walI of two
marine mammals which were obtained while still fresh. A11 of the other
nematode samples were collected from preserved stomachs, or by other people.
Therefore, the totaf nr:rnber of anisakids recorded from these hosts may be
slightly innaccurate.
poor preservation of some of the specimens made identification difficult
and sometimes impossible. This was particularly true for samples preserved
in alcohol rather than fonnalin, or in a big mass. Nematodes collected
from one Kogi,a breuteeps (PSw. 2) were very difficult to identify due to
poor preservation and therefore only some of the specimens were identified-
Details of identification and morphologfy aregiven in Chapter 2.
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7.3 RESULTS
Details of the number and developmental stage of five species of
anisakids, recorded from three species of marine manmal hosts, are
summarised in Table 7.3.
(a) Atctoeephalzn foz,stert
The New Zealand fur seal was the only host frorn which C. oseulatwn
was recorded in this study, and it clearly plays an important role in
the life cycle of this anisakid. A. sirnple* was recorded from only one
of the seven fur seals, but is definately ab1e to mature in this host.
Only one specimen of P. deei,piens, a preadult, was found.
Only one fur seal stomach was avail-able for examination (I'S/1).
Of the 323 C. oseulatum recovered, 3O2 (93.5e") were located in the stomach
and 21 (6.5s) were in the intestine. Pepsin digest of the stomach walf
indicated that the majority of preadult C. oseuLatwn (50.5s) were partly
or completely enbedded in tl:e mucosal lining. AI1 .4. si,nrplex were lying
free in the stomach lumen or were superficially attached to the stomach
wall.
Three areas of ulceration were present in the stornach, measuringf
about 15 rnn in diarneter and invaded bv cfusters of anisakids of both
species.
A11 anisakids from the five fur seals fron the Open Bay Islands
occurred in the stomach, with no apparent signs of ulceration. Squid
beaks were also commonly found in the stornachs (R. l4attlin, pers. comm.).
(b) Phocan etos hookeri
The one Auckland Island sea lion stomach examined had been preserved
in formalin and therefore pepsin digest of the stomach wal1 was not
possible. However, the anisakids present rirere very superficially attached
or free and there were no signs of ulceration. Adult P. deeipi.ern were
recorded but all of the .4. sirnpTer were preadults.
(c) Kogia breuieeps
One of the two 1>iSmy sperm whale sanples (PSW. f) came from an animal
that had just died on a WeLlington beach. As the preadult A. sinrpLer
recovered were still alive, some of the more active worms vJere used for
culture experiments (see Chapter 3). No areas of ulceration were apparent
and no anisakids were recovered from pepsin digest of the stomach walJ-.
AII nematodes were found in the main stomach.
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The other pigmy sperm whale stomach (Psw. 2) was not available for
examination. However, 2430 nernatodes were collected, 69 (2.8t) from the
forestomach and 2361 (97.22) from the rnain stomach. rt is not known
whether any areas of ulceration were present. Anisakids identified were
of four species t A. sirnpler, A. physterLs, P. decipiens and Pseudotetranova
kogiae. A. physeLenis hras possibly the most irnportant species present, but
onl-y a subsample was identified. squid beaks and remains of a mysid,
Grnthophausia ingens \,rere also present in the stomach contents.
7.4 DISCUSSION
(a) Definitive hosts in New Zealand waters
Of the anisa-kids recorded from 1O marine mammals examined in this
study, .4. s'LrnpLex from AretocephaT.us forsteri. is a new host record (see
Table 7.2) - P. decipiens has rrot been previously recorded from this host,
nor has 4. si.ntplet from Phocarctos hookez"L, but specimens found in this
study were all immature.
In addition to this new host record, the occurrence of adult /. sirnplen,
A. physeLerie and Pseud.oterz'ano1)a kogiae and pread:u:rt Phoeanema deeLpi..ens
from Kogia brepi-eeps are new records for the New Zealand region.
Extrapolating from Tables 7.1 and 7-2 and the results of this study,
it appears that pinnipeds are probably the most important hosts of P.
deeipi,ens and C. oseuLatum, and cetaceans the most important hosts of
Anisakis species, in New Zealand waters.
Anctocephalus forstert is the only conmon pinniped in New Zealand
waters, occurring mainly around the South Island. It r.rould therefore be
the most important host of C. oseulatwn (and P. deaLpiens?) in coastal
areas. The involvement of this host in the life cycle of l. sirnplet is
probably not as great as that of some of the cetacean species, especially
the more common dolphins (see Table 7.1). These dolphins are very conmon
in coastal areas throughout the country, although quantitative data are
not available.
Phoearctos hookeri is mainly found around the subantarctic islands to
the south of New Zealand and is probably the most important host of P.
deci'piens in this region. At,etocephalw for.steri. is also found on these
subantarctic islands.
Quite a few (if not all) of the cetacean species cornmon in New Zealand
waters could be important in the life cycle of A, sinrpLet. Probably only
Kogza breaieeps and Physetez, maeroeephaLus are important in the life eycle
7e1.
of A. physeteris. A. typi.aa has been recorded in marine mannmals as far
south as 3605 (Davey rgTL) but has not been fou-rd in New zealand waters.
The common dolphin species are probably the most important hosts of
A. simpler in coastal areas. For example, observations by airline pilots
atKaikoura(EastCoast,southrslan<l)indicatedthatdolphinswereconmon
all year round and concentrated in a 12 mile wide strip along the coast,
whereas whales were usually sighted well out to sea, mostly frorn APril to
July (Stonehouse 1965). Al-so, whales were usually alone or in small groups'
whereas dolphins occurred in smatl schools from June to November but built
up to schools of over 1OOO animals from December to April'
The relative importance of cetacean and pinniped hosts in the life
cycles of anisakids within the New Zealand region, is probably very sinuilar
to patterns observed in the northern hemisphere (as reviewed by Davey J-91J-;
Oshima I972i Dail-ey 1975). However' no evidence was obtained from this
study to support (or contradict) the suggestion by some workers (Machida
1969; Young I972i Smith and Wootten 1978) 1-hat Ani-sakrls mature less
successfully in pinnipeds. These authors have found that the adults are
smaller and fewer in number and in proportion to numbers of Jarvae than in
the stomachs of cetacea.
(b) Location of infestation
In the marine mammals examined in this study, anisakids were found
mainly in the stomach of pinnipeds and the main stomach of XogLa bneOieeps '
with a few in the forestomach-
This Pattern is similar to reports in other species, except that
anisakids generally apPear to be more conmonly found in the forestomach of
cetacea (e'g. Kikuchi et a7. L967; Young and Lo\de 1969i Sweeney and
Ridgrway 1975). The location of infestation in pinnipeds is usualLy the
fundic portion of the stomach but Montreuil and Ronald (1957) found anisakids
in the intestine of grey, harp and harbour seals sombtimes in equal or
greater nunibers than in the stomach. The nematodes were firrnly attached to
the mucosa and therefore could not be considered as transients'
Young and Lowe (1969) suggest that larval anisakids may penetrate into
the gut wa}l in the first area where the food is macerated, regardless of
any other stimuli. However, the location of infestation could al-so be host
specific. Gaskin (1978) states that the problern of homologies of stomach
compartlnents in different species of cetacea is a vexing one and there
seems to be no general ruIe.
one of the factors which can be extremely variable between different
species is the pH leve1 of the various comPartments. For example, in
I t-:'l-'-
BalaenopLera borealis the pH levels of the first, second and third
compartments were 6.4, 5.0 and 5.3, respectively (Ishihara 1960). In
this context, it rnay be relevant that although Amisakis J-arvae survive
equally as well in neutral conditions as they do in more acid ones, they
aPPear to be more active at a pH level of 3.0 than at slightly higher leve1s,
such as 4.0 or 5.0 (Lee and Chyu 1970). Also, the only successfu! in uitto
rearing of A. sintplen larvae has been at a pH of about 2.0 (van Banning
1971; Grabda L97Li this study, see Chapter 3).
ft appears that larval anisakids become partly or sometimes completely
embedded in the mucosal lining of the stomach wall while development and
moulting takes place (Vik 1964; Kikuchi et aL, I967i yourrg and Loh/e ]-969e
McClelland 1980). Preaduft C. oscuT,atum were recovered from pepsin digest
of a Aretocephalus fonstert stomach waIl in this study, indicating that they
were well embedded but no anisakids were found in the stomach wall of Kogia
breuiceps. The existence of the third and fourth moults of anisakids in
marine manrunals has been establ-ished, histologically for Ant)sakis sp. in
dolphins (Kikuchi et aL. 1967) and by experimental infection of seals for
P. deeLpiens (McClelland 1980).
Gastric lesions associated with immature C. oseuLaktm and /. si-nplen
were found in one AretocephaLus forsteyL sLomach in this study. No lesions
were found in other fur seal stomachs, or either of the other two marine
mammal species examined.
The occurrence of gastric lesions is at 1east partly related to tbe
species of parasite and host involved. Ulcers caused by Anisaktls and
Contraeeaeum Larvae in pinnipeds are werL described and appear to be
relatively conmon (Spena 1935; Schroeder and Wegeforth 1935; King L964;
Johnston and Ridgray 1969; Young and Lorse 1969; Fleischmann and Squire
L97oi wilson and stockdale 1970; Gembardt et a7,. l-97r; Migaki et aL.
I97l; Sweeney and Gilnartin 1974; Griner 1974; Sweeney I974i C:atluan et
aZ. L976; Cordes and orHara 1979).
Anisakis sp. larvae also cause lesions in cetacean hosts (Brunsdon
l-956; Vik 1964; Cowan 1966; Kagei et aL. 1967; Kikuchi et aL. L967;
Young and Lowe 1959) . P. deeipiens have been found attached to gastric
ulcers only once (Bishop 1979) and evidence from experimental- infections
of rats (Young and Lowe 1969) and pigs (Bier et al. I976i Jackson et a7.
1976) has shown that this species does not appear to penetrate as deeply as
Anisakis sp. larvae and produces a less severe response. No other anisakid
genera have been implicated in causing gastric ulcers.
1r.9.
lilost reports of anisakids associated with lesions apPear to be of
larvae and preadults. Adults either l-ie free in the lumen or are attached
superficially- Young and r'owe (1969), however, founcl mature '4' sirnplet
associated with many immature nematodes in a lesion in one of seven Phocaerta
phocaena they examined, Brunsdon (1956) also recorded A. eitrrplec larvae
and adults from severly eroded areas in the second stomach of Lagenonhynehus
obscurus.
The effect of gastric lesions on the host is not fully understood.
Gembardt et aL. (1971) for:nd tlnat Anisakis Tarvae in Minoltnga LeowLna
caused development of deep stomach ulcers and chronic congestion in the
abdominal venus system, and finally, due to a circulatory decompensation,
the death of the host. Blessing and Peitz (f970) described ulcers caused
by Anisakzls in l1n,si.ops truneattts and Zalophus sp. and suggested that they
may have contributed to the death of the host-
(c) Factors influencing infestation levels
From the small number of animals examined in this study and the scarcity
of other parasite data on New Zealand marine mammals, one can only
speculate on the cagses of, and variations in, infestation 1eve1s'
Extrapolating from the results of other studies (e.g. Scott and
Fisher 1958b; van Thie] I966i Young and Lowe 1969; Machida 197L; Dailey
and Perrin 1973) some suggestions can be made-
Diet is an important factor. The main diet of cetaceans and pinnipeds
in New Zealand vtaters is squid (Street L964t Gaskin 1972'). Local
variations in .4. eimpLer infestation found by the author in sguid (Snith et aL.
in prep.) and in other prey species (e.g. jack mackerel, see Chapter 6) could
be correlated with local variations in the infestation levels of coastal
species of dolphins and fur sea1s. The more collunon occurrence of P. decipiens
in pinnipeds from Auckland Island waters, compared to New Zealand coastal
waters, is also clearly related to the occurrence of Larvae in fish- rt is
of interest to nore that 
.Ihgrsites atltn is the only teleost from which P.
decipiens larvae have been recorded in New Zealand waters (see Chapter 6) '
and this species was found by Street (1964) to be an important part of the
diet of AreLocepVnLus for'stev'i tn some areas-
No differences in infestation were established between animals of
different age or sex from this study. l,lachida (I97I) found that male
Northern fur seals were less infested with anisakids during the breeding
season, due to the cessation of feeding. The same situation could be
anticipated in New Zealand fur seals and Auckland fsl-and sea Lions- No
sex differences in infestation levels of cetacea have been found- Age does
1,.
2.
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noL aplrear to be at! irqrortant factor, and even guiLe young (i.e. iess than
on€, yg&'1r old) anl.mals can be infestod ('S,cett eitd Fi'Ehe'r L95'8b; Youug aad
i'owe 1969).
7.5 COI*CLMTOWS
4. ehtp|,w, folgad ln Are,tae.qln'l4e faWtela'L Ln this stuily is a new host
record.
'Ehe occurrence of Freedutt P. daei,pdena f;r;ol. Apekaeeplwlus fonetet{'
and preadult d. s'inplm fram Phoeq,retos'. kookeri are aLso new records.
Adqlt A. sitnpkr, A. pkyseb*i.s and Ps,eudoterranotta kegd'ae and Preadult
Phaeuterna, dAvipd;ens fr,om Sngva bretfieeps are new records frolo ttre t![ew
Ze..atranit regign-
Fgsst thp obsetrvatlons here plus otlrer ho,st records, tt aXpears that
pinnlpeds are ttre mgst impertaat ctef,ilitl-ve taosts of C. Oastt1.afun an,dl
P. deei,p,i,enO ir New Zealand waters. eet4ceans are important hqsts of
C. s,i,r,wpLen, a,rrd in eo-astal FroB€1 dolphins a:re possibily xnore i'dl)ortlrnt
th,an .whaLes, Kogia bneVf.eeps is probably an inporttult host of .4,
pfugsebetisr but lar-val gtages of this arlisakidl have not besn trotrnd in
the Ne\d' zealand region,
preadlrlt C. ,a7gul,AtWn ana A. A,iWpLen we:ie fouad associated with a:reas
cr'f, olcenatior ilr ane Atotoeq7halxrs f,arsterf. s'totnacjh. G:, o$eulotwt
preadults also invaded the snrcosa"l lini.ng sf the stomae-b wall. Ottrer
ilnisaki.dl species were !t6t, asso-cia-ted 1lrith gastdc ulcerG i'6 tl.i's or
,oJh€r Gtef,i.niti've hci€ts.
3..
4.
5.
t?1.
CHAPTER 8
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND II'MMARY
8.1 TNTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to invest.igate aspects of the life
cycle of anisakids commonly found in New Zealand pelagic teleosts, with
particular reference to Anisaki.s si,nrple*, but also including Phocanema
d.eeipiens and Ttzynnascan'is adunca- Data have been presented in the
preeeeding chapters on identification and morphology, free-living egg and
larval stages and infestation of invertebrate, teleost and marine mammal
hosts, in accordance with the objectives outlined in chapter 1-
The aim of this general discussion is to integrate these chapters,
initially by surmnarisinq the life cycles of the three anisakid species
individually, in the New zealand region, and then by comparing them with
each oLher under the following headings: host specificity, general
distribution, pathological effects, infesLation of definitive hosts' and
status of intermediate and paratenic hosts. Gaps in our knowledqe are
indicated and refevant overseas literature which rnay fill in some of these
gaps is referred to.
In conclusion, some areas of fUrther research, arising from this study'
are suggested.
8.2 Slll{ItARY OF LIFE CYCLES
(a) Anisaki.s sitnPlet
A. sirnplex was the only species of Anisakis recorded from teleosts and
invertebrates in New Zealand r,vaters. A. physeteri-s was recorded from a
stranded piSmy spern whale (Kogia breOieeps), but this j-s the only record of
its occurrence from any host in this region'
Fig. 8.1 shows the life cycJ-e of A. sirnplea as found in this study,
constructed along the lines of the generalised anisakid life cycle depicted
in Chapter I (FiS. 1.1). Gaps in our knowledge are indicated by dotted lines
and guestion marks.
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observations on the deveLopment of larvae in the egg, from this
study and others (Brunsdon 1956i van Banning 1971; Grabda 197€b) have
established that one moult occurs before hatching. The newly hatched
second stage larva is ensheathed and dies in seawater within a few vreeks
without loss of the sheath or further development. The oPtimum
temperature for hatching and survival appears to be between 13-18oC
(references as above) but more detailed experiments are reguired on the
effects of temperature and other environmental factors.
The only invertebrate inter-mediate host recorded was the euphausiid,
NycLi-phanes austyaLi.s; a species which is widespread and abundant in New
Zealand coastal waters. The larva found, in l out of 8850 /f' austr'a'Li9
examined, was identical to third stage larvae from teleosts' suggesting
that the larva may have undergone the second moult in this euphausiid'
observations in the Northern Hemisphere have also suggested that
euphausiids are the most important invertebrate hosts of A. SirnpLeX and
that infestation rates are usually low, that is, less than one percent
(see chapter 4). oshima et aL. (1968) and Oshima (1969) estabLished that
larvae exsheath in experimentally infected euphausiids but the second moult
has not been observed in anY host.
Infective third stage larvae are transmitted to marine rnammal definitive
hosts by a series of paratenic hosts along the food chain. fn New Zealand
coastal waters, ,lV. australis forms an important part of the diet of rnany
pelagic teleosts (including Thyrsites atun and Irachzz:ras species) and squid'\
and thus its involvement in the life cycle of A. si'ntplex was anticipated'
The rnain route of infection to marine marunals in thj-s region is
probably through squid, which is a major food species. However, ThAnSi'tes
atun and Trachutus species are also eaten in reasonable guantities by these
mammals (Street 1964, Gaskin Lg72\ and thus also play an important part in
the life cycle.
fnfestation levels observed in TVtgt sites atlat and, T?aehi,rrers species
varied to some extent between localities, but indicated that /' Si'nrplet Ls
widespread and one of the most abundant anisakids in New Zealand waters',
There are some indications that these larvae could prove useful as biological
indicators of different fish stocks (see Chapter 6).
The full ranste and relative importance of marine mammal species as
definitive hosts in New Zealald v/aters has not been established, mainly
because of the difficulties of obtaining data on protected animals.
Hohrever, records from this study and others (see ChaPter 7) indicate that
at least 13 species of cetaceans and 4 species of pinnipeds known to occur
in this region can act as final hosts to A. si.ntple*. Actual New Zealand
host records include one Species of pinniped and three species of cetaceans'
l't4.
One species of pinniped from subantarctic islands to the south of New
Zealand also has been recorded as host to preadult l. sirnplen in this
study.
(b) Phocanema deeipi.ens
The life cycle of P. decipiens in the coastal waters of New Zealand
is illustrated in Fig. 8.2. The many gaps that still exist in our
knoweldge are apparent.
In this study P. deci,pierts adults were recorded from one pinniped
species, PhOearctOS hOOkerZ, which occurs mainly on the subantarctic
islands to the south of New Zealand but is occasionally reported on the
New Zealand mainland. Preadults were found in one pinniped and one
cetacean species. Results of other studies suggest that a further two
pinniped species could be involved in the Life cycle in coastal waters.
Only one species of teleost has been recorded as host to P. d.eci.piens
larvae in the New Zealand region.
In general, this anisakid species is relatively unconunon in New
Zealand coastal qtaters, at least in northern and central regions, but
appears to occur more freguently in fishes and marine mammals of the
subantarctic islands to the south of the country.
Examination of the feeding habits of Thyrsites attm did not provide
any clues as to the identity of possible intermediate invertebrate hosts,
or any other paratenic hosts that could be involved in tlre life cycle'
with the possible exception of l,lwtida gnegarLa-
Observations from other studies on natural and experimental infections
of invertebrates do not really add much to our knowledge of this part of
the life cycle. Larvae are rarefy reported from invertebrates and attemPts
to expqrrmentally infect possible hosts have been unsuccessful (see Chapter
4).
The pattern of development of free living stages is also unclear. It
has been suggested that the larva which hatches out of the egg is the
second stage larva (Scott 1955; Myers 1960), but McCIeIIand (L98O)
suggested that two moults may occur in the egg and that it is the infective
third stage larva which hatches out. Observations on rate of hatching and
survival at different temperatures indicate that I5oC appears to be optirnal
(Scott 1955; Myers 1960; McClelland and Ronald L974a) -
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(c) Thgrrrnsacnl'i's a.dwzctl
T. a.dunca is a cornmon anisakid in New Zealand r^raters and all stages
of the life cycle were recorded from various invertebrate and teleost
hosts examined in this study (FiS. 8.3).
The second stage larvae which hatches from the egg is ensheathed
and, as for.A. Sintplet, does not develop further in seawater. A temperature
of 15oc also appears to be optirnal for hatching and survival- (Punt I94I).
Larvae, similar to third stage larvae from teleosts, were recorded from
four invertebrate phyla, particularly chaetognaths. (Records from overseas
include hosts from three additional phyla). The second moult has been
recorded in experimentally infected isopods (VaI'ter I968a) and presumably
takes place in some of the recorded natural hosts'
However, it appears that some sPecies of invertebrates, particularly
the larger carnivorous species, may be acting as paratenic hosts-
Observations on ?. adunca Ln Munida gnega?ia in teleost stomachs suggested
that this anisakid may even reach naturity in invertebrate hosts' Margolis
and Butler (1954) also found what were probably f' adunca adults in a
prawn.
Ihese observations pose an interesting question: can ?. adztnea pass
through all stages of its life cycle in an invertebrate host? Tf T' adunea
can mature in invertebrates, dDY eggs laid would probably not be passed out
of the host as the parasites are not in the alirnentary canal. If
temperature is the rnain factor influencing success of hatching and survival
of second stage larvae, then one could speculate that any eggs laid inside
the invertebrate host could perhaps develop through these "free-living"
stages in Viuo. This could possibly be tested experimentally'
small teLeosts, such as young hoki, anchovies and sprats, are
important as Paratenic hosts' passing infective third stage larvae along
the food chain to larger teleosts, such as Thyrsi-tes atun and Traehurus spp.,
which act as definitive hosts. Similar observations have been made on the
occurrence of T. adtmea in teleosts from the Northern Hemsiphere (see
Chapter 6),
8.3 GENERAL DISCUSSION
(a) Host sPecificitY
Inglis (1965) states that most nematodes are not markedLy host specific
and that this is especially true of those species with inilirect life cycles
involving poikilothermic and homeothermic hosts. He also cautions that host
infestation records do not necessarily provide indications of host specificity.
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observed infestation patterns may be due to competition between parasite
species or host feeding habits and have little to do with host specificlty
as a physiological response, With these constraints in mind, the following
speculative discussion is based on the interpretation of data collected
during this study, plus what information is available from the literature'
The definitive hosts of A. sirnpler in New Zealand waters are not rrteLl
known, but at least 13 species of cetacea and 4 species of pinniped are
possible hosts. Sish hosts have been studied in more detail, and third
stage larvae have been recorded from 44 species of teleosts, 10 species of
elasmobranchs and one species of squid (Brunsdon 1956). However only one
species of invertebrate host (Ilyctiphanes australis) has been found (see
Chapter 4).
These host records, and similar observations from overseas studies'
suggest that there is a lack of host specificity in paratenic fish hosts
and definitive marine mammal hosts (although some workers consider that
Ani.sakie species are less successful in pinnipeds - see Chapter 7) '
Whetber the almost complete restriction of larvae in invertebrate hosts to
species of euphausiids represents a much higher degree of host sPecificity
at this stage of the life cycle is unknown. Infestation rates are very 1o!t
and therefore a srnall number of host records can easily be nisleading'
More experimental infections of invertebrates may provide sorne answers but
such experiments are complicated by problems of rnaintaining hosts and
larvae in the laboratory.
Similar observations can be rnade about the life cycle of P. deeipierrc
and host specificity, with a few minor differences. P. decipi.ens are
reported from many species of pinnipeds but only seven species of cetaceans
(Chapter l), suggesting that for some reason this species does not mature
as successfutly in cetaceans. Possible explanations could be different
feeding habits or different physiologies of the two types of marine mammal
hosts.
Generally, P. deeipienS larvae are recorded from a variety of teleost
hosts, particularly benthic species. Therefore, the record of only one
teleost host in New Zealand coastal waters is rather puzzling- Howevert
Brunsdon's (1956) survey of nematode parasites of New Zealand fishes was
based on specimens obtained from mainly central and northern regions.
Hence a more detailed exarnination of fishes from the south of the South
Island may provide more host records, especially in view of the fact that
infestation levels appear to increase in a southerly direction (Chapter 6)
and that P, deci-pi.ens are more commonly reported from subantarctic \^raters '
speculations on the host specificity of invertebrate hosts are not
attempted here as there are few positive records of larvae from such hosts'
I7!].
The life cycle of f. orJun.ca is better understood and a lack of host
specifi-city is apparent in all stages. In New Zealand waters adults have
been recorded from 16 species of teleost and farvae from 38 species of
teleost (Brunsdon 1956) and four invertebrate phyLa (Chapter 4).
This situation is quite different from that observed at the intermediate
host stage of the other two life cycles, Several e>rplanations, other than
a lower degree of host specificity, are possible. Firstly, ?. adunea may be
a more abundant species in terms of actual numbers of eggs and free-living
larvae in a given area, and therefore more cornmonly recorded. Second].y, as
suggested in Chapter 4, the fact that larger carnivorous invertebrates
could act as paratenic hosts may make invertebrate host records more
numerous.
However, reports of T. adurtea larvae from such invertebrates as
euphausiids are less common. For example, in this study, euphausiids were
free of this anisakid in the same area as infested chaetognaths.
These trost records suggest that some mechanism nay be operating which
results in the three anisal<id species apparentlY utilising different
inverLebrate intermediate (or paratenic) hosts. This could be due to
differences in the behaviour and distribution of free-living eggs and
larvae, or intermediate hosts, or it could be the resuLt of physiological
interaction between hosts and larvae. A temperature of I5oC appears to be
optimal for the development and survival of free-living stages of aII three
anisakid species (see Chapter 3), which suggests that their behaviour Ernd
distribution might be similar. Therefore, possibly some kind of
physiological interaction between invertebrate hosts and parasites is
involved. Unfortunately, this kind of interaction is difficult to
identify under artificial laboratory conditions'
(b) General distribution
Except in the most general terms it is extremely difficult to
determine the factors governing the distribution of Anisakis (and other
anisakids) in a given geographical area (Snith and Vlootten L978). This
is rnainly due to difficulties in identifying and establishing the relative
importance of the various hosts involved in the life cycle-
Observations on the infestation levefs of New Zealand teleosts
indicate that .4. simpLer and P. deeipiens increase in abundance in a
southerly direction. The distribution of f. adunea is difficult to assess
from the hosts examined but also appears to be less conmon in northern
regions (see Chapters 4 and 5).
Factors causing such a distribution could be:
(i)
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Distribution of definitive hosts.
Records of A. simpler from marine mammals are most freguent in colder
temperature and polar waters (Davey f971) which suggests that an increase
in abundance of tJlis anisakid in a southerly direction in New Zealand
waters could be expected. The occurrence of P. deaLpiens is possibly quite
closi:ly related to the distribution and abundance of pinniped hosts, which
definitely increase southwards. The occurrence of I. adunca cannot be
related to final host distribution from the data available.
(ii) Distribution of intermediate hosts.
Invertebrates, recorded. as hosts olf A. sinrpler and f. adtmca larvae,
were present in all of the sampling areas, but their relative abundance is
unknown. fnvertet,rates hosts of P. deci.piens have not been found.
Therefore t-he effect of the distribution and abundance of these hosts on
anisakid distribution cannot be determined from the data available.
Snith and Wootten (f978) considered that the distribution and
abundance of euphausiids in the North Sea may be one of the major factors
determining the relative abundance of A. simpler in this area.
(iii) Distribution of paratenic hosts.
Tkris is probably one of the factors least like1y to inftuence
anisakid distribution as most species seem to be able to utilise a wide
range of paratenic host species in arly given area. Hoieever, the migration
of some paratenic hosts, for example, small teleosts, could be important
in extending the distribution of anisakids from one area to another.
1iv) SurvivaL of free-living egg and larval stages.
From the literature it appears that a temperature of 15oC is optimal
for the hatching and survival of free-living stages of all three anisakid
species considered here (see Chapter 3). Higher temperatures cause more
rapid development but also increased mortality, whereas lower temperatures
slow down development or prevent it entirely.
However, the meaning of "optimal" as used here appears to relate more
to rapidity of development than to survival. Although development may be
slowed down at lower ternperatures, there is no evidence to suggest that
this results in there being less chance of free-living stages being consumed
by an intermediate host . In factr the chances of them being eaten may be
greater because they are alive longer. Hence, temperatures lower than l5oC
may actually be "optimal" for the continued survival of the parasite
beyond the free-living stage.
1C I
If tiiis srrggestion is lrue, it could explain wiry tlre a1-,rrn:ljrrrce of
these ani-sa).,id species apparentJ.y increases in a sout_herly ,.J j rc.ction (uilh
a decrease in waLer tenrperature'). If , hovrever, a l.:mperatrlre of 15oC is
"optimal" in both senses then few differences in the rlistri t,ul-ic*r of frec-
living stages would be expected in liew Zealand waters, except that pell:aps
t-he slightly roarmer waters of the llorth fsland may be rnore fsvoural:Ie fc;r
longr-"r pc-,riods cluring thc year.
(c) Fathological effects
Clarke (1976) consideres that although it is oftr:n clairned that an
efficjenL parasite dor:s rrot ki11 j.ts hcstr crrre Fi-rould rrrc,r-b prc-per:ly say
that an effjcrent parasile does not kill alt of its trcsts. To cxercise
efficierrt natural seleciion jt only has to kill sr-,nre of its hosts because
a parasite that is ber,ign in tinres of plenty ma]' qti'l 1 be a l:.u-r'<ien in
t-imes of 'slr-ess. The pattrologi cal ef fects of par-asit c j rii'asiorr are there-
for:e quite inrportarit to the survival of hosts and r;:r:asites ar,i may var-y
ccnsi'lrr.rlrly at dif fe-rent si-ages of the life c-vc1e.
From ltre observai.ic.rns of this study, jt uas imi:ossible to deteci an],'
quantitative pathological effects orr nost cor.rdition due to anrsai:id
infc'statlon, In rrorre of the hosts examined, includ j rrg invertebrates,
tel-eosts and marine nanirrals, was there any dirc.cL eviderrce to suqgest that
Lhe anisakid(s) present uou1d trave led to the early deaih of the host
(Chapters 4-7).
Although it has been suggested that paLhologi cal effects of anisal.-jd
infestaLion catl cause a loss of colrfition or dea-'h of the host (see
Chapters 4-7), few studies have demonstrated this concl-usively. A more
experimental approach (e.g. as used by lluizirrga 1956) is required.
(d) frrfestation of defi.nitive hosts
Comparison betueen the infestarion of marine rnammal hosts b:, A. e'ing,Ler
arrd F. Aeci.ii'tens and infestation of teleost hosts by f. edttn=a i-. Limited b)'
the lack of j.nformation (both frorn *"his ano otlrer stuoies) on narunal lrosts,
Iio'wever, soms general corrclusjons ca.n be nade.
l,larirre mamnrals are kno'"rrr to mal,e feeciing and breeding nLigraticns and,
especial Iy in the case of rnale pinnipeos, rniy rcpcnd lorrg;:eriod-c it'iti,ou-u
feeding during tlre bre cding se;scn. lienc€, irrfc's'i-at jon levc1-. ui li be
reLateri 'Lo p'3fiocis of nraxirri:rn feci,3.irig ar-.tivity arrd Lhe prey st,.at."
cons.umed.
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This pattern was clearJ.y demonstrated in the infestation of Thyt'sites
attm by T. adtnca (Chapter 6). Infestation \tas highest when most fish
contained food in the stomach ;ind when this food was a known intermediate
or paratenic host species. ttris resulted in a clear seasonal incidence
cycle. However, there was also some suggestion of a seasonal maturation
cycle, but the data were not conclusive.
such factors as age and siee of the host, which were important in
int luencing infestation of paratenic teleost hosts, are relatively
unimportant factors in influencing infestation of definitive hosts' lhe
influence of locality on variations in infestation of definitive hosts
could not be determined from this study (due to the seasonal bias in
collection of teleost samples and the smalL numbers of rnarine mammals
examined) .
lrhe exact nature of the infestation of definitive hosts appears to
vary considerably depending on the host anil parasite species involved
(Chapters 5 and 7). In general, the three anisakid species considered
here were found mainly in the stomach, either lying free (all three species)
or superficially attached (A. simpLex and P. decipiensl. The onl-y one of
these species found associated with gastric ulcers was.A. SitnpLen, not only
in a marine marnmal hos! but also in a teleost host (see ChaPter 5) '
Factors causing the penetration of the stomach wall and formation of gastric
ulcers in some hosts and not in others are unknown'
(e) The status of intermediate and paratenic hosts'
ll'tre 1ack of information on intermed.iate and paratenic hosts of P'
deeipiens larvae in New Zealand r,tatels makes comparison of tJlis stage of
the life cycle of the three anisalid sPecies diffieult. However' from
overseas work, it appears that they all follow the same general pattern,
that is, that at least several, if not many' species of intermediate and
paratenic hosts are utilised.
Ingl-is (1965) states that intermediate (and paratenic) hosts Perform
several important functions of advantage to the continuation of the
parasiLe species. rhey remove parasites from the fluctuations of the extra-
host environment (as also does a resistant eggshell), reduce dangers of
transference from one final host to another by extending the range of the
parasite in time and space, canalise the parasite to its final host by
utiUsing hosts which form part of the food supply arrd protect genetic
variation of the parasite population-
18 3.
However, ttrere are also disadvantages inherent in such a life cycle
(Ingtis 1965). The parasite has to rely on being eaten at least twice and
may become extinct if the.dietary habits of the final host change. Also,
the difference in the physiologies of poikilothermic and homeothermic hosts
require that the parasite must be so adaptable it can withstand the wide
range of environmental condit-ions. fnglis (1965) goes on to suggest that
it would be reasonable to expect selection pressures to rerfuce 'rh,.rst
discor:dance" (i.e. Lhe total of the differences betr^reen hosts) as much as
possible by, for example, reducing the time spent in intermediate hosts, or
by elirninating irrtermediate hosts altogether.
However, anisakid species examined in this study seem weLl adapted
to very indirect life cycles by utilising a wide range of paratenic (and in
the case of I. a,dtntca, irrtermediate) hosts. Coupled rdith.the fact that they
are not very host specific in the final stages either, they would not be
very vulnerable to changes in final host diet.
ft is possible that selection pressrrre has already resulted in A,
s'Lnrpler and P. decipi.ens utilising the most limited range of intermeiliate
invertebrate hosts possible. Hewever, a large number of paratenic teleost
hosts, in which larvae can survive for many years, are of definate survival
value- Establishing a more direct link is probably impossible because of
the position of the definitive hosts (marine manmrals) at the top of the
food chain,
ttre situation of T- adtntca appears to be quite different. All hosts
are poikilothermic and the nuniber and tlpe of intermediate host species
util-ised is greater than that used by C. sirnplen anit P. deatpiens larvae.
However, this anisakid species appears to be able to reduce "host
discordancerr not by eli:n-ination of intermediate hosts, but by developing
to maturity in intermediate (paratenic?) invertebrate hosts.
4.4 AREAS FOR FUR.THER RESEARCH ARISING FROM THIS STUDY
(a) The range of morphologry and genetic variation between populations of
parasites needs further study and review. fnglis (1965) stated that in
parasitic nernatodes there is no biological species concept; no, or very
1iLtle, information on the factors preventing interbreeding, no direct
information on how populations vary genetically, or even, in many cases,
an adequate idea of the range of nrorphological variation within a species-
h the last decade much has been done to review the range of
morphological variation in anisakid species (e.9. Davey 1971; Shirali L974i
Myers L975) and some aspects of the population genetics of ,4. sinrplex
I 1t.1.
have been inwst igaled Jr€cenrt try (Bcver?.y-sur t on el u7 . 197'7) ' triowev.'{ '
there i,S gtj1l seope fsr nore wo:k. For exrample, the Variatielt,s in
,1oorr,phol-gy of PhAW,n&ta lar<rae from this study and thaE of Torres et al,
(Lg7Blreqrr{re furt}ier exarrjnatjon. Also,r the observation o,f, trto di's'tlnu-t
straifis, of eggs fl=om ,gne. fernale nal,sa.kiis by Kobaqy,asni at A1-. [19681 needs
el.arifi.cati,sn.. T.dcntif,ieatirrn rr'f 'such morqpl\o..logica| and g'enetical
varlatioils miag g[*sg pro.ve ua,eful in atteruptin,g to use those Fa-Iasites'as
biologi.ca[ indicators of fish pr.rpulations'
(b) More det,ailed jyivesLigatioll of the carty'st.tges of the life eyc,]'e
(ii.e, vp te an:d includirrg tl2e sc":'-''nd noult-) ur)rler cuntro]led laborirtur!
conditiOns is r-ee1uilcd. LsILlcts such as the hatchability abd surviv'al
of free-living gtages u,r,der varyi-nE el-lviroirnrenla-l eo!:rdlt-ioIs (i-ncludirrg
terRgcraLlrre) ald the elperi*rentAl infection of invorribrates need nsre
study.Eggsforeuchexper-imerrtseretflo]reeasill,ot,tainedflondefinitive
hoirts, but ttris i,F no-t a1r*ays lroes;jbl,e and the perfeei'iotr of irt';it;r:'o,
cultivation teclEr,io-ues woulld p:rovide a valuah'le soierce 6f .sudh rnaterial'
(,el Muscle in*feslatiorN of eorrrnerci'a1ly im5'c1'tfirrt N'er"' Fea-latd t'eleost
gFecie,s, by Anri-*akt.s and Fi'oaearld<nic larvae n,eeds furtl:re'! exani'nation,
especiallir iri thoSe species r^'}iah may be oonsiiTr=d ra',f'l A more detaj: l-ed'
sepdy. s-lrould :Lrretrude fae.'Loli,s influencing pen'etration 6f SBrs'c'le tissue'
bsth before and, after the death o'f the host. Th15 rna1l onlty be possi'ble
in labg.ratery reared fish but could,also,involrr'e dr vitr:B exper.iment6
u,sit1g Ltrird s,ta.ge Ler,va-e, siJtrilar to ea<perimeni:s by Rorrald (196O) on
F. deeipi'ene lart'ae -
td) A s\Evey of squid (Iiatotodafit{s eF") para,sltes could be vafu'able, aG
sqqid a.r6,one of ttre rnost lmportant lir*s ir, the food chain, aflcl t}rere.f9fe
jn bhe life eyetre sf Ani,sekis (and pe-uhatr:s other anisakids) - A160' as tltese
so.r:,id snly uve fgr about one y-ear ttrey could provi'de valrlable inforrnation
o!1 hpv iaf,e-srtatidn rdt€G varSt betweea localities al}il se,asorle. (irhis study
is presently bcing un'dertalten by the authEl) '
(el E F'urv,ey of deetrl water ano
the ?00 imle exclus:i.ve econcrltlc
of tbe Parasices of, the.se fishss
deepcr wateri
subrantaricti c te-leos\"**5recies,(i 
" 
e' withj n
zone) h'ouli he.valuetile. ag tittle iE i'''rcvm'
errd of the liie cyele of anieakjds in
1t-r5 '
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3.83 0.45
3.65 0.63
2.56 0.42
3.06 0,64
3.11 0.73
3.28 0-59
3.06 0.55
3.81 0.59
3.18 0.54
3.69 0.59
3,57 0.58
3.30 0.55
2 -60 0.54
3.34 0.52
3.23 0. 52
3.25 0.56
3.27 0.54
3.50 0.52
3.31 0.45
3-44 0.48
3.58 0.60
3.38 0,55
2.94 0-60
3.03 0.50
3.49 0.50
3.01 0.54
3.30 0.53
2 -52 0. 5r
3.25 0.41
2.93 0.41
x
SD
20.26
3. 04
1. 12
o.f6
s. 18
0. s5
1.78
o.24
0. 31
o. 04
2.14
o.21
9 .99 3.43 0. 59
1.50 0.50 0. 12
n=50
?16.
Appendix lb. Measurements of preadult Anisakis si,mplex (in millimetres).
BBW COLBL BLVLOL *wL sllBL Bt
a) Phoeatetos hookerLz
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11
b) Kogia brevicepsz
l4
l5
I5
15
16
19
20
15
15
16
T7
35.5 0.81
20.0 0-66
23.8 0.59
30.8 0.75
21.0 0.78
l6.o o.47
16.8 0.52
16.5 0.59
20.0 0.66
18. 8 0 .72
19.0 0.59
24.5 0."?3
23.O 0.65
2L.5 0.62
22.5 0.58
24.O O.73
24.5 0.60
27.O 0.70
28-5 0.91
20.5 0.64
24.5 0.76
26.5 0-74
23.5 0.67
o.42 1.82
0.63 1.63
o 
- 
38 2.06
0.59 2 .06
0. 40 r.92
0.65 2 
-39
o.62 L.67
o.42 r.80
o.44 2.A9
0.51 1.90
0. 50 2.08
o.?2 0.11 3.00
0.75 0.10 4.20
o.69 0.12 2.53
o -?7 0.L2 3.93
0.69 0. r0 2;50
0.93 0.14 3-42
o.62 0.14 3.10
a.64 0.11 2.80
0.68 0. L3 2 -93
o.57 0.10 3.19
o-79 0.L2 2.94
13. 00 5. 14 0.79
I0.87 5.OO O.57
13.73 4.60 0.80
13.73 5.13 0.80
12.00 4.31 0.53
12.58 4.90 0.74
8.35 3. rO O.74
12.00 4.27 0 -73
13.93 4.53 0.87
11.88 3.56 0.63
L2 .24 4.65 '0. 7r
8. 14 2.96 0 - 51
13.90 6.25 0.55
9.20 3.70 0.46
7.50 2-63 0.52
13. 19 3.67 0.52
13.88 3.94 0-56
15.42 4.52 0.60
14. l8 4.18 0.67
13.15 3.95 0.60
14.04 4.52 0.54
12.58 4.47 0-42
r3.34 2.50 0.53
L4.26 3.03 0-59
13.72 2.90 0-64
L2.O7 3.90 0.68
13.14 3.40 0-63
II.04 3.08 0.55
10.75 3.52 0.45
r1.61 2.97 0 .67
13.40 4.13 0.68
L2.72 3.74 0.63
I1.32 3.37 0.49
11.80 3.72 0.60
1
2
3
4
5
6
I
9
10
11
2.89 1.05
2.78 I. 25
2,19 0.88
2 . 31 0.81
2.77 0.77
2.22 0.63
2.59 0.76
2.34 0.59
2.63 0. 79
2.64 0.85
2.39 0. 85
3.27 0.61
3.28 0.70
2.95 0.62
2.72 0.88
3. 15 0.82
2 .70 0. 75
2.90 0.95
3.31 0.85
2.75 0.85
3.r2 0.92
3.O0 0.89
2.7'7 0.87
o. 18 2 -28
0.11 3. 30
0.lt 2.4a
o.15 2.44
0.11 3.71
0.09 2.94
o.10 3. t0
0.11 3.58
o.I2 3.30
o.12 3.83
0. 08 3.11
0. t3 2.97
0.14 2.A4
0.14 2.A6
0.15 2.56
o.15 3.04
0.14 2.46
o.12 2 -6L
o. l-9 3. 18
0.14 3. rI
o.15 3.11
o.13 2-79
0.14 2.85
c) AretoceplnLus foneteri, z
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11
L2
n=34 x
SD
20-76 0.62 2.50
5.13 0.13 0.49
o.79 0.13 3.03
o.14 0-02 0-45
12.31 3.95 0.63
1.85 0.84 0.11
II
I
I
207.
Alryendix 2. Measurenents of A. shrpTcn from eulture experl-ments(tn millinetr€s).
E)ryt- StAEe,
tNo.
wXi *""&##
5
11
A *I|
AT
A. *F
AF
AF
nI'
AF
Alt
FA
P&,
FA
FA
PA
x3
9D,e
g2-o I'9I
42.O 1.50
42,a 1.5',6
52.5 1,33
50.o r.05
48,5 1.OO
47 .5 1. O2l
3.1-0 0.85
37.5 L,06
37.5 0 
-92
3?.5 1.OA
31.0 1.oo
29.5 I.31
43.96 1.30:
13.,54 0.3L
4.68 0'9'4
4.06 1.O3
3.44 l.(}9
2.98 0.96
3.l_2 0.7r
3.59 0.75
3.O0 0.89
2.29 0.92
3.38 0.?5
2.92 0.9t
2.49 0.83
2-44 0.71
3.Ll 1.03
3.19 0-89
0.66 0,13
o.+l 2.33 5.71
0.28 3.57 9.6''1
0-20 3,71 s.19
o.L2 2,53 5.68
0.16 ' 2.lO 6.24
0.23 2.06 7.40
O.14 2:.15 6..12
o.L5' 2.50 6.74
o.f,l 2.93 9.o1
o.t8 2.rr5 7.790,15 e.88 6.64
0.16 3.23 7.9:7
o-28 4.44 10.61-
4.20 2-83 7.5,3
O.,Og g.?2; 1.53
r.15 0.5]o
2.48 0-67
2.60 0,48
1.83 0.23
t-42 0.32
1.55 A.47
I.87 0.29
2.7L 0.41r
a,.oo o,29
2-45 0.48
2.21 0.4Q
2,29 0r.52l.49 0.95
2.16 0,4V
0.6,2 0"19
n=x3
* laicl eggs Abbreviat-iong 
- A: adirLk PA: PreaduLt
208.
Appendix 3, Measurenents of Phocanema deci.piens (in rnillimetres).
w rvl, *rc tTLBL BL BLTL IEW sglBL BLIC
IC
VL
Host.
(a) I. atun (Stage III larvae)
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
l0
36.0 1,.06
32.O 1.02
31. o 1 .02
31, O O.94
31.0 0.94
30.0 0.90
29.O 0- 95
27 .O O.88
26 .O O.96
25.0 0.89
33.5 1.12
30.0 1.03
30. 0 I.12
29.O 1. t8
29 .O 0.98
27.5 1.09
26,5 7.20
26.5 1.12
25 -O t.o7
28.56 1.10
2-53 0.07
2-24 9.872.06 0.92
2.O2 0.77
2 -L2 1 .05
1. 87 0 .79
1.99 1.02
2 -65 1.14
L.77 0.83
2. 03 0.86
1.54 0.7r
2.19 0.63
1. 58 0.71
1-85 0.80
2.70 0.76
1. 85 0.96
I-72 0.80
L.79 0.73
1.79 0.66
L.75 0.75
1.91 0.76
o.34 0.L0
1.15 0.13
1.15 0.11
o.94 0.11
r.12 0.12
0.93 0. t0
I.2A O.11
1.25 0.15
1.29 0.L2
1.10 0.11
0.87 0.10
1. tI 0.12
0.15 0.02
1.09 0,I2
1. 19 0.13
L.25 0. 16
1.25 0.15
1.07 0. l8
t-2L 0.14
o.96 0.15
o.84 0.09
1 .23 0. 10
1_. 12 0.14
0.14 0.03
2.94 6.21
3.18 6.45
3.29 6.54
3.03 6.85
3.03 5.02
3.00 6.62
3.28 9 .I7
3.26 6.54
3.69 7.81
3. 56 6.I7
3. 34 6.54
3.44 5.26
3 .73 6 -L7
4.O7 9.35
3.38 6.37
3.97 6.25
4.s2 6.76
4.22 6.76
4.27 6.99
3.88 6.72
0.43 r.11
1.88 3.26
2.2L 3.97
2 -67 4.L7
2.52 4.31
3.3I 3.69
2.9L 4.41
2.75 3.62
2.49 3.16
3.00 4.93
2.65 3.95
0.43 0 .57
0.36 r.73
o.43 1.68
o.53 1.56
o.52 1.65
o.62 1. 12
0.51 1.51
o.57 L.32
o. 34 I.27
0.40 1.64
0.48 1.50
0.10 0.21
2.42 3.19 0.36 I.32
2 .A7 3,60 0. 34 1. 25
2.4A 3.O3 0.35 L.22
3.39 3.61 0.39 r.07
2.55 3.OO O.32 1.r8
3.40 4.27 0.37 1.26
3.94 4.31 0.52 1.tO
3.08 4.7A O.44 I.55
3.3t- 4.24 0.42 1.28
2.84 3.48 0.40 L.23
29.80 0.96 2.03 0.90
3,23 0.06 0.29 0,14
(bl Nototheni.a (Stage rII larvae)
;
SD
3.23 6-84 3.03 3.75 0.39 L.25
o.25 0.96 0.49 0.5I O.06 0.13
I
2
J
4
5
b
7
I
9
x
SD
Host.
(c) P. - hookez"i
L-79 2.20
1.88 2.80
I.96 3- 36
r.63 3.01
L.47 1.96
I-20 2.31
1.19 3.13
t- 17 2.O2
t--22 2.48
1 -12 2 -48
1.14 2.33
1.21 2-34
o.84 I.96
l-57 2 -24
I.22 1.65
t.27 L-76 L7.O
o.79 I.42
L-47 1.56 17.0
0.93 1.rs 15.0
1.00 1.88 17.0
1,05 1.55 17.0
o.62 0.78
4.36 5.36
4.59 6.83
4.90 8.40
4.29 7 -923.97 5. 30
3.43 6.60
3.50 9.21
3.66 6.3I
4.2L 8.s5
3.86 8.55
3.56 7.28
2.95 5.71
2.05 4.74
3.92 5.60
3.21 4.34
3. 43 4.76
2.26 4.06
4.32 4-59
2.9L 3. 59
3.45 6.48
3.62 5. 34
t-94 2.44
Vulva
1. 9r
2. 33
I.43
r. 35
1.38 0.46
1.80
1.06 0.50
t-26 0.47
1.88 0.47
1.48 0.59
1-26
OL VL IC Vulva ##*;l-##
1
2
3
4
5
5
7
8
9
10
11
F41
F41
r40
F38
F37
F35
F34
F32
F29
F29
r4 32
;
SD
35.27 1.43 2.55 1.09 1.66
4.47 0.33 0-46 0.29 0.45
4 . 03 7. 30 3. 10 4.70 l. 56
o.48 1.34 0.77 1.11 0.37
(d) ,4. forsterL
I Pe 19.5 0.85
- o.79 0.85 4.35 - 4.05 4-36 1.08.
: \/: 
-
Alipr-ndix 4. Fa!)ge of measurcitirunts of T.(in millimr-.tres).
B],
r.j r1?.1.i'i 3(i 1 a r Va_' f r om cha,:1'tr; L,i t.) r 5
OA Au/ICV], ICTLOI,
-t
3
4
5
tl
t5
I
]0
11
I2
l3
l1
'r.5
l{:
!a;
O. 8C. 0. 04 3
t_. 20 0, o 39
1.71 0.05
r.94 0. 07
2 .22 Cr. O8
2.85 0-11
3. 31 t'' . 08
3.76 r,.11
4 .22 {-r. I l-
4.96 0. r4
5.24 0. ]5
(, 
- 4? t1.1 5
6.84 (r . ?Ct
-t 
- 
0i C'.27
1.f.,4 0.21
8.04 0. 19
a.Iz tJ-22
0.200 0.0t 5 0.o47
0-32 0.02 0.06
0. 35 0. 02 0. 06
o .42 0. 02 0. 09
0. 53 0. 02 0- 09
0-51 0.03
0.5t 0-03 0.10
Ct-57 0.03 0.11
0.60 0.03 0- I I
0.71 O.Cr4 0.15
0.€,8 0-04 0-11(1.'/5 Cr-C5 0.15
0.8(, c.L\4 0.14
0.95 (.05 0.15
0. 9c 0. 05 0. 14
0.9e 0.0€ c!.15
o.080 0.153 1.88
o.rs
o.2I
0. 20
o.29
0- 30
0.15
o- 33
o.27
Lr - Jt)
c. 3tr
o .44
u. .+o
0. 41
naR
o.44
0. 1 8 r.20
o-2-5 I.19
0.3C' 1.50
o.29 I . 00
0.:.r3 1.10
0. 1s 1 .00
n 2? 'l frA
0.2i 1.00
o- 36 1. O0
0. 32 Ct. 84
0. 36. O. 86
0.41 0.93
0-50 I .04
0.42 1. 02
o.42 0.88
0.1= I -O2
(N 
. B. Mean ;ind
are gi.ven
standard devi ati on-c for
irr Chapter 2).
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Appendix 7 Infestation of Thgnsites
Phocanema decipiens and
atun w:_th the
Gyrrrrt.orlzyn"ehzrs
flesh parasites
thyr.sitae.
IJost Age no. examined no. inf . P. decipiens x infestatiorr with G.
thyrsitae
aI1 fish fish inf . wit,h
-. 
1r. (lecLp.LenS
4
5
7
tJ
82
117
l.5U
ro9
44
5
15
25
t-8
tJ
4.8
4.6
1.5
12.3
I'7 -4
r.67
z. t6
6.03
tl .51
8.84
